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Household Hints
2895560 HOUSEHOLD HINTS: Amazing Uses for Salt, Lemon, Vinegar, and Baking Soda. By Heather Rodin. Provides countless tips and tricks for easy, time-tested, incredibly effective methods for taking care of every part of your home, from the basement to the attic (including the yard, the kids, the car, and even the cat)! The best part is, you can do it all without toxic chemicals. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Welfleet. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

295771 MARTHA STEWART’S HOMEKEEPING HANDBOOK: The Essential Guide to Caring for Everything in Your Home. Features hundreds of tips for keeping your home including: how to remove household stains; buy a sofa; store wine; organize closets; deter moths; set up a wireless network; fix a squeaky bed frame; and be more energy efficient. Illus. 744 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $45.00

2831619 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS ORGANIZE YOUR HOME. Ed. by Samantha S. Thorpe. A must-have guide to organizing and de-cluttering your home. Filled with strategies, room by room solutions, big ideas for small spaces, quick, thrifty projects, and real life transformations—you’ll discover the secrets of getting organized once and for all! Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

2986981 SIMPLY CLEAN: The Proven Method for Keeping Your Home Organized, Clean, and Beautiful in Just 10 Minutes a Day. By Becky Rapinchuk. The Clean Mama will help you keep a tidy house and build habits to become a neat person. Includes dozens of recipes for organic, environmentally conscious cleaning supplies, and shows you how in just ten minutes a day, you can create a cleaner & happier home. 250 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2944995 1,001 OLD-TIME HOUSEHOLD HINTS. By the eds. of Yankee Magazine. Provides the solutions that Grandma used to household problems, which at first may seem strange: cleaning copper pans using buttermilk and salt; how to treat your dog’s ear mites with garlic oil; how to make real sourdough bread like the pioneers; and much more. Illus. 374 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3647706 UNCLUTTER YOUR HOME: 7 Simple Steps, 700 Tips & Ideas. By Deonna Smallin. Learn to eliminate unnecessary belongings without guilt or regret, contain clutter with simple storage solutions, minimize paper pile-up, and regain your closets, cabinets, basements, and attics. 187 pages. Stoneybrook Press. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95

283722 THE LITTLE BOOK OF TIDYTIDY. By Beth Penn. Grounded in solid science and bursting with invaluable tools, activities and strategies, this little guide will empower you to discard what you no longer need, regain control of your surroundings and create a happier and more fulfilling life. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Gaia. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/694

$9.95

566119 LIQUIDATING AN ESTATE: How to Sell a Lifetime of Stuff, Make Some Cash, and Live to Tell About It. By Martin Codina. Regain control of your life by letting go–of your stuff! An estate sale pro provides practical, no-fluff advice that guides you through the process of selling a lifetime of possessions, showing you how to maximize profits while gaining peace of mind. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Krause. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

297716 MIND YOUR MANORS: Tried-and-True British Household Cleaning Tips. By Lucy Letherbridge. Through her meticulous research on servants, Letherbridge gleaned much knowledge about how these homes were cleaned. Through over a thousand years–from the Victorian through the Edwardian years and beyond. Here she reveals the old-fashioned and almost forgotten techniques that made British households sparkle. Illus., some color. 114 pages. Norton. Pub. at $22.95

$4.95


3.95

2841843 KNACK ORGANIZING YOUR HOME: Decluttering Solutions and Storage Ideas. By Emily Witsa. This fully illustrated guide shows how to organize, one step at a time. Learn how to clear the clutter and efficiently deal with everything from clothes and towels to tools and bills. 242 pages. Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

2962519 GOOD THINGS FOR ORGANIZING. By Martha Stewart Living. Turn a handrail into a pot rack or a cupboard into a nightstand, or maybe add some additional storage space. You’ll learn some great ideas and tips for maximizing space, clearing away clutter, and making your home more welcoming and more organized by the end. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

$7.95

$3.95

1877240 OLD-FASHIONED LABOR-SAVING DEVICES: Homemade Conveniences and How to Make Them. Designed to speed and simplify everything from making your life more comfortable to protecting drain outlets and organizing storage tools, the easy-to-make mechanisms you’ll find here can be just as useful for today’s farmer as they were for the frontier homesteader. Illus. 622 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

6929341 501 AMAZING USES FOR SALT, VINEGAR, BAKING SODA, OLIVE OIL & LEMONS. By Laura M. Westdale. Contains more than 500 household hints and solutions that use these five main ingredients to accomplish a wealth of tasks–all are earth-friendly, natural, healthy, easy to make, and simple to use. Learn how to dust furniture, freshen up linens, clean vegetables, and more with these five ingredients. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

2926598 BAKING SODA: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Made up of tiny crystals, baking soda’s natural structure makes it the perfect gentle abrasive for cleaning, and its natural antacid properties are ideal for tackling heartburn or creating cocktails. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks, and recipes for home, health and beauty. 116 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$9.95

2926601 LEMONS: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Lemons are packed with goodness that, with a little knowledge, can easily be harnessed to allow you to bypass the chemicals and produce your own all natural products at home. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks and recipes for home, health and beauty that allow you to utilize the vitality of lemons. 164 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$9.95


$4.95


$8.95


$4.95

2984440 COUNTRY LIVING COUNTRY COLOR COMBINATIONS: Decorating Solutions for Every Room. By Kate Butcher. Create color combinations for each room of your house that are guaranteed to look great together. Lavish color photos of rooms decorated in irresistible shades are supplemented by a complete source book of materials and prices. 160 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $27.95

$14.95

2966514 UPSTAGE YOUR FURNITURE. By Stephanie Jones. Why spend a fortune on decorator furniture when it’s so easy to restyle old or inexpensive pieces? Here are hundreds of tips and tricks that will give your own unique expression of these pieces. 160 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

$4.95

5759641 GREAT KITCHENS: Design Ideas from America’s Top Chefs. By Elen Whitaker et al. This collection of 40 kitchens designed by some of America’s best chefs proves that any home can have the look that expresses your unique personality and style. Dozens of tutorials are given for making painting techniques, refinishing and distressing surfaces, and choosing the right vintage or new fabric to achieve the perfect expression of a kitchen. Each place has its own story, whether it’s a small cottage, a sleek studio shed—proving that having a private retreats—from beach-side boltholes to small coffeeshop-spaces, and the history of style. This lavishly illustrated volume demonstrates the ever-changing forms and uses of mirrors as major elements and points of emphasis in domestic interiors. 144 pages. Norton. 8x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

$11.95

2856576 ELISIE DE WOLFE: The Birth of Modern Interior Decoration. By Penny Sparke. The author presents in-depth profiles of 29 prominent de Wolfe projects, the birth of a new designer category of rooms, or studying the history of style. This lavishly illustrated volume presents the birth of an interior designer, Erica de Wolfe, who is just as interested in designing a project as she is in creating the perfect living space. Well illus. in color. 146 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95

$4.95

2970274 MIRRORS: Reflections of Style. By Paula Phipps. An ideal resource for anyone looking at the history of mirrors. You’ll learn about the changing history of mirrors, and the importance of mirrors in today’s interiors. This lavishly illustrated volume documents the ever-changing forms and uses of mirrors as major elements and points of emphasis in domestic interiors. 144 pages. Norton. 8x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

$9.95

298878X HOME IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FOR THE BUSY & BROKE. By Christina Salway. A great resource for anyone who is short on time and strapped for cash. Using her wit and playful personality, Salway will help you turn any space into a unique home you have and are proud to show off. Well illus. in color. 146 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95

$4.95

2987244 MODERN DIY UPHOLSTERY: Step-by-Step Techniques for the Home Studio. By Ellen Whitaker et al. A combination of practical craft techniques, history, and discer ning client s. Rare archival photographs, combined with color renderings, evoke the sunny, airy tones of the interior. A de Wolfe room was created not just with an eye for detail and the perfect aesthetic, but with comfort and livability in mind. 372 pages. Acacians. 10x12¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $85.00

$14.95

2184999 ROMANTIC ENGLISH HOMES. By Robert O’Byrne. From Dorset, Devon and Cornwall in the west to Suffolk and Northumberland in the north, this lavishly illustrated volume reveals a unique collection of 14 houses, the majority of which have never been open to the public before. 176 pages. CICO Books. 10x10¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

$11.95

6829205 MEXICAN INTERIORS. By Verna C. & Warren Shipway. Explores the decorative styles and traditions of Mexican vernacular domestic architecture while focusing on a range of color palettes to create an interior at once comfortable and artistically rewarding. Alternates clear and informative photographs with plenty of measured floor plans. 257 pages. Henneberry. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

298289X MODERN DIY UPHOLSTERY: Step-by-Step UPHOLSTERY: Step-by-Step Upholstery Projects and Beyond. By Vicky Grubb. Offers ten projects that are perfect for the absolute beginner and nervous starter. You will learn everything you need to know about modern upholstery, from choosing the right vintage or new fabric to achieving a professional finish. Projects include a Mid-Century sofa, a Buttoned Footstool, and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. David & Charles. 9x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95
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205 OUTSTANDING HOUSE IDEAS. By Bridget Vranckx. A reference for practicing professionals and homeowners alike chock full of ideas, analyses and successful applications from around the world. This stunning volume features floor plans, elevations, renderings, and building sections that showcase house exteriors and interiors. Fully illus. in color. 590 pages. Rizzoli. $72.95

291781 A TINY HOME TO CALL YOUR OWN, SECOND EDITION: Living Well in Just-Right Houses. By Patricia Foreman. Examines the many uses of tiny homes for all age groups and socio-economic levels; how smaller homes can buy you time and financial freedom; what “things” do and do not serve you; the ecology and the Tiny House movement; and presenting tiny house communities. Unfiltered and unchambered life by the author and why to transition to a tiny home. Illus. 211 pages. New Society. $17.99

2950613 HOUSES OF MISSOURI 1870-1940. By C. Millstein & C. Grove. With nearly archival photographs, drawings and original floor plans, this volume offers an intimate tour behind the facades of 45 purely American houses. The authors bring to life the fortunes, motivations, and aspirations of those wealthy house owners who rigorously defined what was suitable and respectable living in the American heartland. 266 pages. Southwark. $65.00

2970686 MANHATTAN CLASSIC: New York’s Finest Prewar Apartments. By Geoffrey Lynch. Takes you on a lavishly illustrated tour of New York City’s legendary apartment buildings. Includes street maps locating each building; sample floor plans; nearly 200 color photographs of interiors; biographies of key architects; and indexes listing five hundred floor plans. 224 pages. Architectural Heritage. $39.95

6939767 PERFECT ENGLISH INTERIORS. By Ros Byam Shaw. The only one to include an illustrated field guide. 152 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11½. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

6931171 SHE SHEDS: A Room of Your Own. By Erika Kofte. Do you ever dream of a quite place where you can get away from it all and let your creative spirit thrive? You’ll find dozens of stunning examples of private spaces that will inspire you in your own pursuit of a room of your own along with tips and advice. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 10x13%. Pub. at $19.95

2843479 VINTAGE VICTORIAN TEXTILES. By Brian D. Coleman. Discover how to complete your interior decoration with the use of textiles, an often-overlooked facet of restorations. Includes helpful descriptions of the varied uses to which these textiles were put in the Victorian home, and advice on care and conservation of vintage textiles. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer, 8½x11½. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

2828218 MAKING AMERICA MODERN: Interior Design in the 1950s. By Marilyn Brown. A valuable resource for design professionals, historians, and enthusiasts, chronicling the development of modern interior design in the United States in the 1950s and featuring interiors by 50 designers including Virginia Dwan, Donald Deskey, Alexandre Nachum, Eero Saarinen, David Sarnoff, and Joseph Urban. More fully illus. one color, 239 pages. Bauver & Dean. 8½x10½. Pub. at $50.00 $31.95

6809070 THE COUNTERTUP BOOK. By Mary Anne Piccirillo. This volume is your own personal showroom, in which you will discover today’s cutting edge and most popular surfacing materials for countertops, including glass, ceramics, laminates, repurposed materials, stones (including extreme engineered stones), metals, and wood. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Gulf Publishing. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

2892068 202 OUTSTANDING CITY HOUSE IDEAS. By Manel Gutierrez Cacho. Packed with ideas for a city home that fulfills personal dreams and ideals while offering superior function. Featuring hundreds of photographs plus floor plans and selected from around the world, these houses inspire and guide architects, designers, and homeowners alike. 599 pages. Firefly. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $94.95

2901469 DESIGN WITH JAPANESE OBI. By Diane & Ann Willshire. 96 pages. Tuftle. 7¾x10¼. Paperback. $17.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

6942741 ROOTS OF HOME: Our Journey to a New Old House. By Russell Versaci. Both an architectural feast and a celebration of the heartland. 286 pages. Acanthus. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00

6898545 TROPE L’OEIL PANELS AND PANORAMAS. Decorative Images for Artists and Architects. By Yannick Guegan. Advanced exploration of trompe l’oeil art and technique. Features a treasury of stunning designs ideal for interior decorators and their clients’ inspirations, or for those who want to copy the images for themselves. Includes a CD-ROM with TIFF files of each painting. 246 pages. Norton, 9½x12½. Pub. at $88.95


6926760 FURNITURE MODELS. By Patrick Merkling. A unique and extensive collection of furniture models from the 18th through the 20th century. Many from schools that no longer exist. Includes over 300 black and white photos. Fully illus. in color. 292 pages. Rizzoli. 8½x11½. Pub. at $59.95

2953962 KEISLING MODERN STRUCTURES. By Patrick McVey. In 1935, William Keisling was Southern California’s most prolific and successful practitioner of Streamline Modern design, then called Modernistic. His goal was to bring high quality modern design within reach of the everyday home buyer. The houses featured in this book are located across the heartland. 102 pages. Bauplan. 9¼x7¼. Paperback. $24.95

6773568 TINY HOUSES IN THE PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD. By Stephanie B. Zumbach. Over 200 photographs showcasing the architectural and design sensibilities that define the essence of tiny living. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.95

6899387 THE ARTS & CRAFTS HOUSES OF MASSACHUSETTS. By Helo Architectural Press. The first volume devoted exclusively to the Arts and Crafts houses of the states they deserve. Meticulously researched and with abundant illustrations, this book will be the only work focusing on the state’s Arts and Crafts domestic architecture and the only one to include an illustrated field guide. 152 pages. Bauver, 10½x7¼. Paperback. $22.50

6983034 HOUSEBOATS: Aquatic Architecture of the 20th Century. By Mark Foster. Presents a celebration of the inspiring, forming ideas created in the free-thinking spirit of houseboat architecture. Complete with information and blueprints for over 100 houseboats, inside and out, it is a must-have for all who love architecture, handmade spaces, and insipiring homes. 208 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $39.95

5993415 HOUSEBOATS: Aquatic Architecture of the 20th Century. By Mark Foster. Presents a celebration of the inspiring, forming ideas created in the free-thinking spirit of houseboat architecture. Complete with information and blueprints for over 100 houseboats, inside and out, it is a must-have for all who love architecture, handmade spaces, and insipiring homes. 208 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $39.95

6880359 HIDDEN PARIS. A HOME IN PARIS: Interiors, Inspiration. Text by C. Synave, photos by G. de laubier. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Flammarn, 7¾x9¾. Pub. at $34.95

6825451 HIDDEN PARIS. By Caroline Clifton-Mogg. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $40.00

6799067 IN THE OLD. Classic Decor from A to Z. By Jennifer Claxton. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $34.95

6930697 OPEN CONCEPT APARTMENTS. By Francesca Zamora Mola. Fully illus., most in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00


2929236 YOGA AND SPIRITUAL RETREATS: Relaxing Spaces to Find Oneself. By Sybille Kramer. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Braun. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.95

6916665 TWENTY FIRST CENTURY COTSWOLDS. By Pippa Paton. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Momentum, 9¼x12. Pub. at $55.00

2901469 DESIGN WITH JAPANESE OBI. By Diane & Ann Willshire. 96 pages. Tuftle. 7¾x10¼. Paperback. $17.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

202 OUTSTANDING HOUSE IDEAS. By Bridget Vranckx. A reference for practicing professionals and homeowners alike chock full of ideas, analyses and successful applications from around the world. This stunning volume features floor plans, elevations, renderings, and building sections that showcase house exteriors and interiors. Fully illus. in color. 590 pages. Rizzoli. $72.95

2859513 AROUND THAT TIME: Horst at Home in Vogue. Ed. by Hamish Bowles. This lavish volume showcases many of the stories featured in Vogue’s Book of Houses. Featuring photographs in this lavishly illustrated volume. Discover more about the designers and architects who built them, charting the rise of the designers and the art that has made British design so alluring, enduring and widelyimitated over the centuries. 224 pages. Prestel. 11x14. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95
Real Estate

6568336 THE HOUSE WITH SIXTEEN HANDYDOORS: A Tale of Architectural Choice and Craftsmanship. By Betty Petroksi. Illus. in color, 6½x9½. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

6793320 CABIN LIVING: Discovering the Simple American Getaway. By the eds. of Cabin Living Magazine. 256 pages. Lyons. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $13.95


6957659 EVERY LANDLORD’S GUIDE TO MANAGING PROPERTY. 2ND EDITION. Best Practices, from Move-In to Move-Out. By Michael Boyer. Covers everything that a landlord needs including how to retain good, long-term tenants; limit costly tenant turnovers; track income and expenses; hire and work with contractors, balance landlord with a day job, and avoid conflicts over late rent, unauthorized altered tenants, and clutter. 440 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95


Vacation & Country Homes

2956272 BEACH HOUSE HAPPY: The Joy of Living by the Water. By Antonia von der Meer. In this incredibly beautiful and inspiring volume, you’ll find tips for creating a rich, inviting, and fun-filled beach home. Front homes and share the intimate stories of the lives lived within them. You’ll discover how a fresh, clean aesthetic can soothe like a glass of wine at sunset. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Doubleday. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $85.00. $16.95

Architectural Details

2961211 COLORS OF THE WORLD: A Geography of Color. By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Lenclos. Examines the palettes of diverse habitats to reveal how geology, climate, local sociocultural behavior, the traditions of hand construction, and conservation techniques uniquely shape a landscape’s architectural personality and character. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Norton. 9½x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. $9.95

2967559 FOUNTAINS AND WATER FEATURES. By Francesc Zamora Molà. Describes the development of fountains and water features in Britain and illustrates many different aspects of them, from mythical allusion, through private pleasure gardens to contemporary civic display. There is also an extensive list of fountains and water features in Britain that are open to the public. 64 pages. Shire. 8½x5½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

2981408 ART DECO IRONWORK & SCULPTURE. By S.F. Cook Ill & T. Skinner. Hundreds of elegant gateways, grillwork, room dividers, fireplaces, wall decorations, and plaques are amply illustrated. This is the luxuriant spectrum of design created in Europe and the Americas during this highly decorative era. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. $24.95

2961776 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in England. By Robert Arthur King. This delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings for everyone else who loves finding urban treasures. All sorts of animals, from realistic to fanciful, can be found in this collection. Includes maps of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx Metropolitan Statistical Area, local directories, easy walking tours. 144 pages, Norton. 8¾x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

298153X THE BRASS BOOK: American, English, and European, Fifteenth Century Through 1850. By Peter Schiffer et al. The development of artistic styles in brass are fully illustrated and explained in their historical context, along with accompanying text that explains the concept of brass, eighteenth century methods of sand casting, and ways to identify old copies and fakes. 447 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00. $29.95

2981343 ANTIQUE IRON: Survey of American and English Forms, Fifteenth Through Nineteenth Centuries. By Peter Schiffer et al. An illustrated history of iron hardware, lighting devices, andirons and fireplace equipment, tools, toys, weathervanes, firemarks, kitchen utensils, lamp parts, and more. 375 fully illus. pages, maps and charts. 130 illustrations. 23 tables. 15 figures. 6½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95. $29.95
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The Art of Woodburning: Pyrography, Projects, Techniques, and Inspiration
by Daniel Wright
Reveals the surprisingly simple techniques used for creating incredible works of art on wood. Wright offers advice for mastering the pyrography process through step by step projects, and a gallery of basic patterns and borders. Perfect for beginners and experienced alike. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages.
Search 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 17.95

2984022 WORKSHOPS: Expert Advice for Designing a Great Woodshop in Any Space. By the eds. of Fine Woodworking. The consummate guide to getting the most out of your workshop covering every aspect from setup and safety, from choosing a location to using the shop safely and comfortably. With advice on workbenches, accessories, and shop storage, this comprehensive of information is the perfect companion whether you’re starting from scratch or upgrading the shop you have. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 17.95

2985102 WOODCRAFT: Master the Basics with Key Techniques and Inspiring Projects. By Barnaby Carter. Explore the simpler way of working with wood that allows you to create beautiful crafts using simple tools, hand tools or machinery. All you need to begin is an unseasoned log, an ax, and a hand knife. Discover how to carve objects such as bowls and spoons, and more. Includes projects in the range of green woodworking! Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. 21.95


2772738 CARVING THE HEAD IN THE CLASSIC EUROPEAN TRADITION, REVISED EDITION. By Martin Gessler-Moroder. A comprehensive guide using the traditional system of the Tyrolean carvers. This is the reference guide from the instructors at the renowned Gessler-Moroder Austrian Woodcarving School. Explanatory text with high-quality color photographs within a step by step format demonstrate the school’s creative methods. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. 11.95

2878273 THE HANDY SHOP REFERENCE: Useful Facts and Figures for Every Woodworker. By Tom Bensgal. Stop wasting time and turn to this reference for the woodworking facts and figures you need. From calculating odd joint angles to choosing the right equipment to finishing your project. This convenient compendium puts the answers at your fingertips. Illus. 223 pages.

23876140 PRACTICAL SHOP MATH: Simple Solutions to Common Problems, Formulas & Geometric Shapes. By Louis L. Bensgal. Packed with simple solutions, helpful illustrations, handy formulas, and more, this guide is perfect for anyone looking to improve their math skills. Once equipped with the tool of understanding some math basics, a day in the workshop will involve more fun and production and less head scratching. 197 pages. Spring House. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 17.95


6580136 HAND CARVING YOUR WINNING WALKING STICK. By David Shien. Learn to carve beautiful wildlife-themed walking sticks with this informative and easy-to-follow guide. In three detailed projects and twelve easy-to-use patterns, Shien teaches you to master the art of turning any wood into a walking stick. This step by step process, resulting in artisan-quality sticks, staffs, and canes that feature falcons, snakes, wolves and more. Well illus., many in color. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. 11.95

5651912 WOODBURNING REALISTIC PEOPLE. By Jo Schwartz. Turning a cherished photograph into a realistic pyrography pattern is easier than you think. Schwartz will show you how to make a realistic pattern from any picture and transfer it onto wood. Learn how to render the human face with detail and beauty, using the expert tips for woodburning lifelike skin tones and the step by step instructions featured. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. 11.95

2843447 MAKING TUG MOSAIC RUSTIC FURNITURE. By Larry Hawkins. Create an unusual tiered clock with storage space and a drawer. Provides complete directions for construction and a gallery of other one-of-a-kind pieces. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 9.95


898107 BIRDHOUSES, BOXES & FEEDERS FOR THE BACKYARD HOBBYIST. By Paul Meisel et al. Experience the joy of working with wood and the delight of enticing birds into your yard with these 19 birdhouses and feeders. Beautifully illustrated with photographs and diagrams, each design offers concise step-by-step instructions, suitable for both novice and experienced woodworkers. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 11.95

2777576 POWER CARVING MANUAL, SECOND EDITION. By Woodcarving Illustrated et al. Offers expert instruction, insight, and inspiration for everyone from beginner to expert wood carvers. The professional advice and the sheer beauty of these 22 projects make this a must have reference for any power carver. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. 14.95

2953102 * WOODCRAFT: Making Twigs & Branches Rustic Furniture. By Pamela Funk. This unique guide shows how to transform what are often forgotten into graceful and functional pieces of furniture. Gain the wholesome skills from choosing a location to using the shop you have. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 17.95

6854265 LANDSCAPE PYROGRAPHY TECHNIQUES & PROJECTS: A Beginner’s Guide to Burning by Layer for Beautiful Results. By Lora S. Irish. Learning pyrography has never been easier with this comprehensive guide. Lora reveals her easy-to-learn methods for working layers to obtain stunning results. Learn about pen tips, temperature settings, tips for layering and much more. You’ll want to keep this book for future reference! Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. 9.95


3643115 WHITTLING TWIGS & BRANCHES, 2ND EDITION: Unique Birds, Flowers, Trees & More from Easy-to-Find Wood. By Chris Lukkemann. With a little more than a knife, a branch and a bit of imagination, you will show how you can create unique keepsakes that are fun to make, will be appreciated as gifts, or can be popular items for sale. Learn how to make a rooster, a pheasant, a hunter, miniature trees, and more. 320 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. 9.95

2777495 LITTLE BOOK OF WHITTLING. By Chris Lukkemann. This guide will help you unwind while you create useful and whimsical objects with nothing more than a pocketknife, a twig, and a few minutes of time. Provides all the instruction and inspiration you’ll need to become an accomplished and relaxed whittler. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 9.95


5890645 WOODCARVER’S WORKBOOK. By Mary Duke Guldan. The 16 projects included here have step by step instructions as well as expert advice on tools, techniques, painting, staining, and sealing. You will learn to master the art of freestanding figures that bring animals like bears, wolves, cougars, whitetail buck, moose, and more to life. Fully illus. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. 17.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
WOODWORKING

★ 2890539 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO OUTDOOR CARPENTRY, 3RD EDITION: BLACK + DESKINS. You will love the detailed account of popular building projects that are fun and easy to build. The wood projects are shown in full detail with color how-to-photos, step by step instructions, exploded-view building diagrams along with cutting lists and shopping lists. Projects include: Adirondack chairs, patio tables, garden benches, a four-post pergola, and more. 200 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

★ 2896579 SCROLL SAW WOODEN BOWLS, REVISED EDITION. By Carole Rothman. With the expert advice in this guide you'll be able to create beautiful bowls that you will cherish even though they were done on a lath—but nobody will believe you made them on a scroll saw. With dozens of projects to try, this resource is a must-have for any crafter or scroll saw enthusiast who wants to make something useful and artfully. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. $19.95

★ 6786499 CIVIL WAR WOODWORKING: 17 Authentic Projects for Woodworkers and History Buffs. By A.J. Hamler. This is the perfect sourcebook to create a host of accurate reproductions of Civil War-era objects. All 17 projects, which range from fairly easy to moderately difficult, include fully illustrated step by step instructions with an emphasis on authenticity. 64 pages. Linden. $19.95

★ 6657872 HANDMADE BIRDHOUSES. By Michele Moline. With fully illustrated step by step instructions and artwork, this collection of 35 original designs from functional feeders to more decorative birdhouses will brighten your outdoor space. Includes a comprehensive woodworking techniques section. 144 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6951759 CRAFTING WITH WOODEN CRATES & PALLETS. By Natalie Wright. Offers twenty-five do-it-yourself projects with detailed instructions and generous use of full-color photographs that explain how to build surprisingly simple, attractive, and inexpensive furnishings for your home. 156 pages. Crown. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 2770216 PEN TURNING: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. By K. Christensen & R. Burningham. An ideal guide for those looking to learn the art of creating pens, with all the basic techniques and information needed—from blank preparation to turning, gluing, sanding, and finishing. Includes comprehensive step by step instructions and color photographs. 119 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6978266 SCROLL SAW CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS. By Tom Zieg. In this brand new collection of more than 200 new designs, Zieg focuses on ornaments for the family tree, offering a bevy of inspiring design templates perfect for the holidays. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

★ 6978231 WATER-BASED FINISHES. By Andy Charron. From the new generation of environmentally friendly water-based finishes to the final steps of application, a compact source of information dedicated to choosing and using the new paints. 156 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 2879344 LITTLE BOOK OF WOODEN BOWLS. By K. Wallace & T. Martin. This treasure celebrates the woodworkers and innovative artisans from around the world who have taken wood bowl making to a higher level of aesthetic perfection. Contains projects of thirty-one master artists who share their common passion: turning wood into sculptural forms of self expression. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 6667872 HOW TO WHITTLE: 25 Beautiful Projects to Carve by Hand. By Josh Nava. Features 25 beautiful and original designs to carve by hand including a range of projects from finely polished butter paddles to rustic serving trays to a custom-made coat-rack. Offers step by step instructions and full-color photographs to help guide beginners through every stage of the whittling process. 137 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 6969526 SCULPTING CANE HANDLES. By Nicolò Scariano. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 5775906 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING. By Fullinwider. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


Do-It-Yourself Advice


★ 5641292 DO IT YOURSELF 12 VOLT SOLAR POWER, 2ND EDITION REVISED. By Michael Daniek. If you want to know how to set up a 12-volt, off-grid solar power system then this how to construct 12-volt circular saws, electric guitars, and even a 12-volt water boiler. Covers both the beginner and the more experienced with over 400 photos and diagrams. 624 pages. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Permanent. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

★ 2894106 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO UPHOLSTERY: Stuffed with Shells & Springs: Techniques for Professional Results. By Cherly Dobson. Here is comprehensive resource for upholsterers at all levels of experience, offering detailed advice and expert reference for all kinds of upholstery projects. As you build your skills, you’ll tackle more challenging undertakings. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


★ 3433663 THE CLOCK REPAIRER’S HANDBOOK. By Laurie Penman. Everything you need to know to repair clocks is in this resource. Includes more than 100 diagrams and charts to help you locate all parts, schematics, and step by step assembly and repair. With detailed black-and-white illustrations, this timeless classic is a must-have addition to any horology lover’s collection. 284 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 2874733 101 WAYS TO CLEAN OUT THE CLUTTER. By Emile Baines. Filled with easy to follow instructions, notes of helpful information from choosing your storage boxes to laying out bins. These simple ideas will help you remove clutter and restore peace to your life. 124 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 6735495 MODEL ENGINE-MAKING: In Theory and Practice. By J. Pocock. Includes more than 100 detailed diagrams drawn by the author to illustrate the process of building each engine, including a simple single-action oscillating cylinder engine; launch, marine and locomotive engines, and many more. Essential reading for anyone who wants to know how to fix their own watch. With detailed black-and-white illustrations, this timeless classic is a must-have addition to any horology lover’s collection. 284 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 284782X THE ARRL OPERATING MANUAL FOR RADIO AMATEURS, 10TH EDITION. Ed. by Mark J. Wilson. A complete guide to Amateur Radio operating that includes everything from exploring the broad range of activities and technology, to sharpening your on-air skills. Illus. ARRL. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95


★ 2874299 ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO. By J. Kidder. Filled with step by step micro-controller projects that you can accomplish on your own—no programming required! This guide provides detailed instructions, helpful diagrams, list of low-cost parts and suppliers, and hardware and software tips that make building your own equipment more enjoyable. Illus. 444 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
Legal Advice & the Legal System

**Legal Advice & the Legal System**


- **293148 MUSIC LAW, 9TH EDITION.** By Rich Slim. Written by a musician/lawyer, explains everything you need to write a partnership agreement, use samples and do covers; sell and license your music; get gigs and avoid all legal problems in recording studio; understand record contracts; and much more. 539 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95...

- **822379 THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE, 8TH EDITION: Settling a Loved One's Estate or Trust.** By Mary Randolph. Leads you through all levels of legal procedure and terminology. Learn what to do right away and what can wait and find help on claiming life insurance, filing taxes; probate court proceedings; handling simple trusts; and more. 505 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95...

- **2988025 THE NEW CASE FOR GOLD.** By Richard J. Richards. Drawing on historical case studies and monetary theory for this bold manifesto, Richards defends gold as both an irreplaceable store of wealth and a standard for currency. He also provides clear instructions on how much gold to buy and where to store it. 182 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95...

- **2946378 IT'S THE INCOME, STUPID: The 7 Simple Steps of a Stress-Free Retirement.** By P. Romero & R. Nel. Get no nonsense advice about the types of investments to embrace, and the ones to avoid. This work offers practical recommendations for structuring your retirement strategy so that it can provide you with a virtual paycheck once work no longer provides a real one. It also offers advice about the investment choices you make, so your investment meet needs. 226 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $32.00 $5.95...

- **2999331 POGUE'S BASICS: Money, by David Pogue.** Each of the 150 simple tips and tricks featured here includes a ballpark estimate of the money you could make or save. If you use every trick in this guide, you could end up by $611,915 a year! Illus. 287 pages. Plata. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95...

- **2937220 YOUR SCORE: An Insider's Secrets to Understanding, Controlling, and Protecting Your Credit Score.** By Anthony D. W. D. Jacobi. A friendly, easy-to-understand resource for anyone looking to repair, understand, comprehensive, and current, this guide provides the latest information on case law and statutes. 196 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99...

- **2916467 HOW TO WIN YOUR PERSONAL INJURY CLAIM, 10TH EDITION.** By Joseph L. Matthews. When you've been hurt in an accident, the prospect of dealing with insurance companies and lawyers can feel daunting. But armed with the right strategy, you can handle a claim yourself and save thousands of dollars. This resource guides you through the insurance claim process step by step. 406 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99...

- **2696620 NOLO'S DEPOSITION HANDBOOK, 7TH EDITION: The Essential Guide for Anyone Facing or Conducting a Deposition.** By D. Bergman & J. Moore. Explains how to prepare for a deposition, and respond to questions with confidence, and is packed with concrete suggestions and examples. An excellent resource for eyewitnesses: parties to litigation, and lawyers, law students, and legal assistants. 426 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95...

- **2986205 THE PATENT GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: How You Can Protect and Profit from Patents.** By C. W. Battle & L. D. Small. The authors deliver basic and comprehensive advice that is easy to understand as you protect your inventions and profit from your ideas. A go-to guide for inventors and entrepreneurs who are ready to take their projects to the next level. 336 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95...

- **599279 LEGAL GUIDE TO SOCIAL MEDIA: Rights and Risks for Businessmen and Entrepreneurs.** By Kimberly A. Hooper. Despite the enormous growth in social media, scald legal advice is available to help the many people who are posting online. Easy to understand, comprehensive, and current, this guide provides the latest information on new laws and statutes. 208 pages. Humanix. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99...

- **2900092 DIVORCE AFTER 50, 4TH EDITION: Your Guide to the Unique Legal & Financial Challenges of a Gray Divorce.** By Janice Grein. Addresses divorce options including mediation and collaborative divorce, how to receive the best guidance from lawyers and professional advisors; dividing marital property fairly; retirement plan rules; protecting your financial future; and other important issues. 304 pages. Humanix. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99...

- **2920190 THE LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH) FOR PUBLISHERS.** By L. D. DuBoff & A. Bryan. This comprehensive guide tackles the many legal considerations of the publishing business. Both new and seasoned professionals will find the information they need, as the authors break down the intricacies of the business in thorough yet concise explanations. 257 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99...

- **6996234 PATENT IT YOURSELF, 4TH EDITION: The Easy Step-by-Step Guide to Filing at the U.S. Patent Office.** By D. Pressman & D. E. Blau. Provides the latest information, forms, and clear instructions to help you: conduct a patent search; evaluate your idea and commercial potential, prepare a patent application, deal with artisans, get your drawings done right, and much more. 656 pages. Nolo. 8”x10”. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $31.95...

- **2984559 THE TRUMP TAX CUT: Your Personal Guide to the New Tax Law, By Kim Ziyi. Following the steps of his first book, Rich Dad Poor Dad, Kyosaki takes you to the next step: learning why the gap between the rich and everyone else grows wider. He gives you the explanation as to why savers are losers, why debt and taxes make the rich richer, and much more. 289 pages. Plata. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95...

- **5993063 RICH DAD POOR DAD.** By Robert T. Kyosaki. The top personal finance book of all time. Kyosaki’s classic explains the myth that you need to earn a high income to become rich. He shows how acquiring and building assets can be more important to your future than a big paycheck, explains what to teach your kids about money, and much more. 352 pages. Plata. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99...

- **6023360 THE GREAT AMERICAN DIVIDEND MACHINE: How an Outsider Became the Undisputed Champ of Wall Street.** By Bill Sperling. An invaluable road-map on how to choose stocks that generally increase in value monthly including investing in high-quality, dividend paying companies. Sperling explains how he became a millionaire and the steps you need to take to achieve financial freedom and become one as well. 148 pages. Humanix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95...

- **2965448 THE 100 BEST STOCKS TO BUY IN 2018.** By P Sander & S. Bobo. Shows how to grow your money with stock picks that have beaten the S&P average by 25 percent over last 2 years. This step-by-step guide to picking the best stocks to buy in today’s market, one that has a proven source of solid, dependable advice you can take to the bank. 400 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95...

- **2956496 RETIREMENT REINVENTION.** By Robin Ryan. The old model of retirement is changing, and the majority of retirees are ready to take their projects to the next level. 336 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95...

- **2908972 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO INVESTING IN CRYPTOCURRENCY.** By Ryan Derouseau. Learn how to navigate the rapidly changing world of crypto assets and blockchain technology and how to intelligently invest in emerging markets to secure your financial future with this detailed guide. 286 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95...

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
CLOCK & WATCH COMPANIES, 1700S-2000S.
By Robert W.D. Ball. This stunning volume spans the century from the late 1600s through the 1980s. Each chapter focuses on one machine that has kept time for us from the late 1600s through the 1980s. You'll find thumbnail pictorial tours of groovy threads from the 1930s to the 1950s. You'll find thumbnail pictorial tours of groovy threads from the 1930s to the 1950s. The book is filled with over 3000 color photographs of some 5000 dollhouses from Europe and America, plus information and market values. Fully illustrated. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

BRIGHTLY LITHOGRAPHED POSTERS, FLAMBOYANT LETTERHEADS, AND A WIDE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY.
REVISED.
By T.C. Fabrizio & G.F. Paul. Whether pragmatic, typical, or merely whimsical, the graphic advertisements that appeared in American commercial endeavors were produced in the United States from 1930-2000, and this reference focuses on the most popular titles from four major and five minor companies. Homer Laughlin's Fiesta, Taylor, Smith and Taylor; Knowles's Lu-Ray, and Mr. Clemens lined up in popularity. Includes 2000 values. Fully Illustrated. In color. 182 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

20TH CENTURY COLLECTIBLES: A Pictorial History & Price Guide.
By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The book identifies thousands of marks from 1780-1980. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

INTERNATIONAL DOLLHOUSES & ACCESSORIES, 1880S TO 1980S.
By Dian Ziliner. This stunning volume features beautiful photographs and information for over one hundred dollhouses dating from 1900-1990. Also included are the names, addresses and phone numbers of over 250 dollhouse companies. Furniture made of metal, wood, paper, and plastic. Includes 956 illustrations. 240 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MARKS: BAKELITE JEWELRY & BOXES: Cubism for the Art Deco Style.
By Mark Gonzalez. This authoritative reference identifies thousands of marke from American, English and European potters. Also provides listings of further readings for those wishing either to delve deeper into the history of the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. $11.95

THE ART OF THE SMOKE: A Pictorial History of Cigar Box Label Art.
By John Gant and D. Wayland. This book includes the finest examples of cigar box labels from the world’s largest private collection, revealing the imagination and creativity of the printers and artists who created them during the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

By Irwin Richman. The objects identified in this guide are compiled in this guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

THE BOOK OF BOXES: Cubism for the Art Deco Style.
By Mark Gonzalez. This book identifies thousands of marks from American, English and European potters. Also provides listings of further readings for those wishing either to delve deeper into the history of the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

POSTWAR POP: Memorabilia of the Mid-20th Century.
By D. J. Johnson & L. Fink. The 1950s into the 1960s, the consumer market was flooded with new and novel "must-haves" including Hallmark paperdolls, holiday ephemera, and picture records. Each is a representative marker of its specific moment in America's pop culture timeline. This volume offers a concise look at how these unique trends came to be and what happened to them. Includes over 350 color photographs of the collectibles. 160 pages. Schiffer. $24.95

COWBOY COLLECTIBLES AND WESTERN MEMORABILIA.
By R.W.D. Ball & E. T. Speck. This book offers a complete description and 2002 value guide for every Simons Hardware Company brand name plane, swiveler, router, and spoke shave along with dates of manufacture and important details of each. Well illustrated. 160 pages. $29.95

COAT OF ARMS & ARMS.
By Maureen Reilly. Come on a pictorial tour of groovy threads from the 1970s to the 1990s. The book is filled with over 500 color photographs of some 4000 coat of arms created for the 20th century. The book is filled with over 500 color photographs of some 4000 coat of arms created for the 20th century. The book is filled with over 500 color photographs of some 4000 coat of arms created for the 20th century. The book is filled with over 500 color photographs of some 4000 coat of arms created for the 20th century. Values included. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

AMERICAN DOLLHOUSES AND FURNITURE FROM THE 20TH CENTURY.
By Dan Ziliner. This stunning volume features beautiful photographs and information for over one hundred dollhouses dating from 1900-1990. Also included are the names, addresses and phone numbers of over 250 dollhouse companies. Furniture made of metal, wood, paper, and plastic. Includes 956 illustrations. 240 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

TREASURY OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN FURNITURE FROM THE 20TH CENTURY.
By Mark Gonzalez. This book identifies thousands of marks from American, English and European potters. Also provides listings of further readings for those wishing either to delve deeper into the history of the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

SWING STYLE: FASHIONS OF THE 1930S-1950S.
By Carmen Vaccito. A story of what people attempted to protect themselves with bright talismans–creative lamps that provided back light that was believed to protect the eyes. Here, nearly 400 photos explore the many forms of TV lamp, sunlamp and lamp market values included. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

FASHIONS, 1930S-1950S.
By Carmen Vaccito. A story of what people attempted to protect themselves with bright talismans–creative lamps that provided back light that was believed to protect the eyes. Here, nearly 400 photos explore the many forms of TV lamp, sunlamp and lamp market values included. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

THE ART OF FLAVOR.
By Mark Gonzalez. This book identifies thousands of marks from American, English and European potters. Also provides listings of further readings for those wishing either to delve deeper into the history of the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. $29.95
2843121 The Philobiblon. By Richard O'Brien. This volume, one of the earliest treatises on the value of preserving neglected manuscripts and building a library, was written in 1345 and circulated widely for over a century. This legendary work combines the author's passion for books with the commitment to the importance of books with thoughts on collecting, lending, and enjoying them. 80 pages. Dover. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95

968085X ARCHITECTURE OF OLD MEXICO. By M.L. Martin & T. Skinner. Renowned streets, sweeping palaces and hotels, and the countryside surrounding numerous Mexican towns and cities, through a rich collection of more than 300 vintage postcards. Dating from 1905 to the 1940s, these images include pricing information. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $14.95

2971666 GREETINGS FROM FRAMPTON HAMTON, VIRGINIA. By James Tigner, Jr. Showcases 525 vintage postcards and other historic memorabilia of this area including the Charles, Cape Henry, Newport News, Hampton, Suffolk, Portsmouth, Norfolk, Old Point Comfort or Fort Monroe, resorts on the Chesapeake Bay and many more. Includes 2008 values. Fully illustrated, most in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95

2794896 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: An Illustrated Biography in Postcards. By James D. Ristine. Beginning in the backwoods of Kentucky, Lincoln's life story is told through the use of more than 250 postcards. From his childhood and young adulthood to becoming a businessman, soldier, politician, and eventually the 16th president. The informative 2008 price guide of the postcards make this an invaluable reference for collectors. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95


2971704 GREETINGS FROM PALM BEACH, 1900-1960s. By Donald D. Spencer. Take a step backward into the history of Palm Beach as it was pictured on colorful postcards between 1900 and 1960. This keepsake that tourists and residents alike will treasure includes dates and 2009 values, a wonderful resource for collectors. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2971729 GREETINGS FROM TAMPA. By Donald D. Spencer. Photos of over 300 vintage hand tinted postcards from the 1902 to 1950 take you on a visual tour through Tampa, Florida’s history. Each photo is accompanied by an informative caption with approximate date and 2008 price. 125 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2971690 GREETINGS FROM ORLANDO & WINTER PARK, 1902-1950. By Donald D. Spencer. Collects more than 350 color postcards featuring everything from government buildings, hotels, parks, people, churches, schools, gardens, street views, businesses, transportation and more, with in-depth captions describing each scene. Includes 2008 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2971674 GREETINGS FROM JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. By Donald D. Spencer. More than 340 color images trace Jacksonville’s roots, from the early days when it was known as Cow Ford to its renaming in honor of President Andrew Jackson, and to its establishment as a favorite winter resort. Includes 2008 values. 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

297164X GREETINGS FROM CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA and ALBEMARLE COUNTY. By Samuel Pyeatt Menefee. Charlottesville, Virginia, is perhaps the most popular tourist attraction to the backwoods of Kentucky, Lincoln’s life story is told through the use of more than 250 postcards. From his childhood and young adulthood to becoming a businessman, soldier, politician, and eventually the 16th president. The informative 2008 price guide of the postcards make this an invaluable reference for collectors. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2843145 GREETINGS FROM CHARLOSTON. By M. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines The Best City in America” via vintage postcard images depicting Ft McHenry where Francis Scott Key wrote the words to The Star Spangled Banner, Ft Pickens, Pensacola, and much more. Includes dates and 2009 values, a wonderful resource for collectors. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843136 MEMORIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY & NORTH BEACH. By James Tigner, Jr. Before the Bay Bridge made access to the Atlantic easier the Chesapeake Bay was dotted with beach-type resorts. Two of the great resorts are remembered here, as colorful halcyon days. Includes 2008 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2843135 GREETINGS FROM CHARLOSTON. By M. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines “The Best City in America” via vintage postcard images depicting Ft McHenry where Francis Scott Key wrote the words to The Star Spangled Banner, Ft Pickens, Pensacola, and much more. Includes dates and 2009 values, a wonderful resource for collectors. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843127 MEMORIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY & NORTH BEACH. By James Tigner, Jr. Before the Bay Bridge made access to the Atlantic easier the Chesapeake Bay was dotted with beach-type resorts. Two of the great resorts are remembered here, as colorful halcyon days. Includes 2008 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2843126 BALTIMORE, A History in Postcards. By M. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines “The Best City in America” via vintage postcard images depicting Fort McHenry where Francis Scott Key wrote the words to The Star Spangled Banner, Ft Pickens, Pensacola, and much more. Includes dates and 2009 values, a wonderful resource for collectors. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6600247 MORE HOLLYWOOD HOMES. By Mike Oldham. Tour the homes of great movie stars of the silver screen, from the early silent films to the Technicolor years. Some facts and quotes from the stars are featured in this illustrious, most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


5963419 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS. By N. Reiman & Z. Littell. Showcases some of the finest books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to the present in a fascinating look at children’s books. Illustrated. 128 pages. Krause. 6x8½. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

279537X HOLIDAYS AND OTHER WEIRD EVENTS. By Irwin Richman. Explore America’s best-loved “no work” days through 380 beautiful and colorful postcard images from the collection of “Collecting Complect” fame. Well illustrated, most in color. 224 pages. Krause. 6x8½. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2984121 The Philobiblon. By Richard De Bury. This volume, one of the earliest treatises on the value of preserving neglected manuscripts and building a library, was written in 1345 and circulated widely for over a century. This legendary work combines the author’s passion for books with the commitment to the importance of books with thoughts on collecting, lending, and enjoying them. 80 pages. Dover. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95


5963419 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS. By N. Reiman & Z. Littell. Showcases some of the finest books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to the present in a fascinating look at children’s books. Illustrated. 128 pages. Krause. 6x8½. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95
Glass, Silver & Jewelry

2784888 40S AND 50S POPULAR JEWELRY, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Rosanne Eltgroth. "Thousands of examples of costume and semi-precious jewelry from this era pack the pages of this volume. Organized by styles and materials with which it is made, from rhinestones to pearls and plastics to various metals, the jewelry can be easily identified. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. At $29.95

2882195 DEPRESSION GLASS FOR COLLECTORS. By Robert Brenner. "Very interesting. Whether you are new to Depression Glass or want a refresher course, this book on Depression Glassware was America's early experimentation with the mold-etched method for producing pattern glass. Collectors recognize the beauty and creativity of the glass artisans, and in this splendid volume, hundreds of pieces are shown accompanied by 1956 prices, for those building a collection. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $24.95 $9.95

2795019 BAKELITE PINS. By Karima Parry. "The history and evolution of Bakelite pins, with sections on testing, common decorative techniques, other vintage plastic pins, and how to avoid fakes and reproductions. Features a chapter on contemporary pins made by artists Ron Meyercord, Duro-Deal, and Amus-U. Included are Mystic, Magic, and girl glass sets created from the 1920s to today by companies such as girl glass companies. Features over 430 playful, colorful, bawdy images revealing the pinup fashionably and collected today. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. At $24.95 $9.95

2795167 COSTUME JEWELERS, REVISED 3RD EDITION. The Golden Age of Costume Jewelry. By Joanna Dubbs Ball. "An informative and exciting journey for all those who appreciate art, beauty, and entrepreneurship at its finest, this volume is filled with personal glimpses of that elite core of 20th century men and women who were responsible for creating the costume jewelry industry in the U.S. Includes market values (published in 2003). Fully illus., most in color. 205 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paper bound. At $29.95 $19.95

2842831 BAKELITE JEWELRY: The Art of the Carver. By L. Tortorello & D. Lyons. "Vintage carved Bakelite jewelry, from the great era of the 1930s and 1940s, remains a highly sought-after collectible interest worldwide. In this gorgeous volume you'll find over 1,000 vintage jewelry items in carved Bakelite, accompanied by descriptions, and for collectors, 2008 prices. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $39.99 $15.95

2981629 COLLECTING AMERICAN BRILLIANT CUT GLASS, 1876-1916. By Bill & Louise Boggess. "Features over a thousand black and white images of exquisite glass pieces, and a new method of pattern analysis to help readers identify the pieces in their collection, and a 1992 value guide. 269 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $29.95 $19.95

2842122 THE VICTORIAN ROOM. By Brian D. Coleman. "A visual journey through the nineteenth century dining room from the sideboard to the tea table, it illustrates the serving pieces, silver, glass, and the unusual Victorian oddities. Through over 200 color photographs it becomes clear why the whimsical, and sometimes bizarre, products of that time continue to astound us. Includes 2003 prices. 104 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $29.95

679856X HIGH JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS OBJECTS BY CARTIER: The Odyssey of a Style. By Francois Chaillé. "This exquisitely produced volume presents 100 of the latest creations by Cartier's style comes from a wide range of sources and inspirations. This is the most ambitious volume ever published on ruby, the king of gems. From emperors and empresses, kings and queens, Maharani to Hollywood royals, Post Modern style objects are shown wearing their favorite ruby jewels, alongside classic images of rubies throughout the centuries. 326 pages. Schiffer. 10x13½. Color, most in color. Paperbound. At $99.95

2797773 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEA GLASS: Finding, Collecting, Identifying, and Using the Ocean's Most Beautiful Stones. By Mary Beth Beuke. "A lifetime collector offers a complete look at the world of sea glass. Learn how to spot the difference between genuine and imitation sea glass; gain knowledge to help you identify pieces in your collection; explore the history of sea glass from modern and modern-day collections; and more. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $16.99

6980635 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEA GLASS. By Mary Beth Beuke. "A lifetime collector offers a complete look at the world of sea glass. Learn how to spot the difference between genuine and imitation sea glass; gain knowledge to help you identify pieces in your collection; explore the history of many pieces from historical and modern-day collections; and more. 262 pages. Skyhorse. 10¼x13¼. Paperbound. At $29.99 $7.95

2811901 CAGE CUPS: Late Roman Luxury Glasses. By David Whitehouse. "Dinnerware glasses were created with a combination of aesthetic refinement and technical finesse second to none in the history of glassmaking—they are nothing less than a wonder of the ancient world. This volume provides a lasting contribution to the field of glass studies. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. At $49.95 $19.95

6968961 COLLECTIBLE GIRL GLASSES. By Tigé McMullan. "Features over 430 colorful, funny, bawdy images revealing the pinup girl glasses sets created from the 1920s to today by companies such as girl glass companies. Features over 400 colorful, funny, bawdy images revealing the pinup girl glasses sets created from the 1920s to today by companies such as girl glass companies. Fully illus. in color. 217 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. At $59.95 $29.95

279568X SILVER NOVELTIES IN THE GILDED AGE, 1870-1910. By Deborah Crosby. "Displays hundreds of figural silver and silver plated items in full-color photographs. Covers both everyday and special occasion uses during the era. Examines accouterments for writing, sewing, the toilette, the afternoon tea, smoking, amusing entertainments, and more. Includes values from 2001. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. At $29.95 $9.95

2907347 MOTHER-OF-PEARL ANTIQUES AND COLLECTIBLES. By Michael Meyer et al. "For the first time in the English language, a thorough, well-researched work has been written on the production and art, and the topic with over 5,000 photographs of artifacts. 367 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. At $75.00

2843453 MEXICAN JEWELRY & METAL ART. By Leslie Pina. "In addition to Mexican silver jewelry, Mexican metal art is a popular field of collecting. Its appeal can be attributed to the artistic quality and value. The large scale production volume of these treasures. Pieces of Mexican art and jewelry made of copper, brass, alpaca, and silver are described here. Includes 2003 values. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Paperbound. At $39.95 $19.95

279554X MEXICAN SILVER JEWELRY DETAILS. By Leslie Pina. "Includes examples from three categories: top designer pieces; fine hallmark, popular silver jewelry that is sometimes hallmarked, and tourist trinkets that are produced in relatively large quantities. Includes prices from 2003. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Schiffer. 12¼x9¼. Paperbound. At $89.99 $44.95


2907321 COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO CARTRON & PROMOTIONAL DRINKING GLASSES. By John Hervey. "Fully illus. 176 pages. L-W Book Sales. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $37.95 $17.95

Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles

5951755 CHRISTMAS REVISITED. By Robert Brenner. "Reference guide that a collector can not afford to pass up, for this book describes and illustrates over a thousand Christmas collectibles. An authoritative guide to the entire field of Christmas collecting. Illus. in color. 206 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. At $4.95 $2.95


297178X IMARI, SATSUMA AND OTHER JAPANESE EXPORT CERAMICS, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Nancy N. Schiffer. "Colorful Imari porcelain, in deep blue, orange-red and gold, Fukagawa porcelain in imaginative designs, as well as the softly colored Satsuma earthenware are the best known of the old Japanese exports and they appear in this volume in hundreds of variations by skilled decorators. Includes a 2000 value guide. Fully illus., most in color. 217 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Paperbound. At $49.99 $24.95

2981599 CHINA FOR AMERICA: Export Porcelain of the 18th and 19th Centuries. By Herbert Schiffer et al. "Students of American history, antiques, and Chinese ceramics will find this an essential resource. The volume is divided into sections with armorial coats, monograms, eagles, marine scenes, Masonic emblems, portraits, and floral decorations. Fifteen styles of American porcelains and four styles of Order of the Cincinnati decoration are also included. Fully illus., some color. 223 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $39.95 $19.95

6721472 CAROL BURNETT FIGURINE. Relive one of the funniest comedy sketches ever brought to the screen with this intricately detailed, lovingly produced statue. Standing at approximately eight inches tall, it hilariously depicts the spoof Watson with the Wind in the Bottle, the character of Scarlett and mother-of-pearl. The authors explore the subject of mother of pearl production and art, and illustrate the topic with over 5,000 photographs of artifacts. 367 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. At $75.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
7291702 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 2: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Factory. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the factory that the Nazi run Theatrical Company of Berlin operated. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains military figures, peasants, animals, vases, dinnerware, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 486 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $125.00. 2981580 PRICE CUT to $95.00

2795752 WELLER, ROSEVILLE and RELATED ZANEVEY ART POTTERY AND TILES, by B. Ward & N. Schiffer. This comprehensive book examines the best historical account with exciting newly discovered examples, and a full account of the companies, shapes, and glaze lines of this art pottery providing an important resource for collectors. Includes values from 2000. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95. 2943536 PRICE CUT to $19.95

6968872 BAWDY BISQUES & NAUGHTY NAVALITIES: German Bathing Beauties and Their Risque Kin. By Elyse Zorn Karlin. Lavishly illustrated with over 300 color photos, this book offers practical information, illustrations of marks, the origins of each category, related collecting clubs and websites, and prices for all items displayed. 160 pages. UPaP. 7¾x10. Pub. at $39.95. 2797595 PRICE CUT to $29.95

6721699 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 1: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Factory, in an Unforgotten Era. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the factory that the Nazi run Theatrical Company of Berlin operated. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains military figures, peasants, animals, vases, dinnerware, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 486 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $125.00. 2981580 PRICE CUT to $95.00

2891010 LEGO I LOVE THAT MINIFIGURE. Ed. by Andy Jones. From the first LEGO pirate to a C-3PO figure with real gold, discover the most incredible LEGO minifigures of all time. Are these rare, unusual, and simply amazing characters that make for the ultimate collection? Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $18.99. 6964373 MORE HALLOWEEN COLLECTIBLES. By Pamela E. Arkopian-Russell. Plunge deep into a fantastic and spooky Halloween world inhabited by all manner of lively, animated vegetable and fruit folk that caper and dance under the Halloween moon! These include collectible ceramics, ornaments, toys, puppets, music boxes, and more. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. 2981475 BARCLAY TOYS: Transports & Cars, 1932-1971. By H.W. Mellon & R.E. Wagner. The first volume to provide comprehensive catalog listings for every known variation of all cars and transports made by the Barclay Manufacturing Company of New Jersey from 1932 through 1971. Includes 2004 values. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. 298122X ACTION FIGURES OF THE 1980S. By John Marshall. Covers the complete range of action figures marketed during the 1980s, along with the many accessories that accompanied most of these figures. Includes in the text are 1998 prices for both loose and "mint in the package" collectibles. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95. 6969050 TOY CARS OF JAPAN AND HONG KONG. By Andrew G. Ralston. Presents a unique selection of the rarest and most collectible toy cars made in Japan and Hong Kong in the 1930s and 1960s. Includes over 600 minifigures of all time. These are the rare, unusual, and simply amazing characters that make for the ultimate collection! Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. 290747X EVOLUTION OF THE PEDAL CAR AND OTHER RIDING TOYS. Ed. by Neil S. Wood. 220 pages. L-W Book Co. Pub. at $29.95. 2978593 LITHOGRAPHIC HEAVY PAPER TOYS, BOOKS, AND GAMES, 1880-1915. By G.W. Draue & K.B. Greenstein. Filled with over 500 color photographs, this book references a fascinating and informative glimpse into the history of lithography. Organized by type of item, each chapter includes useful facts about the history, manufacturing, and typical illustrations found on the toys and books. Includes values from 2000. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. 295817X BRITISH TOYS: The History and Selling History of the Essence. By James Opie. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Pen & Sword Publishing. Pub. at $39.95. 6819672 ABRACADABRA: Mexican Toys. Text by Guillerme Aceves et al. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Museum of New Mexico. Pub. at $14.95. 6968988 COLLECTING YO-YOS. By James L. Dundas. 125 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95. 2969525 FORD FARM TOYS. By David Hede. Here is everything you always wanted to know about Ford farm toys. This guide contains detailed information on these nostalgic toys from the early 1900s through the present day. Over 300 color photographs illustrate stop-press hand-crafted items and the various models, a comprehensive listing of their toys with model numbers, names, size, year of manufacturer, a description of the vehicle, and the known varieties. Includes a 1990 price guide. 256 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95. 2969240 FORD FARM TOYS. By David Hede. Here is everything you always wanted to know about Ford farm toys. This guide contains detailed information on these nostalgic toys from the early 1900s through the present day. Over 300 color photographs illustrate stop-press hand-crafted items and the various models, a comprehensive listing of their toys with model numbers, names, size, year of manufacturer, a description of the vehicle, and the known varieties. Includes a 1990 price guide. 256 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95. 2969240 FORD FARM TOYS. By David Hede. Here is everything you always wanted to know about Ford farm toys. This guide contains detailed information on these nostalgic toys from the early 1900s through the present day. Over 300 color photographs illustrate stop-press hand-crafted items and the various models, a comprehensive listing of their toys with model numbers, names, size, year of manufacturer, a description of the vehicle, and the known varieties. Includes a 1990 price guide. 256 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95.
**Firearms & Knives**

**291108 SHOOTER’S BIBLE, 109TH EDITION.** Ed. by Jay Cassell. Presents the most comprehensive fireside reference containing the latest compendium of historic and contemporary rifles, shotguns, and handguns. The 109th edition covers every firearm manufactured in the world, and offers new and existing product sections on ammunition, optics, and accessories. Fully illus. 604 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**6917244 SMITH & WESSON HAND GUNS.** By R.C. McMillen.Originally published in 1945, this volume is the source for Smith & Wesson enthusiasts. It is an authoritative reference and has remained the cornerstone upon which Smith & Wesson research rests. Foundational in scope, it is supported by 63 detailed illustrations. 233 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$5.95**

**6906154 HISTORY OF THE GUN IN 500 PHOTOGRAPHS.** Ed. by Joel Van Liew. Through the prism of a single invention, this unique work illustrates how social needs, technology, and politics intersected over the centuries, transforming firearms from weapons used to defeat tools to tools for hunting, defense, and property, and borders. Illus., many in color. 256 pages. Time-Life. Life. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **$6.95**

**2904122 GUN: A Visual History.** Ed. by Chris Stone. From rifles to sniper guns, machine guns to grenade launchers, this is a fully loaded guide to over 300 of the most iconic firearms. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$8.95**

**687519X 9MM PARABELLUM: A History of the World’s 9mm Pistols & Ammunition.** By K-F König & M. Hugo. Details weapons and ammunition in the 9mm format from Belgium, Brazil, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Israel, Austria, Poland, South Africa, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the United States. Includes 150 black & white photos and 50 interior shots, and numerous line drawings make this book ideal for the collector. 301 pages. Schiffer. 8x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. **$19.95**

**5638478 STANDARD CATALOG OF SMITH & WESSON.** 4TH EDITION. By J. Supica & R. Nanas. Detailed revision of the classic reference, providing a fully annotated identification and price guide to the world of Smith & Wesson firearms. New information adds 144 pages to the previous edition, covering 14 new revolver models, dozens of new M&P variations, new rifles and shotguns, including many new M&P 15 rifles and sales. Well illus. in color. 526 pages. Krause. 8x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $54.95. **$34.95**

**2600452 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, FORTH EIGHTH EDITION.** Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The original reference guide for guns and more than that is the standard reference for collectors, dealers, and gun enthusiasts. It’s the definitive source for making informed, informed firearms purchases and sales. Well illus. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

**6768199 2018 STANDARD CATALOG OF FIREARMS, 28TH EDITION.** Ed. by John E. Storm. A most essential Reference Guide. Ed. by Jerry Lee. A must-have guide to commercial firearms past and present, loaded with more than 7,500 photos with extensive descriptions, updated values, and graded condition grades, for a total of more than 110,000 prices, a guide to Firearms Trade Names covering more than 150 years of gun history, and more. 1472 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x10¾%. Paperback. Pub. at $43.99. **$32.95**

**6292028 THE ARMS OF GREECE: And Her Balkan Neighbors in the Ottoman Period.** By Robert Elgood. Traces the history of firearms and edged weapons in the Balkans during the Ottoman era, when the region was home to the greatest center of arms manufacturing in the Islamic world. The text weaves together the story of the weapons, their technology, manufacture and trade, with the history of the region. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12%. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.99**

**2907402 DOUBLE ACTION: Classic Revolvers for Target Shooting, Hunting and Security.** By Ulrich Schwab. This superb reference describes the most popular double-action revolvers—Colt, Smith & Wesson, Surm-Ruger, Taurus and others—in words and stunning, high-quality photographs, documenting their development over time and what they can achieve in precision shooting. 208 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99. **PRICE CUT TO $15.95**

**6294722 ENGRAVED HANDGUNS of 22 CALIBRE 1855-1885.** By John S. Laidacker. It identifies the motifs employed in designs found on engraved handguns. Determines engraving characteristics of various arms-producing companies, including American Arms Pub. at $21. Coll, Hopkins & Allen, Martin, Reid, Remington, Smith & Wesson, Whitneyville, and many others. Illus. in color. 188 pages. Schiffer. 8x4¾%. Paperback. Pub. at $95.00. **$69.95**

**2793861 THE HERITAGE OF ENGLISH KNIVES.** By David Hayden-Wright. Includes chapters on the earliest history of Sheffield, England, a directory of 19th century cutlers’ names, and many groups and types of knives, from the most humble kitchenknife to magnificent exhibition pieces. Fully illus. in color. 329 pages. Favor. 9x12%. Paperback. Pub. at $94.00. **PRICE CUT TO $43.95**

**672177X BULLARD FIREARMS.** By G. Scott Jamieson. Offers an exhaustively detailed history of J.H. Bullard and his firearms, cartridges, reloading tools, and his tools, known work with the Overland Automobile Company. This volume, with over 1,000 black & white photos and 150 color plates, is a must for collectors, historians, and dealers alike. A fascinating, beautifully illustrated work is a celebration of one of the great icons of the Swiss culture. 208 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**6839347 GERMAN SUBMACHINE GUNS, 1918-1945.** By Luc Guillou. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¼%. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. **$29.95**


**All About Cats**

**2782052 WHAT YOUR CAT WANTS.** By Francesca Riccomini. Learn the seven key skills of a perfect cat owner: Comprehension; Communication; Understanding; Motivation; Empathy; Awareness; and Responsibility. In this book, you'll learn how to stroke a cat's head, this interactive book will guide you through a series of simple tricks designed to measure feline responses and reactions, and reveal your cat's IQ. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**6743706 TOTAL CAT MOJITO: The Ultimate Guide to Life with Your Cat.** By Jackson Galaxy et al. This comprehensive cat care guide from the star of the hit Animal Planet show My Cat from Hell covers the head to toe physical and emotional needs of all cats, from kittenhood to the senior years. A must have cat care bible for any cat lover. Illus. 365 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**6855860 HOW TO TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT: 21 Days to a Litter-Free Home.** By Paul Kunkel. Goodbye litter box, hello toilet! Using this foolproof 21-day program, you can break the litter box habit and give your cat the clean, healthy alternative of using the toilet. Illus. 137 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. **PRICE CUT TO $1.95**

**6742346 ADVENTURE CATS: Living Nine Lives to the Fullest.** By Laura J. Moss. Here is everything you need to know to take your feline outdoors, whether it’s to the backyard or the backwoods. Moss advises what the best harness for your cat is; how to leash train a cat; how to pack a litter box for a camping trip; and what to do if you meet other wildlife on the trail. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**


**2849143 THE CURIOUS CAT: Facts & Breed Information About Our Feline Friends.** Ed. by Bob Collins. Describes the origins and characteristics of the cat and how it evolved from wild animal to perfect, regal companion of the intellectual pet. Covers information on origin, characteristics, temperament, and color to help you choose the ideal companion. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**
Sports & Leisure


SOLD OUT 6834339 AARON RODGERS-TITELTOWN MVP: A Tribute to the NFL's Elite QB. By Robert Gutierrez. Traces Rodgers's ascension from a 5'2" high school quarterback in Chico, California, through his infamous slide down draft boards in 2005, to leading the Packers to a Lombardi Trophy and four consecutive NFC North titles. Color photos. 128 pages. Triumph. 8/5/11. Pbk. $19.95


6934501 CYCLOPSIA: It's All About the Bike. By William Fotheringham. If it's on the bike, it's in the book! Here you'll find a comprehensive and authoritative reference to all things cycling, from the bicycle's many parts, designs, and brands, to its unique and fascinating history, and its influence on the physical and cultural impact. Illus. 433 pages. Chicago Review. Pbk. $18.95

6940060 FOREVER ON THE MOUNTAIN: The Truth Behind One Mountaineer's Most Controversial and Mysterious Disaster. By John Jaret. In the summer of 1957, an Arctic hurricane trapped seven veteran climbers at 20,000 feet on Alaska's Mount McKinley. Despite the availability of massive resources, no rescue was mounted, and all seven men died. Here, Taber pieces together the truth of this disaster chocked mountaining. Illus. 400 pages. Norton. Pbk. $25.95

★ 2956063 AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WOMEN'S WRESTLING: 100 Profiles of the Strongest in the Sport. By LaToya Ferguson. Written by a noted author who was a New York Giants fan, this book contains all full-color photos, this encyclopedia references the fun, the drama, and the struggle of women's professional wrestling throughout the years and the world. Focusing on 100 competitors, each is profiled with relevant stats and includes their compelling stories. 272 pages. Sterling. Pbk. $24.95

2815472 GAME OF MY LIFE: Denver Broncos. By Jim Armstrong. An in-depth look at the Broncos throughout the years, including championships in the '90s and a third World Championship to cap the 2015 season, this has it all. A must-have for any Broncos fan! Photos. 288 pages. Sports Publishing. Pbk. $16.95


2945363 KNUCKLEBALL: The History of the Unfathomable Pitch. By Lew Freedman. Including interviews with a couple of famed knuckleballers, this unique work breaks down the history of this infamous pitch—which, it seems, can be traced back to Christening of Ed Cicotte—and as its indelible effect on baseball as a whole. Photos, color photos. 358 pages. Nation Books. Pbk. $27.00

2940955 THE PATS: An Illustrated History of the New England Patriots. By G. Stout & R.A. Johnson. This is the first complete story of a legendary team and its five championship trophies. The definitive, lively, and robust history of the New England Patriots, from Billy Sullivan to Bill Belichick. The authors tell the story in full colorful detail, creating an indelible portrait of the most talked about team in NFL history. Well illus., many in color. 365 pages. HMH. $35.00

2873265 BASEBALL AMERICA 2019 ALMANAC. Ed. by Kegan Lowe. Contains all the major league news and statistics, an overview of the season: the minor league in review, comprehensive college coverage, a full recap of the 2018 draft and foreign and winter league play. 528 pages. Baseball America. Pbk. $25.95

★ 2824092 THE PATS: An Illustrated History of the New England Patriots. By G. Stout & R.A. Johnson. This is the first complete story of a legendary team and its five championship trophies. The definitive, lively, and robust history of the New England Patriots, from Billy Sullivan to Bill Belichick. The authors tell the story in full colorful detail, creating an indelible portrait of the most talked about team in NFL history. Well illus., many in color. 365 pages. HMH. $35.00

★ 2985104 7TH INNING STRETCH: baseball in the Roaring Twenties. Ed. by Kegan Lowe. Contains all the major league news and statistics, an overview of the season: the minor league in review, comprehensive college coverage, a full recap of the 2018 draft and foreign and winter league play. 528 pages. Baseball America. Pbk. $25.95

★ 2873265 BASEBALL AMERICA 2019 ALMANAC. Ed. by Kegan Lowe. Contains all the major league news and statistics, an overview of the season: the minor league in review, comprehensive college coverage, a full recap of the 2018 draft and foreign and winter league play. 528 pages. Baseball America. Pbk. $25.95


★ 2836593 WARRIOR IN THE RING: The Life of Marvin Camel, Native American World Champion Boxer. By Brian D'Ambricosta. This riveting biography captures the drama, danger, beauty, and ugliness of boxing; of Indian life on reservations; and of the life of a stereotype-shattering man who inspired all people and boxing fans everywhere with his courage, achievements, and great warrior heart. Photos. 248 pages. Riverbend. Pbk. $15.95

★ 2782788 HOCKEY CARD STORIES 2: More from Your Favorite Players. By Ken Reid. This collection of true tales from your favorite players, will take you all the way back to the 1960s and right up to the hockey card boom of the 1990s. Read about the players' life off the ice, their cringy regrets, happy accidents, and glorious malts, and feel like you're eavesdropping on a lively barroom conversation. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. ECW Press. Pbk. $16.95

★ 2836593 WARRIOR IN THE RING: The Life of Marvin Camel, Native American World Champion Boxer. By Brian D'Ambricosta. This riveting biography captures the drama, danger, beauty, and ugliness of boxing; of Indian life on reservations; and of the life of a stereotype-shattering man who inspired all people and boxing fans everywhere with his courage, achievements, and great warrior heart. Photos. 248 pages. Riverbend. Pbk. $15.95

★ 2782788 HOCKEY CARD STORIES 2: More from Your Favorite Players. By Ken Reid. This collection of true tales from your favorite players, will take you all the way back to the 1960s and right up to the hockey card boom of the 1990s. Read about the players' life off the ice, their cringy regrets, happy accidents, and glorious malts, and feel like you're eavesdropping on a lively barroom conversation. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. ECW Press. Pbk. $16.95

★ 2829080 RIVING, FOURTH EDITION: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets. By B. Peterson & A. Maher. Full color photos, this encyclopedia features the fun, the drama, and the struggle of women's professional wrestling throughout the years and the world. Focusing on 100 competitors, each is profiled with relevant stats and includes their compelling stories. 272 pages. Sterling. Pbk. $24.95

★ 2969674 ARCHERY FOR BEGINNERS. By Scott Cameron if we could regain some of our lost evolutionary strength by simulating the environmental conditions of our forebear? This ambitious blend of investigative reporting and passionate journalism explores this connection between the mind and body, and reveals the science that allows us to push past our perceived limitations. 16 pages of color photos. 208 pages. Tuttle. Pbk. $15.95

★ 2853779 WHAT DOESN'T KILL US. By Scott Cameron. If we could regain some of our lost evolutionary strength by simulating the environmental conditions of our forebear? This ambitious blend of investigative reporting and passionate journalism explores this connection between the mind and body, and reveals the science that allows us to push past our perceived limitations. 16 pages of color photos. 208 pages. Tuttle. Pbk. $15.95

★ 2894879 4TH AND GOAL EVERYDAY: A Coach's Relentless Pursuit of Perfection. By P. Savage & R. Glier. Offers a close look at Coach Saban's player development and practice habits and gives a glimpse of the Crimson Tide's approach to winning. The book is packed with stories of pain, danger, and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a coach. Embrace the climb, relish the deserts, and get ready to haul it Illus. 235 pages. Pegasus. Pbk. $16.95

2891548 THE HARDMEN: Legends and Unexplained Mysteries from the Velomountain. By Bernard Hinauld and Mario Pantani to Marianne Vos and Sean Kelly, this edition will lay bare the secrets of the greatest cyclists ever, and their extraordinary and inspirational endurance in the face of pain, danger, and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a coach. Embrace the climb, relish the deserts, and get ready to haul it Illus. 235 pages. Pegasus. Pbk. $16.95

★ 2824092 THE PATS: An Illustrated History of the New England Patriots. By G. Stout & R.A. Johnson. This is the first complete story of a legendary team and its five championship trophies. The definitive, lively, and robust history of the New England Patriots, from Billy Sullivan to Bill Belichick. The authors tell the story in full colorful detail, creating an indelible portrait of the most talked about team in NFL history. Well illus., many in color. 365 pages. HMH. $35.00
Martial Arts

- **KRAV MAGA: Real World Solutions to Real World Violence.** By Gershon Ben-Kenneth. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95
- **AIKIDO AND THE DYNAMIC SPHERE.** By A. Westbrook & Q. Ratti. With over 1,200 illustrations, this comprehensive guide provides a complete foundation in the practice of this distinctive and effective martial art—a method of self-defense that can be used against any form of attack. 275 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
- **307758 KRAV MAGA COMBATIVES: Maximum Effect.** By David Kahn. Designed for krav maga trainees, security-conscious civilians, law enforcement officers, security professionals, and military personnel alike, this guide introduces several key strategies. krav maga’s 12 most effective combat techniques; how to develop power and balance; and much more. Fully illus. 144 pages. YMAA. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
- **2864703 JEET KUNE DO BASICS.** By David Cheng. Whether you’re considering taking up this martial art, or you’ve already started, this guide offers an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to Jeet Kune Do so that you can feel confident and be successful in your practice. Illus. 191 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
- **291445X THE ART OF EXPRESSING THE HUMAN BODY.** By Bruce Lee. Drawing directly from Lee’s copious training records and notes, editor John Little has set out in meticulous detail the ever-evolving regimen employed by the most popular martial artist of our time. In addition to serving as a record of Lee’s own training, this reference also provides simple to follow training routines. Illus. 256 pages. Tuttle. $14.95/10.95. Pap. Pub. at $7.95
- **687855 JEET KUNE DO BASICS.** By David Cheng. The Jeet Kun Do, which is the foundation of Jeet Kune Do; how to be your best self; and getting ready for your first class; the essential elements of Jeet Kune Do; and much more. Illus. 190 pages. Tuttle. $11.95/7.95. Pap. Pub. at $7.95
- **2891370 AIKI DO: My Spiritual Journey.** By Gozo Shioda. In this eloquent eye witness account, the author gives us a rich portrait of each of the Great Masters of Martial Arts and also offers a fascinating and inspiring collection of kayaking stories. Photos, 205 pages. Kodansha. $12.95. Pap. Pub. at $7.95
- **2801760 MARTIAL VIRTUES.** By Charles Hackney. Spanning the globe from East to West, surveying philosophers, warriors, and civilizations from the ancient Greeks to the samurai and ninja of medieval Japan to the modern heroes of today, the author employs the tools of the modern psychologist to examine the development of martial virtues. 223 pages. Tutle. $24.95
- **2828413 A KILLING ART, REVISED EDITION: The Untold History of Tae Kwon Do.** By Alex Gillis. 264 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
- **2801568 HAPKIDO: Korean Art of Self-Defense.** By Scott Driver. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Travel

- **2912088 WEIRD PENNSYLVANIA: Your Travel Guide to Pennsylvania’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets.** By Matt Lake. Go off the beaten path to find such Keystone State phenomena as the Statue of Liberty in the Dauphin Narrows, the dead and buried Corvette, and the Wyoming Tunnel. 310 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
- **2795161 ISLAND PEOPLE: The Polynesian World.** By Joshua Jelly-Schapiro. Traveling from Cula to Jamaica, Puerto Rico to Trinidad, Haiti to Barbados, and to islands in between, the author gives us a rich portrait of each island—its culture and politics—while connecting the Caribbean’s common heritage to its fierce grip on the world’s imagination. 451 pages. knopf. Pub. at $28.95
- **696653X INVISIBLE CHINA: A Journey Through Ethnic Borderlands.** By C. Leng & T. Driver. This etching of the opening narrative, two Americans fluent in Mandarin, Chinese, Korean, and Uygur throw away the guidebook and bring a hitherto unexplored side of China to light. They journey over 14,000 miles to the farthest reaches of China to meet the minority peoples who dwell there. 24 pages of color photos. 244 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
- **4616987 CALL OF THE AMERICAN WILD: A Tenderfoot’s Escape to Alaska.** By Guy Grieve. Guy Grieve was trapped in a job he hated and up to his neck in debt, until a stroke of luck allowed him to finally chase his dream of escaping to Alaska. Packed with adventure, humor, and insight, this is the gripping story of an ordinary man learning the ways of the wild. Color photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99
- **2955166 SURVIVE: Tales of Men Versus Weather, Wilderness, and Wild Animals.** Ed. by Lamar Underground. Read what it’s like to experience survival as an everyday fact of life, when harsh conditions and looming predators make seeing the next day far from a forgone conclusion. 244 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
- **2971179 MY EGYPTIAN SKETCHBOOK.** By Florence Asch. Filled with the author’s watercolors, this volume takes us on a captivating voyage to the most fascinating of dangerous places. From the tranquility of a felucca floating down the Nile to the bustling of spice stalls in the marketplace, it all comes to life under her brush. Flammarion. $10.95. Pap. Pub. at $9.95
**692843 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF PROVENCE.** By Michael Jacobs, photos by H. F. Parker. Celebrates the beauty and spirit of place that has enticed outsiders from ancient times to the present, from architectural gems like Bonnieux, shaded by plane trees, to the picturesque little town of Les Arcs, abundant with radiant images and evocative accounts of the most wondrous places in the best-loved French province. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

$7.95

**6990419 ALL STRANGERS ARE KIN: Adventures in Arabic Africa.** By Zora O'Neill. With an eye for the deeply absurd and the deeply human, O'Neill explores the indelible links between culture and communication as she travels through the Middle East. A powerful testament to the dynamism of language and the human spirit. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95

**2812509 THE FLYING CARPET.** By Richard Halliburton. Thrilling for a new adventure, Halliburton hired pioneer aviator Moye Stephens in 1931 and fearlessly set out to circle the world in an open cockpit biplane, optimistically named The Flying Carpet. Halliburton’s experiences of seeing the world in a new way over 80 years ago today as it was to the world 80 years ago.

253 pages. Taurus Parke. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

$12.95

**6969372 LIGHTHOUSES OF THE PACIFIC.** By Jim A. Gibbs. A thorough presentation of the history and the romance of lighthouses along the coast of the U.S. In the Pacific northwest, 204 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

$13.95

**299741X TIP OF THE ICEBERG: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier.** By Mark Adams. Recounts Adams’s entertaining adventures through America’s most sublime wilderness, the beauty of which is set against the backdrop of those who draw more than a million tourists annually on cruise ships alone. Along the way, Adams shows why, more than a hundred years after Edward H. Harriman set sail on his voyage to the Northwest, he fell in love with Alaska.


$11.95

**2937026 THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD.** By Irena Trevisan. Traces the history of many unique places and sights, ancient wonders, modern and futuristic works of architecture, and some of nature’s incredible gifts. Discover and explore the beautiful man made and natural treasures of the world on display in this beautiful volume. Fully illustrated with color. 240 pages. Chartwell. 10¼x13. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

**2789121 FROM SOURCE TO SEA.** By Tom Cheshire.

Join travel writer, Cheshire, as he walks the length of the Thames river from the Cotswolds to the North Sea, in a winding journey of over two hundred miles. Entertaining and fascinating, this book is a host of interesting characters, and explores the living present and remarkable past of England’s longest and most iconic river.


$11.95

**2837300 SMITHSONIAN JOURNEY: An Illustrated History of Travel.** By Simon Adams. The excitement and romance of travel, from the earliest migrations to great explorations, from the Grand Tour to the first airliners, all the light breathing pottery, maps, evocative photographs, exotic paraphernalia, and gripping eyewitness accounts, this volume is must-have for every armchair traveler.

440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12. Pub. at $50.00

$21.95

**2946920 NORTH: Finding My Way While Running the Appalachian Trail.** By John Jurek. Despite breaking the speed record for running the Appalachian Trail, the path that spans the entire length of the eastern United States. A tale of mind-boggling physical endurance, resilience, and transformation as Jurek battles the elements to jog, hike, and stumble nearly fifty miles north every day, 24 pages of color photos. 291 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

**6923970 LIVING IN MOROCCO: Design from Casablanca to Marrakesh.** By Landt & Lisl Dennis. Celebrates the arts of a country with an eye for the deeply absurd and the deeply human. O’Neill explores the indelible links between culture and communication as she travels through the Middle East. A powerful testament to the dynamism of language and the human spirit. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95

$13.95

**6926399 QUEEN ELIZABETH: A Photographic Journey.** By C. Frame & R. Cross. The ultimate in luxury cruising awaits aboard Queen Elizabeth. From the three-story Royal Court Theater, complete with box-seating, to the opulence of the Queen Room, the authors have captured the interior elegance of the ship with never before published images. 120 pages. Pub. at $39.95

**2818145 BARCELONA: Places and History.** By Fabrizio Finetti. In exploring Barcelona’s monuments, buildings, parks and waterfront, this stunning volume dramatically presents one of the world’s most dynamic cities. 136 pages. With 55 illus. 9¼x12. Paperback.

$13.95

**6066407 THE LONG HAUL: A Trucker’s Tales of Life on the Road.** By Finn Murphy. A long-haul mover of some 30 years shares his rollicking account of life out on the big slab. He whisks readers down the highways, across the Florida Everglades, in and out of the truck stops of the Midwest, and through the Rocky Mountains to offer a unique view of our ever-changing economy.

229 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95

**2835290 I AM THE DARK TOURIST: Travels to the Darkest Sites on Earth.** By H.E. Sawyer. From the cobbled streets of Whitechapel on a Jack the Ripper walking tour to the snowy suicide forest of Aokigahara, Japan, Sawyer reveals the unknown parts of Earth.


**2955571 WAYFINDING: The Science and Mystery of How Humans Navigate the World.** By M.R. O’Connor. In this compelling narrative, O’Connor travels to the Arctic, Australia, and the South Pacific to talk to master navigators, who find their way using environmental cues, and learn how they are trying to preserve their unique practices in the age of GPS.


$21.95

**2903245 FOREVER YOURS, BOSTON, CAPE COD & THE ISLANDS: Antique Postcard Images of Historic Boston.** By Miriam and Chas Malott. Provides a fascinating look at Boston using more than one hundred antique postcard images to highlight such famous landmarks as the Old State House in Boston Public Library, and the Boston Market. Brichlm offers interesting information to accompany each of the images.


$11.95

**6941168 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border.** By Porter Fox. Setting out from the extremest point in the U.S.,it is the story of Champlain’s adventures across the Northeast, crosses the Great Lakes and traces the forty-ninth parallel from Minnesota to the Pacific Ocean touching upon history along the way. He also gives a dynamic portrait of the northerland today.

247 pages. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95

**2908366 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border.** By Porter Fox. The author spent three years exploring 4,000 miles of the border between Maine and Washington, traveling by canoe, from the tip of the Arctic Circle to the tip of Florida. Fox deeply reported and beautifully written story of the region’s history with a raveling account of his travels. 247 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

**6980139 THE HOME OF THE BLIZZARD: A Heroic Tale of Antarctic Exploration and Survival.** By Michael Mollison. Relying on the author’s historic expedition to uncharted land in Antarctica in the early 1900s, this journal, reprinted here in its entirety for the first time, describes Mollison’s remarkable voyage from which he would return alone—an expedition fraught with unforgiving winds, bone-chilling temperatures, and death. Illus. 734 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2846365 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY TOWNS OF TUSCANY.** By James Bentley, photos by A. Ramsay. The author of The Most Beautiful Villages of Tuscany has now turned his attention to the region’s equally beautiful towns. Traveling from north to south through the region, it encounters first towns with Etruscan, then Romanesque features, through to the coastal towns of the south.

208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼x12. Pub. at $40.00

**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**2877916 SHAKESPEARE’S SHIRE: Bard’s Birthplace and the Invention of Stratford-upon-Avon.** By Julia Thomas. A perfect confluence of Rencyclopedia, nostalgia, and the easy access afforded by rail travel turned the town of Stratford to a major tourist attraction. This study reveals just how much the birthplace that we visit today is a creation of the nineteenth century. Photos. 218 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**PRICE CUT to $8.95**

**281610X MESA VERDE NATIONAL PARK: The First 100 Years.** Ed. by R. Houk & F. Marcevechio. This stunning volume includes an array of 294 images from the last century in tribute to this special place. Photographs, illustrations, essays and maps bring the park through the eyes of its earliest visitors and greatest admirers. 130 pages. Fulcrum.13x11¼. Paperback.

Pub. at $21.95

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**6287810 THE RHINE: Following Europe’s Greatest River from Amsterdam to the Alps.** By Ben Coates. Having lived alongside a major channel of the Rhine and crossing it daily, swimming and kayaking in its tributaries, Coates sets out to follow the river all the way to the Alps.

291 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**281810X LIGHTHOUSES OF EUROPE.** By Thores Ebel. Whether boldy beaming their lights from cliff tops or clinging to the edge of cliff faces, Europe’s many iconic lighthouses are captured in this wonderful collection in all their dramatic glory. Each lighthouse is accompanied by a stunning color photograph along with text about its history and construction.


**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**2828006 A WALK THROUGH PARIS: A Rambling Exploration.** By Eric Hazan. Weaving historical anecdotes, geographical observations, and literary references, Hazan’s walk guides us through an unfamiliar Paris. With his illustrations and the most fascinating and forgotten parts of the city’s past and present, illustrating the interplay between a city and the personality it forms.

Illus. 198 pages. Verso. Pub. at $22.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**
Puzzles & Games

2861785 WILL SHORRT PRESENTS KEEP MERRY AND SUDOKU ON. By F2zi.com. This fun collection features over 300 easy to challenging Sudoku puzzles, big grids for easy solving, and an introduction by puzzlemaster Will Shorrt. Solutions included. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

2821262 LOST ICONS ON LOCK: Dot-to-Dot Portraits. Thirty of rock’s greatest legends who were lost to us before their time, are presented here in unique dot to dot portraits. Try just one and you’ll be hooked on following the numbers to uncover every likeness. Includes solutions. Get Creative 6. 9¾x13. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

6859418 DOT-TO-DOT NATURE SCENES. Would you like to keep your brain challenged while you chill out? Then choose this compelling new genre of complex dot to dot puzzles of nature scenes that combine brain training with puzzle solving and coloring-in fun. Parragon. 9¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7099258 TERRIFIC DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES. Conundrums. You’ll have hours of dot fun with these elaborate and engaging puzzles. Subjects include a cat being rescued from a tree; a surfer riding a wave; an angel playing the harp; a pair of puppies on a perch, and much more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewitness. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2868377 FENG SHUI SUDOKU. By Frank Rubin. Inspired by feng shui to construct sudoku based on the “art of number placement”: four puzzles are presented on a page so that the positions of the given number clues form a four part symmetrical pattern. While the patterns are attractive, it is the solving experience that will bring you satisfaction and harmony! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewitness. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

687422X ABSOLUTELY NASTY DOT-TO-DOT, LEVEL 1. Follow a break from the nasty world with these meditative and accessible dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing pictures of animals, landscapes, activities and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewitness. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6866379 DOT-TO-DOT CATS: Connect Your Way to Calm. Connect the dots for grown-ups! These 31 intricate puzzles will keep you guessing. Watch and enjoy as the lines transform into cuddly kittens and ferocious felines. Grab a pack of colored pencils and feel your way to a happy feel-good experience. Brightly colored images are charming to see. Little, Brown. 9¾x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

281403X THE NATIONAL GALLERY DOT-TO-DOT GREAT PAINTINGS. By Germany’s Van Gelder. If you’ve ever wanted to visit the national gallery of London, this book will take you there. Solutions included. 144 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

2880225 BRAIN AEROBICS MATH PUZZLES. By Derrick Niederman. You’ll need to be on the top of your game with this collection of puzzles. If the problems seem hard, that’s because they are! They take insight and brainwork to solve, but don’t require knowledge of advanced math. The answers may not come to you right away, but you’ll enjoy figuring them out. Solutions provided. 92 pages. Puzzlewitness. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

5778517 MERRY CHRISTMAS DOT-TO-DOT. From Merry Christmas Dot-to-Dot by Brook. Get into the holiday spirit with this collection of 90 Christmas themed dot to dot images! Each picture features between 300 and 400 numbered dots, yielding big, bold and intricate illustrations of snowmen, angels, elves, presents under decorated trees, and other fun to color scenes of yuletide. 96 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

Dover. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

6570700 THE ULTIMATE COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK. By Prof. Jones. Learn how to beat any Lotto game with this rewarding, detail-driven, and beautifully illustrated collection of puzzles. If the problems seem hard, that’s because they are! They take insight and brainwork to solve, but don’t require knowledge of advanced math. The answers may not come to you right away, but you’ll enjoy figuring them out. Solutions provided. 92 pages. Puzzlewitness. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95
 answering. Solutions provided. 8x/10x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**298753** THE WORLD’S LONGEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES. By Frank Longo. One page. Originally an accordion page is a symmetrical grid measuring 9 squares high and an astonishing 1,104 squares long and contains 2,833 words. On the other side is a second crossword at 9 squares high, 966 squares long, and contains an impressive 2,439 answers. Solutions provided. Silicopress: Puzzelwright. Pub. at $9.95


**299547** THE WORLD’S FUNKIEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES. By Frank Longo. These crosswords are so hard, they may scar your brain! Of course, some people like to get burned once in a while, especially by brilliantly executed crossword puzzles that are already difficult clues. The crosswords are made tough by tricky cluing not obvious are included. 64 pages. Puzzelwright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95

**659161** SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #16. Ed. by John M. Samson. These 300 Thursday to Sunday-size brain breakers offer you a challenge that will test the knowledge of solvers everywhere. Solutions provided. 300 pages. Touchstone. 8x/10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**2993916** THE NEW YORK TIMES TUESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS. By Will Shortz. Features 200 easy to solve, but hard to resist puzzles with fun clues and fresh vocabulary. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x/10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95


**29710** 365 DAYS OF AMUSEMENT. By Peter Gordon. These crosswords are so hard, they may scar your brain! Of course, some people like to get burned once in a while, especially by brilliantly executed crossword puzzles that are already difficult clues. There are explanations in the back for the toughest clues along with the complete answer grids. 64 pages. Puzzelwright. 8x/11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $6.95

**296501** DIABOLICALLY HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. Beware! These puzzles are so hard, they may scar your brain! Of course, some people like to get burned once in a while, especially by brilliantly executed crossword puzzles that are already difficult clues. There are explanations in the back for the toughest clues along with the complete answer grids. 64 pages. Puzzelwright. 8x/11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $6.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Trivia & Imponderables**

**279127 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! EYE-Popping Oddities.** Text by Gary Scott. Illustrated by Gary Scott. Featuring some of the most fascinating and weird events and facts from the world of the unusual, this book is packed with eye-opening facts and trivia. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95.

**6939171 A CHRISTMAS CORNUCOPIA: The Hidden Stories Behind Our Yuletide Traditions.** By Mark Forsyth. Reveals the true stories behind the Christmas holidays. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.

**290707 THE LION BOY AND OTHER MEDICAL CURiosITIES.** By Jan Bondeson. Explores the medical history of the world, from ancient times to modern science. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.

**2902437 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 100 BEST BIONS.** Text by James Proust. Illustrated by James Proust. Containing some of the most incredible and amazing facts and figures from the world of the unusual, this book is packed with eye-opening facts and trivia. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

**5687680 WHERE EVERYTHING YOU KNOW IS WRONG!** By John Lloyd et al. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800779 THE THIRD QI BOOK OF GENERAL IGNORANCE.** By John Lloyd et al. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


**1588020 EMBARRASSING WAYS TO DIE: The Ultimate Collection of 1001 Daff and Undignified Ways You Can Exit the Stage of Life.** By David Southwell. A side-splitting treasury of the most absurd accounts of death by misadventure—and sadly they're all true. 286 pages. Prion. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.


**6869203 EMBARRASSING WAYS TO DIE: The Ultimate Collection of 1001 Daff and Undignified Ways You Can Exit the Stage of Life.** By David Southwell. A side-splitting treasury of the most absurd accounts of death by misadventure—and sadly they're all true. 286 pages. Prion. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.


**5871196 BATHROOM BOOK OF TEXAS TRIVIA: Weird, Wacky and Wild.** By W. Prosapio & L. Wojna. Presents an entertaining and lighthearted collection of facts from every facet of the Lone Star State. Did you know Texas was once an independent republic, or that Dallas secretary Bette Nesmith Graham invented Liquid paper? These are just some of the fascinating facts you'll find in this book. Hardcover. Pub. at $11.95.

**3890527 THE CHIMNEY; build a potato gun, and much more. So don't try this at home.** By Emily Prokop. Did you know that only 1% of the world’s population can see in color? Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

**2802759 THE LION BOY AND OTHER MEDICAL CURiosITIES.** By Jan Bondeson. Explores the medical history of the world, from ancient times to modern science. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.


**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**2800732 HOW TO DO ORANGES MAKE ME CRY? Answers to Everyday Science Questions You've Always Wanted to Ask.** By Jay Ingram. Explores the hidden stories behind our most cherished holiday. For the past decade, the QI team have been patiently correcting the myths, misunderstandings and misplaced certainties that go to make up everyday life. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.
Absurdities & the Bizarre

2986108 SEX WEIRD-O-PEDIA: The Ultimate Book of Shocking, Scandalous, and Incredibly Bizarre Sex Facts. By Ross Benes. Through a series of amusing tidbits, Benes will walk you through how sex affects our technologies, economics, politics, religions, and cultures, as well as your own sexual feelings, that for better or worse, will make your conversations memorable to everyone at the party. 151 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

6777953 ARE YOU DISSING ME? A No-Nonsense Really Think. By Simon Winheld. Discover the innermost thoughts of our funny and feathery friends. From a cardboard with renowned roommates to a hippo that weights 400 kg, Winheld’s beautiful illustrations are given a hilarious twist with unexpected and often irreverent quirps. Chronicle. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6709559 SPOOKY SCIENCE: Debunking the Pseudoscience of the Afterlife. By John Grant. The author of Discarded Science and Corrupted Science investigates the pseudoscience of spooky stuff to fascinating and humorous effect. From scamming mediums, to poltergeist fakery, to heavy handed hallucinations, Grant suggests that the underbelly of the world is full of gullible thinkers no mercy. Illus. 245 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2818660 THE BOOK OF EXTRAORDINARY DEATHS. By M. Jacobson. death is a scary little brother to the afterlife. No one wants to be funny, but they are. This book of funny and not so funny deaths will make you laugh and think at the same time. Illus. 272 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.99

2887515 SENIOR MOMENTS: Love & Marriage. By Thomas Blaikie. A delightful anthology of stories, many never published before, which help to piece together the day-to-day life of the Queen and her family. Illus. 184 pages. Aurum. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

2930250 101 WAYS TO WORK WITH AN ASSHOLE: (And Succeed Anyway). By Lou Harry. Filled with tried-and-true solutions for dealing with that coworker–without getting eaten in the process. Get creative with techniques like: avoid social media; own your ideas; read the fine print; and, of course, quit. Illus. 192 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

2958802 THIS BOOK WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE. A hilarious set of activities, fill-in-the-blanks exercises, puzzles and pseudo-scientific information, designed to provide some sophisticated humor into every day of the year. Fully illus. in color. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

2942267 WHAT A THING TO SAY TO THE QUEEN: A Collection of Royal Anecdotes from the House of Windsor. By Thomas Blake. A delightful anthology of stories, many never published before, which help to piece together the day-to-day life of the Queen and her family. Illus. 184 pages. Aurum. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

2988763 HEXES FOR THE MODERN AGE. By Val Brains. This handy guide with a hex and an illustration on every page is perfect for anyone wanting a little modern-day witchcraft. 155 pages. Skysphere. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

2893448 THE KAMAH SURATH: A Bavovarian Guide to Writ, Gro, Sex. By Cian Smith. This humorous guide will unlock your deepest curiosities when it comes to sex and answer your top questions like “What are some sexual positions to spice up my sex life?” and “What if I can’t get any sex?” Adults only. 160 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

2870487 IF YOU GIVE A MAN A COOKIE: A Parody. By Laura Numeoril, illus. by B. Ajhar. A woman’s commentary on her exasperating man and the chain of events that leads him on a journey to the bathroom to the couch and back to bed at nightfall. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

2845253 KEEP CALM AND SHUT THE F*CK UP. Let your snarky side out with 45 frameable prints that will give your friends, family, and even co-workers a good laugh! Decorate your space with this jaw dropping collection of sarcasm and wit. Adams Media. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2981095 I HATE EVERYONE...STARTING WITH ME. By Joan Rivers. Illus. 262 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

6759193 I HATE EVERYONE...STARTING WITH ME. By Joan Rivers. Illus. 262 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

6759944 GILTZ-TO-GO: Collected Comics. By Diane Noomint. Diane’s cartoons push the boundaries of reality to express her alienation with her black sense of humor and an eye for detail. Part Barbie Doll, part Alice in Wonderland, Giltz: To Go! is a laugh of jokes and cartoons about memory loss, second and third marriages, sex, death, the afterlife, and much more, making this the perfect gift for anyone who was born before you. 287 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.99


2930313 TIS THE SEASON TO BE NAUGHTY: Spread Holiday Snark with 30 Obnoxious Christmas Cards! With this entertaining pack of 30 offensive Christmas cards, you’re armed with the perfect insults to bring some snark to everyone on your naughty list! Take your pick from snide sayings, bilging limes, and these characters in an antiseptically clean and beautifully illustrated meditation on life’s ironies and mysteries. Blue Rider. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95


6813518 CHAZ HUFFINGTON-TWATT'S DANGEROUS BOOK FOR IDIOTS: 100 Death-Defying Projects for the Reckless Fool. Drawings. 128 pages. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $1.95

Adult Humor

2923041 A.B.C. OF S.E.X. By Mie Yim. Features pastel drawings with not for kids subjects! The look of the classic ABC picture book gives this title an absurd and sensual spin. Illus. Only. Pointed Leaf. Pub. at $45.00 $5.95

2887762 SENIOR MOMENTS: Love & Marriage. By Tim Whaylt. An endearing funny cartoon collection, featuring everything from the naughty bits to the downright rude. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. Studio Press. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

2887745 SENIOR MOMENTS: Unencumbered. By Tim Whaylt. An indelibly funny cartoon collection, featuring everything from the naughty bits to the downright rude. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. Studio Press. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

2899448 THE KAMAH SURATH: A Bavovarian Guide to Writ, Gro, Sex. By Cian Smith. This humorous guide will unlock your deepest curiosities when it comes to sex and answer your top questions like “What are some sexual positions to spice up my sex life?” and “What if I can’t get any sex?” Adults only. 160 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

2870487 IF YOU GIVE A MAN A COOKIE: A Parody. By Laura Numeoril, illus. by B. Ajhar. A woman’s commentary on her exasperating man and the chain of events that leads him on a journey to the bathroom to the couch and back to bed at nightfall. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

2845253 KEEP CALM AND SHUT THE F*CK UP. Let your snarky side out with 45 frameable prints that will give your friends, family, and even co-workers a good laugh! Decorate your space with this jaw dropping collection of sarcasm and wit. Adams Media. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2845253 KEEP CALM AND SHUT THE F*CK UP. Let your snarky side out with 45 frameable prints that will give your friends, family, and even co-workers a good laugh! Decorate your space with this jaw dropping collection of sarcasm and wit. Adams Media. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2982005 WHEN YOU ARE ENGULFED IN FLAMES. By David Sedaris. The author takes the mundane of everyday life and transforms it into bizarre scenarios. This collection of 22 hilarious essays will have you chuckle at life and its absurdities. Titles of essays include It’s Raining, It’s Pouring, It’s Cold Outside, The Undertaker, Buddy, and What’s Up? I'm Spared A Tie? In the Waiting Room, and more. 324 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

2013874 CREATIVE CURSING: A Mix ‘n’ Match Profanity Generator. By S. Rosen. Thanks to the filthy-mouthed authors, Sarah and Jillian, you now have endless combinations of uncensored verbal abuse and x-rated comebacks to unleash on your parents, siblings, friends, and enemies. Running Press. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/694
Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

*2920174 COMpanion PLANTING: Organic Gardening Tips and Tricks for Healthier, HapPier plants. By Allison Gree. Starting with the basics of organic gardening, such as how to prepare quality soil and the importance of cover crops and compost, the author explains the principles of companion planting, how plants interact, and how you can use that information to your garden’s benefit. Fully illus. in color. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

*2919699 LAZY-ASS GARDENING: Maximize Your Minute of Toil. By Robert Kouker. Learn how to figure out which edibles to raise; lay out your garden to balance effective growing area; cultivate crops to grow; feed plants with the right plant food; store and build hold self-sustaining soil; attract the best pollinating insects; plan your “hardscapes” (patios, arbors); choose the right plants for your climate, and above all—grow more and stress less! Illus. in color. 215 pages. Metamorphic. 8 1/4 x10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95

*867763X ED ROSENTHAL’s MARIJUANA GROWER’S HANDBOOK. Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana—indoors and out. Use the most efficient technology and save time, labor, and money. Includes how to choose the right plant, choosing the right climate, increasing plant potential, and much more. Well illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*868773X THIS BUD’S FOR YOU: Legal Marijuana—Selecting, Growing & Eating Cannabis. By Ed Rosenthal. Takes a look at the new varieties available to both hobby growers and commercial growers with this thorough guide, and go behind the scenes as the breeders reveal their plant strain’s lineage, flowering times, ideal climate and consumption methods. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Quick American. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  PRICE CUT to $15.95

*2909484 YEAR-ROUND GARDENING: Growing Vegetables and Herbs, Inside or Outside, in Every Season. By Lena Israelsson. This is a practical guide for those who want to extend their growing season. Growing year round is possible and the author can teach you the best methods to do it the right way. Includes inspiring and expert tips on which vegetables, herbs, and spices suit the different seasons, even those that can be harvested in winter. Well illus. in color. 159 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95


2786141 OLD TIME GARDENS. By Alice Morse Earle. Illus. 489 pages. UPNE. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

**Plant Directories & Growing Guides**

*288402X THE COLORFUL DRY GARDEN: Over 100 Flowers and Vibrant Plants for Drought, Desert & Dry Areas. By Maureen Abood. Whether your garden has been affected by drought, changing climate, or simply the need to use less water, this thorough source book will help you find a host of beautiful water-wise plants. Color photographs. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. 8x10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  $19.95

*2914867 TRUE LIVING ORGANICS, 2ND EDITION: The Ultimate Guide to Growing All-Natural Marijuana Indoors. By Joel Kurtsh. Whatever your gardening challenge, this guide holds the solution. Get started with the revolutionary method that has taken the world by storm. Contains detailed start to finish instructions for growing vegetables in straw anywhere, plus many new ideas and projects to help you enjoy your straw bale experience. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Companions House. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $19.95


*2914727 MARIJUANA BUDS FOR LESS; EFFECTIVE KILO OF Bud for Less Than $100. By SeeMoreBuds. An easy, handy guide to marijuana growing with a list of supplies you need to get started and learn how to build a simple, effective lighting system, and how to manage ph for optimal yield. Fully illus. in color. 71 pages. Quick American. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
**Specialty Gardening**

- 6906524 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS HERB GARDENING. By Karen Wei-Jinster. 224 pages. Wiley. $12.95
- 2814153 TEENY TINY GARDENING. By Emma Hardy. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. $19.95

**Exotic & Rare Plant Species**

- 283010X BIZARRE BOTANICALS. By L. Mellichamp & P. Gross. If you are ready to take a walk on the wild side and grow plants that will spice up your life with freaky displays of sex, death, and botanical wizardry, then let this guide take you on an exciting tour of 78 of the most outlandish plants that can be grown at home. Well illus. in color. 283 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $24.95

- 2857277 BEAUTY OF CANNABIS: 200 Strains of Marijuana. By Robert R. Sanders. Take a close-up look at the myriad benefits of magical, mystical marijuana with these 200 strains of craft cannabis, and explore the botany that makes each plant unique, as well as its notable effects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. $24.95

**Landscaping & Design**

- 6906599 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS STEP-BY-STEP LANDSCAPING. By D. Haupert & B. LaHay. Featuring more than 1,200 inspirational photos that show exciting ideas and clear step by step instructions, this new edition makes it easy for you to plan, plant, and build the landscape you’ve always wanted. 407 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $24.95


- 680545X BEAUTIFUL NOW-NOW YARDS: 50 Amazing Lawn Alternatives. By Evelyn J. Hadden. Now you can liberate yourself from your lawn with eco-friendly alternatives to that demanding green turf. Trade your lawn for a lively prairie or replace it with a rooftop of pollinator plants. Learn how to bring nature’s beauty into your life. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Youth Culture. Paperbound. $24.95

- 6805890 LANDSCAPING FOR PRIVACY: Innovative Ways to Transform Your Outdoor Space into a Peaceful Retreat. By Marty Winge. The area around your house is your haven, your sanctuary, your refuge from the noise and survival of the outside world. This guide brims with creative and inspiring ideas for maximizing or even eliminating the nuisances that intrude on your personal outdoor space. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Landscaping. Paperbound. $24.95

- 6949510 GRAVE LANDSCAPES: The Nineteenth-Century Rural Cemetery Movement. By J.R. Cothran & E. DaniChack. This beautifully illustrated volume features more than 150 historic photographs, stereographs, postcards, engravings, maps, and contemporary images that show the grand mausoleums, family cemeteries, their physical evolution, and the nature of the landscapes they inspired. 272 pages. USCP. $49.99

- 2834305 DESIGNS FOR GARDEN PATHS: 150 Designs for Low-Wall Low-Light Houseplants. By Heidi Howcroft. This new edition (2013) of The Manual of Interiorscapes: A Guide to Design, Installation, and Maintenance, By Kathy Fedew. Shows you how to design the major types of indoor plantscapes—stairways, indoor gardens, green walls, posted office plants, and more—like dishes in a garden. Fedew profiles 60 of the best indoor plants that will help you design a plantscape that will be both functional and beautiful for years to come. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $25.95

- 2834005 DESIGNS FOR GARDEN PATHS: 150 Designs for Low-Wall Low-Light Houseplants. By Heidi Howcroft. In-depth information on natural stone, timber, concrete, brick, and various man-made innumerable possibilities for the garden, also includes approximate costs, environmental impact, and maintenance tips. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

- 6805892 PRACTICAL BAMBOOS: The 50 Best Plants for Screens, Containers & More. By Paul Whittaker. Recommends the best 50 beginner bamboos for a wide range of purposes, sites and conditions. Bamboos are unbeatable gardening plants: they add attractive culms; year-round foliage and rustling charm. They are perfect for adding style, creating an exotic mood, or screening eyesores. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $29.95

**Trees, Shrubs & Plants**

- 593528 MUSHROOMING WITH CONFIDENCE: A Guide to Collecting Edible and Tasty Mushrooms. By Alexander Schwab. A slim, handy manual that introduces you to the world’s most common mushrooms that are a delight to cook and share. From the common field mushroom to the purple amethyst, this book tells you exactly what to look for and what to avoid. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $14.95

- 2897591 EARTH PONDS, SECOND EDITION REVISED. By Tim Matson. Illus. 150 pages. Countryx. Paperbound. $21.95

- 2791773 LANDSCAPING WITH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. By Fred Hay. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $14.95

- 6823939 DESIGNING WITH PALMS. By Jason Dowew. 368 pages. Timber. 8 ¼ x 10 ¼. Paperbound. $50.00

- 593528 MUSHROOMING WITH CONFIDENCE: A Guide to Collecting Edible and Tasty Mushrooms. By Alexander Schwab. A slim, handy manual that introduces you to the world’s most common mushrooms that are a delight to cook and share. From the common field mushroom to the purple amethyst, this book tells you exactly what to look for and what to avoid. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $14.95

- 2957590 THE MAN WHO MADE THINGS OUT OF TREES. By Robert Penn. One winter morning, Penn selected an ash tree and cut it down, interested to see how many beautiful, harmonious, functional, and meaningful things could be made from it. Thus began his adventure of craftsmanship and discovery, lauding the unparalleled value of the ash and warning of the dire threats that could take it away for good. 245 pages. Norton. Paperbound. $26.95

- 6629962 HAWTHORN: The Tree that Has Nourished, Healed, and Inspired Through the Ages. By Bill Vaughn. One of humankind’s oldest companions, the hawthorn tree is bound forever change the way you look at these small miracles of nature. 273 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $30.00

- 2863251 SEEING SEEDS: A Journey into the Worlds of Seedheads, Pods, and Fruit. By Terri Dunn Chace, photos by R. Llewellyn. What is inside a seed? How does it become a plant? From pollination to fertilization, and the many unseen ways in which pollen impacts our lives. Fully illus. in color. 263 pages. Timber. Paperbound. $32.95

- 6864074 BUNNY WILLIAMS ON GARDEN STYLE. By Bunny Williams with R. Kesseler & M. Harley. A captivating glimpse into Bunny Williams’ home and discovery, lauding the unparalleled value of the hawthorn on the course of Northern Hemisphere. This engaging study examines the surprisingly far-reaching impact of the hawthorn on the course of humankind’s oldest companions, the hawthorn tree is bound

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Garden Features & Furniture

2873699 THE REVOLUTIONARY YARDSCAPE: Ideas for Repurposing Local Materials to Create Containers, Paveways, Lighting, and Art by Matthew Laslo. Shows you how to find the best salvage materials and how to transform them into striking, sustainable garden projects. From simple creations like a planter made from an old toolbox to projects such as arbors made from window shutters, the ideas in this guide represent the best in innovative re-use garden design. Fully illus. in color. 189 pages. Timber Press. Pub. at $22.95

2924528 PALLET WOOD PROJECTS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Hester van Overbeek. Packed with ideas for using pallet wood to make stylish garden furniture and accessories. Features clear step by step instructions and color photos showing you how to make outdoor furniture. Projects include: benches, tables, shelving units, storage ideas, and much more. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8 3/4 x 10 1/2. Pub. at $19.95

292593 LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS. By Philip Schimmel. Small structures are sprouting up in front yards and green spaces around the world, evidence of a growing trend toward community building through the distribution of tree books, nonperishables, and other items. This guide is a source of inspiration and how for those interested in joining this movement. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8 3/4 x 10 1/2. Pub. at $19.95


2840444 OIL PAINT TECHNIQUES & FAUX FINISHES, REVISED EDITION. By M. Niven & L. Hennings. 160 pages. Creative Homeowner. Pub. at $19.95

Garden Tours & Notable Gardens

2850494 AMERICAN GARDENS 1890-1930: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwest. By Elin Noble Masters. From 1890 to 1930, the intimate New Hampshire gardens of the sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens to the Hudson River estate of John D. Rockefeller, this volume, with over 200 archival photographs, depicts the glorious American countryside as it was envisioned by the country’s most talented landscape architects. 296 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x11 1/2. Pub. at $35.00

2797177 ONWARD AND UPWARD IN THE GARDEN. By Katharine S. White. 362 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

2961148 ESSAY ON GARDENS: A Chapter in the French Picturesque. By Claudius-Armand Sauvage. Published in 1774, this is one of the earliest texts showing the progressive shift in French taste from the classical model of the gardens at Versailles to the picturesque or natural style of garden design that became popular in the 19th century. 90 pages. UPap. Pub. at $45.00

2961126 MISCELLANY FOR GARDENER-LOVERS. By David Squire. This fact-packed and visually stunning guide to gardening insight into garden history will enthrall you with its diversity–from digging soil and keeping bees to early plant hunters and weathering storms. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.95

2897652 THE ENGLISH ROCCO GARDEN. By Michael S. Symes. Extravagant, landscape look at the cox’s history and horticulture. Filled with rare illustrations and diagrams, this reference is a thorough historical and scientific examination of this little-understood plant and its products. 272 pages. Ronin; Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


165000 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT AND THE BOTANICAL EXPLORATION OF THE AMERICAS. By H. Walter Lack. This gorgeously illustrated collection reflects the significant contribution Humboldt made to exploring and recording the plant kingdom. A selection of 82 intricate and delicately tinted prints illustrates the diversity and beauty of the plants. These prints are accompanied by historical source material. 280 pages. Prestel. 10x11 1/2. Pub. at $35.00

MISCELLANY FOR GARDENER-LOVERS. By David Squire. This fact-packed and visually stunning guide to gardening insight into garden history will enthrall you with its diversity–from digging soil and keeping bees to early plant hunters and weathering storms. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.95

6755666 INSTANT WALL ART: Butterfly Botanical Prints. Presents 45 ready-to-frame vintage illustrations for your home decor. Prints depict the world’s most breathtaking plants, combined with the vibrancy of nature’s stunning winged creatures, all presented on perforated, single sided pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $13.95

3651889 THE GOLDEN AGE OF BOTANICAL ART. By Myrta Rix. From ancient frescoes to the studies produced by the plant hunters of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, this beautifully illustrated volume offers 250 rare and previously unpublished images from the art collection of the Royal Botanic Gardens. 256 pages. Andrea Deutsch. 10x11 1/2. Pub. at $34.95


---

Trees, Shrubs & Plants

2849933 INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS. By Charles Darwin. Published in 1875, in this work on insectivorous/carnivorous plants Darwin detailed a combination of detailed observations how these fascinating plants capture their prey, digest it, and gain benefit from it. 462 pages. Langford.

2906851 AMERICAN HEMP: How Growing Our Own Cash Crop Can Improve Our Health, Clean Our Environment, and Slow Climate Change. By Jen Hobbs. The author examines what this new domestic crop can be used for, what makes it a superior product and where it fits into our healthy and medical benefits of the plant. This title lays out where we are as a nation on expanding this entirely new domestic industry and that by sowing hemp we can grow a better future and save the planet in the process. 390 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

2942652 TREES: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By K. Rogers & T. Kirkham. A comprehensive guide to selecting, planting, and maintaining trees. It offers finding the right tree for the right place and explains some of the many benefits of trees that are applicable to homeowners. Learn how trees can reduce your heating bill, lower noise levels, and filter air pollution. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Haynes. 8 1/2 x 10 3/4. Pub. at $29.95

2988542 APPLES, REVISITED. By Roger Yepsen. Proliferating more than 100 varieties of apples, this small and elegant revised guide incorporates fifteen new popular apples including Honeycrisp and Pink Lady. Also included are recipes for Apple Leather, Apple Gratin, and more. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $18.95


286255 HOW PLANTS WORK: Form, Diversity, Survival. Ed. by Stephen Blackmore. This highly informative resource for learning about an integral part of our natural world is filled with over 400 color images that draw from a wide range of examples. Each section of the volume focuses on a specific part of the plant and how these manifest in different plant families. The author concludes with an examination of how plants rely on plant life. 368 pages. Princeton. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $34.95


689798 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT AND THE BOTANICAL EXPLORATION OF THE AMERICAS. By H. Walter Lack. This gorgeously illustrated collection reflects the significant contribution Humboldt made to exploring and recording the plant kingdom. A selection of 82 intricate and delicately tinted prints illustrates the diversity and beauty of the plants. These prints are accompanied by historical source material. 280 pages. Prestel. 10x11 1/2. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT to $29.95


6887627 JOSEPH BANKS’ FLORILEGIUM: Botanical Illustrations from Cook’s First Voyage, Ed. by Sam Watters. From 1768 to 1771, Joseph Banks and James Cook set sail on the first of many voyages around the world. This rare and important publication was the result of the collaboration between the botanist and the lighthouse which Banks named Banksia and the island he named Banks Peninsula. 180 uncolored and 140 hand-colored plates. 93 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $21.95

2961126 MISCELLANY FOR GARDEN-LOVERS. By David Squire. This fact-packed and visually stunning guide to gardening insight into garden history will enthrall you with its diversity–from digging soil and keeping bees to early plant hunters and weathering storms. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.95

---

More Works on Gardening

2897562 THE ENGLISH ROCOCO GARDEN. By Michael S. Symes. Extravagant, landscape look at the cox’s history and horticulture. Filled with rare illustrations and diagrams, this reference is a thorough historical and scientific examination of this little-understood plant and its products. 272 pages. Ronin; Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


---

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
**2897644 SEAMLESS KNIT SWEATERS IN 2 WEEKS.** By Marie Greene. These twenty gorgeous new patterns make knitting the sweater of your dreams a breeze. With a wide variety of styles and sleeve lengths, this guide has a pattern for every taste and ideal for learning the construction and carefully chosen details. Includes essential techniques for efficient knitting and impressive results. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $22.99.

**2987236 WOOLLY WOOFERS: OVER 20 Knitwear Designs for Dogs of All Sizes and Shapes.** By Debbie Bliss. Join a top knitwear designer as she celebrates her own pair of beloved pooches—a dapper dog and a feisty cat—and reveals how to turn their wardrobe from an oversized rib polo-neck sweater to a striped bumblebee costume, these projects are a mix of cozy, cute, and stylish. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Last Street Paperbound. Pub at $29.95.


**6548652 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION REVISED: No-Needle Knits.** By Isela Phelps. This updated, extended edition has fully revised to include model looms and boards. Also includes five new patterns with dual instructions for working in the round and flat panels. An essential reference that provides loom-knitting techniques and includes over 35 designs for garments and accessories. Illus. in color. 160 pages. St. Martin's Griffin Paperbound. Pub at $24.99.

**3668457 CLEAR KNITTING: QUILTS TO KNIT.** By Erika Knight. This fine designer presents 20 new designs destined to be timeless classics. Includes trim cut cardigans, roomy pullovers, and vests, scarves, and hats for warmth. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Potter Craft Paperbound. Pub at $24.95.

**2894211 FAERIE KNITTING: 14 Tales of Love and Magic.** By Alice & Lisa Hoffman. Featuring fourteen original fairy tales, this is an enchanting collection of stories of love and loss, trust, and perseverance, and a tale woven into the plot of each tale is a magical garment or accessory inspired by the bravery of the tale's heroine. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen Paperbound. Pub at $19.95.

**2933454 KNITTED SOCKS: Knit–10 Stylish Projects to Make.** By Chrissie Day. Treat your feet with this inspiring selection of fun and practical socks. This guide offers easy to follow instructions for all abilities, ideal portable projects for knitters on the go. Each project offers a complete technique section explaining all the necessary basic skills. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen Paperbound. Pub at $14.95.

**2986436 SAN JUAN ISLANDS HAND-KNITTED GLAMOUR: Cowls & Scarves.** By Polly S. Borum. Filled with inspiring designs from pretty baby booties and glamorous boudoir slippers to rugged outdoor knits, includes step by step instructions. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen Paperbound. Pub at $19.95.

**2993286 NO-SEW SEAMLESS KNIT TOGS TO KNIT.** By Charlene Schori. Easy to follow instructions and illustrations that accompany each pattern, and then mix and match the accessories to create a truly personal ensemble. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. North Light. 8½ x 10. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95.

**2983101 TEA COZIES: Knit–10 Fun Designs to Make.** By Sian Brown et al. Why not dust off that neglected teapot and brighten it up with a jolly knit cozy? This guide offers easy to follow instructions and patterns for all abilities; ideal portable projects for knitters on the go, and a technique section explaining all the necessary basic skills. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen Paperbound. Pub at $9.95.

**290381X TEA COZIES 3.** By Sian Brown et al. Includes 30 fabulous tea cozies incorporating knitting, felting, and crochet techniques. Projects include Bluebells, Pineapple, Butterflies, DevonViolets and others. Provides easy to follow techniques that gives you all the know how you need. American Knitter. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub at $9.95.


**2974940 KNITTED BEARS: Eight Special Friends for You to Knit and Crochet.** By Claire Garland. The instructions using soft yarns and gorgeous colors will help you to knit eight new friends, each with their own accessories and personalities. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. North Light. 8½ x 10. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95.

**2986417 TEN ADORABLE TEDDY BEARS TO KNIT.** By Rachel Borello. This charming guide contains patterns for ten unique teddy bears. Easy to follow instructions and illustrations that accompany each pattern, and then mix and match the accessories to create a truly personal ensemble. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. North Light. 8½ x 10. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99.

**2983736 TEA COZIES 4.** Ed. by Cath Senker et al. Includes imaginative projects for all levels, from beginners to advanced patterns for those who like to challenge their hook and needle skills. Featuring 30 knitting charts. A technique section that explains all the basic skills needed to knit and crochet. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen Paperbound. Pub at $14.95.

RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers’ Hooks to Yours. By Margaret Hubert. Enamored with the trend of high fashion and the resurgence of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create your own runway looks with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $4.95

FELTED WINTER WREATHS. By Lynne Goldsmith. Create beautiful, handcrafted wreaths for all the holidays. With clear instructions and photographs, you can easily create stunning wreaths for your home. Fully illustrated in color. 104 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/4 x 10 3/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $7.95


CROCHET FINGER PUPPETS. By Gina Atton. Fun and easy to make, these 30 cute, crocheted finger puppet characters will appeal to children of all ages. They’ll encourage creativity and storytelling and are bound to become treasured favorites. The toy box. Projects include cozy slippers, a shawl, fingerless gloves and more. 144 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

200 FUN THINGS TO CROCHET: Decorative Flowers, Creations, Bags, and More! Ed. by Victoria Lyle. An irresistible collection of small and cute crochet projects for all levels of ability. With a mix of 300 images, patterns and tutorials, the projects include flowers, birds, bugs, leaves, and even creatures from the sea. So pick up your hook, sort through your yarn stash, and get started! Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $7.95

COOL CROCHET: Over 20 Simple Crochet Projects. By Jodie Maioni. This simple guide features projects using one hook and a few easy techniques. Whether you’re a novice with the yarn or have a few skills handy, you’ll find something fascinating to create in this wonderful guide. Crochet cool creations for yourself, or make extras to give to your loved ones! Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Bonnier Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

FREEFORM CROCHET WITH CONFIDENCE: Unlock the Secrets of Freeform Crochet. By Carol Meldrum. Be inspired to explore the many creative paths you can take as you craft beautiful, handmade crocheted items. You’ll feel confident and easy to make projects, step by step photographs, and clear instructions to guide you along. Projects include cozy slippers, a shawl, fingerless gloves and more. 144 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

CROCHETED BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS. By Emma Brown. Create your own group of hand-crocheted creatures with these easy to follow patterns, with simple crochet stitches and easy-to-follow instructions. You’ll learn how to make the Monkey to Cherry Cat who runs the Cupcake Cafe. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

CONTINUOUS CROCHET: Create Seamless Sweaters, Shrugs, Shawls, and More With Minimal Finishing! By Kristin Omdahl. Blending basic crochet stitches with join as you go techniques, these elegant, seamless garments and accessories are both eye-catching and easy to make. With Kristin’s guidance, you’ll learn to manipulate crochet motifs into unique creations that are as style-conscious as they are figure-flattering. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

WHICH WAY: 18 Original Patterns in 6 Techniques. By Tash Bentley. Each example flower is presented with 6 techniques, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create your own runway looks with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  $7.95

201 CROCHET MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS, AND IDEAS. By Melody Griffiths. Create your own stunning motifs and blocks—flowers, lace, geometric patterns, shapes, and picture blocks plus an alphabet to personalize your designs and learn how to use the motifs to create great home accessories. Includes tips, techniques, and basic stitches. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/4 x 10 3/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95

SWEATER WRAP: The Smart and Easy Way to Wear Crochet. By Carol Meldrum. Enamored with the trend of smart and easy wear, the author of this guide will teach you how to use crochet to create garments that fit and flatter. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8 1/4 x 10 3/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95


8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  $7.95

201 CROCHET MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS, AND IDEAS. By Melody Griffiths. Create your own stunning motifs and blocks—flowers, lace, geometric patterns, shapes, and picture blocks plus an alphabet to personalize your designs and learn how to use the motifs to create great home accessories. Includes tips, techniques, and basic stitches. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/4 x 10 3/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95

CROCHET BUSINESS: A Crochet Story with Amigurumi Projects. By Mitsuki Hoshi. Follow Mocchi the Monkey on his travels through the world of adorable animal crochet! Includes step by step illustrations of crochet techniques, offering project patterns and instructions for creating 15 adorable crochet friends! 10 miniature accessories. 119 pages. Krause Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  $4.95
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CROCHET WORKSHOP: By Michele Robinson. The design behind this joyful Poppy & Bliss presents a comprehensive guide to all the basic stitches and techniques of Tunisian crochet. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with colorwork, shaping, and working in the round, plus 12 colorful projects. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Search&Save. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings. By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer the techniques and step-by-step directions for your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns and knowing how to attach these borders to crocheted, knitted, or woven pieces. 218 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95. 

5850599 GRANNY SQUARES WEEKEND: 20 Quick and Easy Crochet Projects. By Emma Varnam. Granny squares are a simple and fun way to get creative while offering a fashionable way to use up your yarn stash. From hats and coasters to fun toys and decorations, this guide is packed with inspiring projects along with detailed instructions. Well illus. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

5656716 CROCHETED SCOOCHES: 20 Gorgeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet. By Mary Vanoni. A “scoodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hoodie. Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own “scoodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 


292451X MINDFUL CROCHET: 35 Creative and Colorful Projects to Help You Be in the Moment, Relieve Stress, Find Peace, and Ease Pain. By Eric Salts. Let you crochet yourself to calmness with these 35 beautiful and bright projects. The patterns have been specially designed to include mindfulness techniques and are perfect for anyone who wants to create calming, repetitive, and creative. Includes step by step instructions, and a chapter on techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8⅞x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 


2967292 TUNISIAN CROCHET WORKSHOP: By Michele Robinson. The design behind this joyful Poppy & Bliss presents a comprehensive guide to all the basic stitches and techniques of Tunisian crochet. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with colorwork, shaping, and working in the round, plus 12 colorful projects. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Search&Save. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings. By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer the techniques and step-by-step directions for your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns and knowing how to attach these borders to crocheted, knitted, or woven pieces. 218 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95. 

5850599 GRANNY SQUARES WEEKEND: 20 Quick and Easy Crochet Projects. By Emma Varnam. Granny squares are a simple and fun way to get creative while offering a fashionable way to use up your yarn stash. From hats and coasters to fun toys and decorations, this guide is packed with inspiring projects along with detailed instructions. Well illus. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

5656716 CROCHETED SCOOCHES: 20 Gorgeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet. By Mary Vanoni. A “scoodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hoodie. Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own “scoodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 


697796X CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic designs to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Trolls Pullover, a ZZ Topper, an Arborretum Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos. Illus. in color. 31 pages. Interweave. 8⅞x10⅜. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 

2820749 IRISH CROCHET MADE MODERN & EASY. Learn how to use rich colors and lightweight yarn to update the traditional look of Irish crochet; crochet three beautiful lace nettings to show off your motifs; and join the motiffs and lace netting for a stunning result with this detailed DVD. Features three projects, and includes CD-ROM with patterns. 

Over two hours. Annie’s. Pub. at $24.99. 


697796X CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic designs to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Trolls Pullover, a ZZ Topper, an Arborretum Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos. Illus. in color. 31 pages. Interweave. 8⅞x10⅜. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 

2820749 IRISH CROCHET MADE MODERN & EASY. Learn how to use rich colors and lightweight yarn to update the traditional look of Irish crochet; crochet three beautiful lace nettings to show off your motifs; and join the motiffs and lace netting for a stunning result with this detailed DVD. Features three projects, and includes CD-ROM with patterns. 

Over two hours. Annie’s. Pub. at $24.99.


69758X THE REFASHION HANDBOOK. By Beth Huntington. Nineteen step-by-step projects show you how to transform easy-to-find secondhand items into unique fashion statements. Learn the basics of refashioning, then apply your new-found skills to create garments that fit and flatter a wide variety of body types. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. ISBN 1-55877-666-8. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

2894886 STITCH 'N FIX. By Joan Gardner. When sewing emergencies, this resource shows you how to sew on a button or darn a hole. Learn the basics of hand and machine sewing, along with instructions on choosing, using, and fixing your sewing machine. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. ISBN 1-55877-664-1. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95


2896914 STYLISH REMAKES. Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweats and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Elvira Figure. Update and revitalize your tired t-shirts and sweatshirts into trendy new looks! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step-by-step instructions, and full-size patterns. Fully illus. in color. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95

2895240 STYLISH SKIRTS: 23 Easy-to-Sew Skirts to Flatter Every Figure. By Sato Walabane. Offering an extensive and progressive approach to making and refashioning skirts, this guide features 23 skirts that look great in a variety of fabrics, colors, prints and textures. The instructions and patterns are divided into three sections: Pattern 1: The Basic Skirt to Sew; there’s no reason not to have all the fabulous skirts you want. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. ISBN 1-55877-667-6. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

2901914 STYLISH REMAKES. Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweats and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Elvira Figure. Update and revitalize your tired t-shirts and sweatshirts into trendy new looks! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step-by-step instructions, and full-size patterns. Fully illus. in color. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

290265X MACHINE EMBROIDERY WITH CONFIDENCE: A Beginner’s Guide. By Nancy Zieman. This essential guidebook describes equipment, materials, techniques, and tools you need to create your own machine embroidery–for everyone and for each room. Twenty-four projects include everything from hats and shirts to blankets and towels. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. ISBN 1-55877-668-4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

293437X LEARN TO SEW. By Emma Hardy. Gather together 25 simple projects that will show you the basics of hand and machine sewing skills. Before you begin, a fully illustrated techniques section teaches you everything you need to know, including how to button from bastings to hemming. Projects include curtains, coasters, place mats, napkins, a tea cozy, and more. 96 pages. ISBN 1-55877-667-6. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

2898788 FAMOUS FROCKS: Patterns and Instructions for Creating Fabulous Iconic Dresses. By S. Alm & H. B. Baumgartel. If you’re an absolute beginner when it comes to sewing, you can duplicate a skirt, a dress, a blouse, and a handbag, from rub-off-the-original patterns. Includes a vintage economy skirt, a dress and coat, a suit and skirt, and a re-creation of the classic dress. Vintage photos of the original look alongside gorgeous color illustrations, full-size sewing patterns, and detailed instructions will get you on your way to vintage style. 156 pages. ISBN 1-55877-665-X. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

2884445 PATTERNMAKING FOR A PERFECT FIT: Using the Rub-off Method to Create Your Own Designer Dresses. By Scott Torlish. Learn the essential knowledge you need to make your own clothing and accessories. Includes techniques, tools and equipment, and a section on basic structural patterns. Includes pattern cutting, and the creation and adjustment of patterns. 144 pages. ISBN 1-55877-667-6. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
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### Embroidery & Needlepoint

**2807653 STITCH-OPEDIA: The Only Embroidery Reference You’ll Ever Need.** By Helen Wright. 112 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95.

**2837943 SUPER-CUTE FELT.** By Laura Howard. With the clear step by step instructions included you can make these 35 adorable felt projects. $19.95.

**2873559 LITTLE ONE-YARD WONDERS: Irresistible Projects Using Simple Shapes.** By Cassandra Ellis. Well illus. in color. 160 pages.


**2995042 RIBBONWORK FLOWERS: 132 Garden Embellishments.** By Christen Brown. Step by step directions for luscious ribbonwork projects are included with 130 floral elements to sew from ribbon and lace. Mix and match petals, centers and ribbons. Also included are friendly construction tips from a ribbonwork master. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. C&T. Pub. at $26.95.

**2903739 EMBROIDERY: 20 Projects From Around the World.** By Cornelia A. Ipsen. Featuring 20 quirky projects and all the technical know how you need to get started, this guide will have you stitching away and filling your world with creative treasures. Each project has a step by step description to guide you through the making process. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**6904815 STITCHED GIFTS.** By Jessica Marquez. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plus a section on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated template sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95.

**68743X CHINESE EMBROIDERY: An Illustrated Stitch Guide.** By Shao Xiaocheng. Gives a brief history of Chinese embroidery, the traditional culture of China, helps one to master the techniques, and contains a fully illustrated stitch library. Lark. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95.


**2857565 MODERN MONOGRAM: Embroidery Designs.** By Kelly Fletcher. This comprehensive kit comes with every tool needed to start creating gorgeous personalized items; a 48 page instruction book; 12 patterns; two needles; 3 iron-on transfer sheets; two pieces of white fabric; 10 skeins of embroidery thread; and a six-inch embroidery hoop. Fully illus. in color. Becker & Mayer. Pub. at $21.95.

**2848538 I LOVE MY DOG EMBROIDERY.** By MakikoArt et al. A collection of over 380 stitch motifs that celebrate our canine friends, including a variety of beloved breeds; dogs doing what they do best; pups disguised as people; and mugs in an astonishing array of styles and shapes. Also includes plus essential stitching tutorials. Fully illus., most in color. 120 pages. Quarry. 8x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**2700076 FOLK ART EMBROIDERY: 10 Projects From Around the World.** By Cari Ann Eveson-Harris. Contains everything needed to make projects: a matryoshka doll and a Moroccan tile design. Includes a 6 inch hoop, two needles, one pair of embroidery scissors, 10 skeins of embroidery floss, and two pieces of cloth. With easy to learn basic stitches and step by step instructions, you’ll soon create your own folk art! Fully illus. in color. Thunder Bay. 8x8x1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
Activities for Kids

**3008754** LAUGH-OUT-LOUD AWESOME JOKES FOR KIDS. By Rob Elliott. A fresh joke collection that has the entire family in stitches. Full to bursting with amazing knock-knocks, side-splitters, riddles, and puns. Ages 6-10. 112 pages. Harper. Paperback. $4.95

**3008746** LAUGH-OUT-LOUD A+ JOKES FOR KIDS. By Rob Elliott. Here is a collection of jokes to last the whole school year. These instant classics, full of fresh, clean humor, will keep the whole school giggling with laughter. Ages 6-10. 117 pages. Harper. Paperback. $4.99

**4606469** THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF. By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 292 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. $19.95

**6975264** DISNEY FROZEN SPARKLING STICKER DRESS-UP. Join your friends from Frozen who need your help! Dress Elsa and Anna for the coronation ball, or make Kristoff look handsome for a party with the more than 164 glittery stickers included. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Parragon. 9½x11¼. Paperback. $9.99

**2865807** BETTY CROCKER KIDS COOK BOOK. Learn to cook and eat food that your family and friends will love! Try out awesome recipes like Snickerdoodle Mini Doughnuts; Prize Winning Chili Mac Soup; Turkey Cheeseburger Sliders; Brownies on a Stick and so many more. With over 60 recipes to whip up, you’ll be well on your way to chef status. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. HMH. 8½x10¼. Spiralbound. $19.95

**2845431** COLOR YOUR OWN DOLL’S HOUSE. As you take a tour around the Victorian dollhouse, you’ll meet the family that lives there and you can color the different rooms, objects, and outfits using your own imagination. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus., some in color. Sterling. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.99

**2849222** FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to make— and they really fly! Just press along the perforations, fold according to the instructions, add a penny or a dime for weight, then send them skiyward in long, straight glides or loop soaring. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.99

**6990636** MONSTERS: OVER 1000 Reusable Stickers! By Lisa Regan. Over 1,000 bright and funny stickers provide hours of creative play for little hands. The fun activities and stickers also help develop dexterity and eye-hand coordination. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Sizzle Press. Paperback. $7.95

**6955709** THE JOKIEST JOKING JOKE BOOK EVER WRITTEN...NO JOKES! By Kath Wagner. You’ll have everyone you know in stitches with 2,051 of the most hysterical modern jokes for endless fun and nonstop laughter! Be ready for anything with jokes, puns, and riddles from a range of categories: celebrities, gadgets, videogames, the classroom, zombies, and more. Gradeschoolers. Illus. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $5.95

**2979381** WILD! Fun Origami for Children. By M. Ono & F. Shingub. Full-color paper and step-by-step instructions to make 12 wild-tastic projects including Gee Gee the Giraffe, Lotta the Lion, Max the Monkey, Erza the Elephant and more. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. $4.95

**3569955** DOLL’S HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll’s house, then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it in a way that you like! Help the family furnish their rooms with fabulous tea sets, dresses, jewelry, a birdcage, a rocking horse, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95


**2892367** TOTALLY TASHA’S PUZZLES, Games, Coloring, and More! By Per Conney-Goyle. Find out why Tasha is totally awesome! In this fun activity book, featuring the great state of Texas, you can solve mazes and crossword puzzles, decode secret messages, connect the dots to find hidden pictures, and scramble word jumbles and more. Solutions included. Ages 5-10. Illus. 50 pages. Sourcebooks. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**2870525** LEGO MINIFIGURE ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Victoria Taylor. Enter the world of the LEGO minifigure with more than 1,000 reusable stickers! Features everything from accessories, vehicles, gadgetry, and more! As well as all the beloved characters you love, including R2-D2, Spongebob Squarepants, The Joker, Indiana Jones, and more. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**2996323** PIRATES POCKET ACTIVITY FUN AND GAMES. By Andrea Pinnedong. Open this fun-sized book and discover easy pirates and swashbuckling buccaneers. Packed with pages of coloring, drawing, and puzzles to solve. Includes stickers. Ages 6 & up. With fun text and colorful illustrations, all under due to small parts that may cause choking. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**2998033** KARINA GARCIA’S DIARY SLIME. Get ready to become a master of slime! Include fifteen DIY recipes that include step by step instructions. Includes tips on how to store your slime, and all the amazing things you can do with slime. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Sizzle Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


**2781610** A SEA VOYAGE: A Pop-Up Story About All Sorts of Boats. By Gerardo Lo Monaco. This inventive and beautifully illustrated pop-up story follows a couple and their small dog as they journey across the sea in a tiny sailing boat, encountering extraordinary boats from all around the world as they go. Gradeschoolers. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $9.95

**2925404** MAKE YOUR OWN TRAPS AND TRIGGERS: Tabletop Battles. By Rob Ives, illus. By J.P. de Quay. Spring surprises with a set of miniature models inspired by real-life devices. All you need are everyday items and some adult help to set up a spiderbox; a marshmallow trigger, and a helicopter. Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Hungry Tomato. Paperback. $4.95

**292654X** MAKE YOUR OWN MEDIEVAL CASTLE: Tabletop Battles. By Rob Ives, illus. By J.P. de Quay. Plan a medieval siege scenario and prepare for the enemy’s attack, and defend your fortress with warriors and lock gates. All you need are everyday items and this guide to make a drawbridge and portcullis, a band of trusty knights, and a siege tower. Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Hungry Tomato. Paperback. $4.95

**2925486** MAKE YOUR OWN SMALL LAUNCHERS: Tabletop Battles. By Rob Ives, illus. By J.P. de Quay. Make a battery of mini-launchers based on the real thing, designed to fling small objects (safely) across the room. All you need are everyday items and some adult help to set up a spiderbox; a marshmallow trigger, and a helicopter. Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Hungry Tomato. Paperback. $4.95

**2870606** STAR WARS ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Rebecca Smith et al. Relive the excitement of Star Wars and discover the secrets of the Star Wars universe with over 600 reusable stickers. Features characters from both trilogies, including Anakin Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Boba Fett, Mace Windu, Darth Maul, Queen Amidala, and more. Ages 6 & up. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**2830080** DO SOMETHING! A Handbook for Young Activists. By Nancy Lublin et al. Fight hunger, End poverty, Save the environment. Find the cause, the problem, or the event that means the most to you. This jam packed volume features 32 Action Plans, and 41 Projects, each designed to make your world-everyday change! Ages 9 & up. Fully illus. in color. 260 pages. Workman. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.95

**2999137** LET’S KITCHEN: Learn to Knit with 12 Easy Projects. Ed. by Margaret Parrish. This guide for budding knitter beginners shows how to master the basics of knitting. Includes easy to follow steps for projects such as Brilliant Bracelets, Finger Fun, Fred’s Hat and more. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $15.99

**2999601** SAY CHEESE! A Kid’s Guide to Cheese Making with Vicente, Zampa, Mozzarella, Cream Cheese, Feta + Other Favorites. By Ricki & Sarah Carol. Learn how easy it is to make 10 delicious cheeses at home—create your own cheese, mozzarella, and feta, at home! Then enjoy your hand crafted creations in tasty dips and spreads, melted into sandwiches, or made into sweet treats. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $15.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
Julia March. Calling all knights in training! Prepare to enter the galaxy far, far away, plus trivia challenges, coloring pages, draw-your-own comics, creatures, and characters from the galaxy far, far away, on the Publishing. 8½x11¾. Pub. at $19.95


287258 Amazing Brick Mosaics: Fan-Tastic Projects to Build with LEGO Blocks You Already Have. By Amanda Brack. Transform your piles of leftover LEGO bricks into a masterpiece! Choose from 15 incredible projects and use the easy-to-follow instructions to build your very own mosaic. From soaring hot air balloons and a soaring rocket to a fierce tiger and tasty pizza, turn your unused LEGO bricks into awesome works of art. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Castle Point. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


6706564 Mary Poppins ABC. By RL. Travers. The beloved English nanny from page, stage, and silver screen comes alive in these disguised hidden pictures puzzles. Answers provided. Ages 6-10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95.

2853337 Turn the Wheel Times Tables. An original guide to help children learn their times tables. Each table, up to 12, has a wheel to turn and a flap to lift for the answers. A fun way to learn the tables for younger children. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95.


2891824 Children’s Dictionary. Ed. by Manon Maneer. This dictionary serves as a helpful tool for all young learners, and contains more than three thousand words, pictures, and definitions to create a comprehensive reference. An easy-to-understand dictionary that defines over 1500 words. 200 pictures and clear, simple text for youngsters. Ages 4-6. 32 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.


6698490 HIGHLIGHTS SECRET HIDDEN PICTURES. Used the interactive magic wand to reveal more than a thousand objects in these disguised hidden pictures puzzles. Answers are provided. Ages 5-8. 96 pages. Highlights for Children. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.


5912016 BELLY LAUGH KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Ashley Albert. Packed with both classic and original knock-knock jokes to make readers laugh with laughter. Over 350 jokes in all, accompanied by whimsical drawings by illustrator Bethany Straker, and a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 138 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99.


284484 PRINTMAKING: 20 Projects for Friends to Make. By C. Culley & A. Wegmans. Featuring 20 quirky projects and all the technical know-how you need to get started, this guide will have you printing away and filling your walls with color and fun. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

68850X SEA GLASS CRAFTS. By Rebecca Hugger-Wrightman. Features more than 150 projects and step by step photographs to help you create beautiful works with your collection of sea glass. Projects include art projects with sea glass, bottle stoppers, Christmas ornaments, jewelry, sea glass shadow boxes; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Ratchelor.

2916749 46 LEATHERWORK PROJECTS ANYONE CAN DO. By Geert Schuling. Learn to make attractive leather projects with a professional look by mastering a handful of basic techniques as demonstrated in this guide. Schuling presents 46 original projects along with step by step photographs and detailed instructions to ensure that you cannot go wrong. Includes templates for each project. 160 pages. Stackpole. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

2836955 LEATHER CRAFTS: Idaho’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Geoffrey & Valerie S. Franklin. Filled with step by step instructions and clear color photos, this helpful guide gives you 20 useful and attractive leather-craft projects, ranging in difficulty from easy to advanced, including a simple bookmark, bracelet, wallet, wine tote, and backpack.

5992087 DIY STRING ART: 24 Easy & Fun Projects. By Instructables.com. Provides a modern, flexible approach to string art, shows you how to make 20 stunning projects as a laptop harness, a can koozie, a can cr eate such prac tical and unusual projects as a charm, a camera strap, and a new retro-inspired crafts. I llus. in color. 128 pages.

2983424 BEADS & BUTTONS: 40 Jewelry & Accessory Projects. By Juliette Pettit with K. Feder. Here are dozens of projects to delight every crafter! Features styles that will appeal to both boys and girls, and give suggestions to help you solve the problems of making accessories that are eye-catching; and offers tips for turning fussy metal links into beautiful and unique hair accessories. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

589103 MAGICAL MINIATURE FURNITURE & HOMES. By Diana Webber. Adults and kids alike will enjoy creating whimsical, miniature gardens with handmade fairy furnishings. From epipod chimeras, magical signposts, garden benches, to fairy doors, and pine-thatch houses and more, your gardens will transport you into your own fairytale. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

2896140 FUN WITH CORK. By J. Handrup & M. Hedder. The authors offer step by step instructions for creating a variety of cork projects, with over 60 step by step projects. Includes wine stoppers, key chains, coasters, wine bottle labels, and other wonderful materials. You’ll learn to create smartphone holders, pendants, branded bracelets, coffee cup holders, wall decorations and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 102 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99


677607 STEAMPUNK STYLE 2: Goggles, Gas Masks and Aviator Styles. By Ed. by Steampunk Original Laboratory. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Titan. 8x10/¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


Dvd 9908578 YOU CAN MAKE CHILDREN’S TOYS. Artistic. $1.95


2843404 KNOT DESIGN. By Kristin Moier. Rediscover the art of knotting! A variety of traditional and modern designs are easy to knot with this guide. Projects are easy to follow and instructions are complete and clear. An illustrated history of knot-making is included, plus a gallery of original and traditional designs. Provides a great basic course that introduces readers to all the techniques. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6726887 GET STARTED IN LEATHER CRAFTING: Step-by-Step Techniques & Tips for Crafting Success. By Tony & Kay Lester. Introduces you to the basics of the craft, from pattern and leather preparation to applying finishes and final assembly. Gives you the confidence and skills to start leather crafting. Fully illus., in color. 46 pages. Design Originals. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


6873701 JOY OF ZENTANGLE. By Suzanne McNeill & Joanne R. Siegel. The basic theory of Zentangle is explained along with instruction in how to create original tangles. 100 pages that pop, using step by step instructions for adding coloring, high contrast graphic elements and dynamic hand lettering! Fully illus., most in color. 127 pages. North Light. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2975033 THE TILE ARTIST’S MOTIF BIBLE: 200 Decorative Designs with Step-by-Step Instructions and Charts. By Jacqui Atkin. Bring color and creativity to your handmade or store-bought tiles with this collection of 200 decorative designs. Each entry features a color photograph of the finished design, a charted pattern, a materials list, and all instructions. 256 pages. Krause. 6x9. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95

2848570 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO LINOCUT. By Susan Yeates. Learn to create beautiful, practical linocut prints at home with this exciting new guide for the absolute beginner. Yeates offers ten projects to try, plus variations to have fun with, and each project features a full-size template that you can trace and trace to use. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

Decorative Painting


4384309 GOURD PUPPETS AND DOLLS: A Do-It-Yourself Guide for Crafters. By C. Angela Mohr. With simple technical directions, anyone can combine gourds and a cloth body for a doll or puppet to enjoy, or perhaps to give as a gift. This DIY guide demonstrates how to make a gourd rag doll, reversible dolls, marionettes, and even bobble gourd heads. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

5551140 AMERICA’S DOLL HOUSE: The Miniature World of Faith Bradford. By William H. Gurstelle. Features the story and details of one of the most fascinating objects at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History. The five-story doll’s house was donated by its maker, Faith Bradford, along with a lengthy journal describing the lives of its residents; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doll and family. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Mosaics


Ceramics & Pottery

2866466 TROUBLESHOOTING FOR POTTERS. By Jacque Makin. Potters will discover how common problems arise and learn foolproof solutions for fixing them. Organized into sections that list issues according to their nature, from preparing clay to glazing and firing, readers find methods for dealing with just about every issue imaginable. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

2891296 INTRODUCING POTTERY: The Complete Guide. By Dan Frantz. Offerings a complete course in pottery for beginners. Everything everything the beginning potter needs to get started and continue working. Topics include everything from where clay is found and how it is made to preparation for use and an in-depth description of the making process. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. UP Books. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

2813026 PAPERCLAY: Art and Practice—The New Ceramics. By Rosette Gaul. This pioneering artist explains how paperclay and clay sculptors can make fine art and how to use this material—paperclay made from new or recycled paper—and in addition to the basics, she introduces more advanced techniques for building structures, sculpting figures and making pieces for the wall and floor. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Herbert. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $19.95

2868631 MAKING MINI FOOD: 30 Projects. By Lynn Allingham. Features 30 mouth-watering projects including popcorn, macaroni and cheese, dressed lobster, watermelon, noodles, full English breakfast and roast chicken, all made with polystyrene, clay or modeling compounds that can be induction dried to harden and fired at lower temperatures. Fully illus. in color. 107 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

2804333 MINI MENAGERIE: 20 Miniature Animals to Make in Polymer Clay. By Lynn Allingham. Just follow the step-by-step instructions to create twenty adorable, perfectly formed, miniature creatures. This comprehensive guide features easy to follow instructions and hundreds of photographs, including clear explanations of all the techniques you will need. Projects include a flamingo, turtle, polar bear, squirrel, chihuahua, and more. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

2891190 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SCULPTING CHARACTERS IN CLAY. By Sheridan Dooze. Discover the immersive art of clay sculpting with comprehensive tutorials from renowned professional sculptor and master resource for the burgeoning clay sculptor. The tools and material; and the thought processes involved, are thoroughly examined to help guide aspiring sculptors. Written in color. 256 pages. MMP. Matsui. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $26.95

Metal Crafts

2803046 HORSESHOE CRAFTS: More than 30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home. By Barb RetzTheWelder. Whether you’re a beginning welder or a more experienced craftsperson looking to add a unique touch to your house, this book shows you how to make use of those old horseshoes in a fun and creative way. Inside you’ll find step by step instructions for fifty-two projects. This easy to follow guide will show you how to transform ordinary stones into inspirational works of art. 120 pages. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

2808014 A YEAR OF STONE PAINTING: 52 Mandala Designs to Spark Your Creativity. By F. Sehnaz Bac. Transform ordinary stones into colorful works of art. Step by step instructions illustrate a variety of techniques, including painting stones with colors or inks, painting on natural stone, and sealing the finished work. Projects range from simple to advanced, and include suggestions for indoor and outdoor display. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2884309 SCROLL SAWING IN METAL: Patterns and Techniques. By F. Pozsgar & M. Downing. The process is simple, and with a few extra tips in this guide you’ll be able to make it as enjoyable as cutting wood. The projects collected here are explained in clear step by step instructions and illustrated in color photos, and the authors include templates for the projects. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

Paperclay and Paperclay Projects


2896132 STAINED GLASS MAKING PROJECTS FOR 41 Projects to Make in a Weekend. By Lynette Wigley. Discover the rich and versatile craft of stained glass with this complete beginner’s guide. With 31 easy to follow projects, readers learn to make simple light catchers and lanterns to fabulous flat panel creations for doors and windows. Beginner friendly tutorials are illustrated with clear, step by step photos. 176 pages. MMP. Matsui. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/694
Calligraphy

**2842432 HAND LETTERING: A Beginner’s Guide to Modern Calligraphy, Brushwork Scripts, and Blackboard Letter Art. By Judy Broad et al. Learn how to master three new calligraphy styles: modern calligraphy, brushwork scripts, and blackboard letter art with this manual. Each section is presented by an expert artist, and you’ll be able to practice right in the pages of this guide. 256 pages. Arcturus. 8½x10¼. Paperback. $24.99 $17.95**

**6933386 CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By D. Zhongshi & W.C. Fong. Chinese calligraphy, with its artistic as well as utilitarian values, has been treasured for its formal beauty for more than three millennia. This lavish volume gives a full account of calligraphy in China, including its history, theory, and importance in Chinese culture. Well illus., many in color. 511 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Paperback. $75.00**

**2880084 MODERN CALLIGRAPHY: A Step-by-Step Guide to Mastering Hand-Lettering. By Lucy Edmonds. Offers an accessible form of hand lettering—one that allows practitioners to develop their own styles. With this instructional guide full of tips and tricks and techniques for beginners, you’ll soon be on your way to an exciting and satisfying new form of self-expression. 168 pages. Dover. Paperback. $18.95 $11.95**

**6964079 THE ULTIMATE BRUSH LETTERING GUIDE. By Peggy Dean. Fully illus. 152 pages. Watson-Guptill. $19.99**

**6855245 HAND LETTERING STEP BY STEP: Techniques and Projects to Express Yourself Creatively. By Kathy Glynn. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Mixed Media Resources. 8¼x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95**


Flowercrafts

**6904014 THE FLOWER BOOK: Let the Beauty of Each Bloom Speak for Itself. By Rachel Siegfeld. A flower farmer and floral designer celebrates bloom by bloom in this beautiful book. Learn how to arrange flowers that appeal to you from tulips to summer sweet peas and fall dahlias, shows you how to select the best flowers, keep them fresh in your home, and display each one to celebrate its natural beauty. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dover. Paperback. $40.00 $16.95**

**6938678 SPENCERIAN PENMANSHIP. By W.W. King. This book introduces the declaration of independence across the top of each page and plenty of practice space below, this volume is designed with perforated pages you can tear out and lay about to practice your penmanship. 152 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. $16.95 $12.95**

**6951643 CALLIGRAPHY STYLING: Learn the Art of Beautiful Writing. By Veronica Halim. Learn how to embellish everything from stationery to ribbons with beautifully handwritten words and letters. This detailed guide teaches you the essentials and includes 50 sophisticated styling ideas, along with eighteen step by step projects. Create exquisite artwork for any occasion. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lark. Paperback. $19.95 $14.95**

**2858899 LETTERING ALPHABETS & ARTWORK. By Jay Roeder. Features a vibrant collection of alphabets and artwork that will have you racing for your pens, markers, and sketchbook. By working through this guide you’ll learn how to embellish anything from stationery to mugs with this creative guide will teach you how to make artwork using sans serif, serif, script, and decorative alphabets with easy to follow steps. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Paperback. $19.95**

**2944944 THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO HAND LETTERING & CALLIGRAPHY. By Abbey Sy. A comprehensive guide that covers the specific requirements as well as the many creative possibilities of hand lettering and calligraphy. The author offers a wealth of practical tutorials and inspiring projects. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8½x11¼. Paperback. $22.99 $17.95**

Other Arts & Crafts

**2934043 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO MAKING NATURAL SOAPS. By Sally W. Trew with Z.B. Gould. Makes soap from scratch. The book explains how to create soap for yourself or to give as gifts, using combinations of natural oils and colors. And if you’re allergic to fragrances, no problem. This guide spells everything out for soap-makers need to know to create all kinds of natural soaps. Illus. 194 pages. Alpha. Paperback. $14.95 $8.95**

**2983028 PERIOD SHIP MODEL MAKING: An Illustrated Masterclass. By Philip Reed. This outstanding step by step masterclass describes, in more than 200 photographs, how to build a small (1½) scale replica of each of the fifty ships that are immortal phrases from The Declaration of Independence. Fully illus. 224 pages. Kindersley. 10¼x12. Paperback. $34.95**

**2763790 ELEGANT MEDIEVAL IRON-ON TRANSFER PATTERNS. Hand printed designs as well as new motifs inspired by medieval art. More than 150 decorative designs include adaptations of ancient designs as well as new motifs inspired by movies and TV shows. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. $16.95 $9.95**

**292188X CRAFTERS’ MARKET 2016, 2ND ANNUAL EDITION. Ed. by Kerry Bogert. Most listings for complete, up-to-date contacts and guidelines for submissions for a total of more than 1,200 craft market resources, including craft shows, magazines, books, publishers, online market places and more. This guide will introduce you to a whole new world of possibilities for marketing your craft. Photos. 347 pages. Fons & Porter’s. Hardcover. $27.99 $4.95**

**2934096 TAKE A BALL OF STRING: 15 Beautiful Projects for Your Home. By Jemima Schlee. Using a string of ball, make projects for your home using a variety of techniques. Knitting, crocheting, weaving, braiding, papercrafts, etc. For your office, kitchen, porch and bathroom. All techniques explained with clear instructions and photos. 128 pages. Lark. Paperback. $14.95 $9.95**

**5697352 PINE NEEDLE BASKETRY: From Forest Floor to Finished Project. By Judy McIver Heist. Step-by-step instructions for transforming fragrant pine needles into stunning coiled baskets, includes information on dyeing needles, braiding, incorporating different stitches, and adding embellishments with beads, seeds, wood, and leather. Color photos. 112 pages. Lark. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95**

**2934572 SCENTED SOAPS: 13 Aromatic Projects to Make. By Elaine Stavert. A collection of 13 easy projects with easy to follow recipes for making their own fragrant soaps—everything from essential oils, clays, herbs, and other natural components. Includes easy to follow instructions and detailed information on how to create your own unique scented soaps. 256 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback. $14.95 $9.95**

**2933942 CANDLES. By Elaine Stavert. Offers detailed step by step information on waxes, wicks, molds, melting, pouring, color and fragrance along with the secret application techniques for eyes and lips. Color photos. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. $26.99 $6.95**

**6810918 SIMPLY GLAMOROUS: Make-up Transformations to Make You Look & Feel Fabulous. By Gary Cooper. Takes you step by step through a series of quick and easy makeovers on a range of women of all ages, explaining how to make up a look to suit any face shape, features, color, or age. Also covers the latest techniques in foundation and application techniques for eyes and lips. Color photos. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. $26.99 $6.95**

**2984127 BASKETWEAVING FOR BEGINNERS: 20 Contemporary and Classic Projects Using Natural Cane. By Sylvie Begot. Create twenty practical and stunning basketry projects for your home using natural cane to bring this enduring, traditional craft right up to date and simple techniques that are clearly explained through step by step photographs and instructions. 127 pages. Search. Paperback. $19.95 $14.95**
920866 COOK'S ILLUSTRATED ALL-TIME BEST DINNERS FOR TWO. By the editors of America's Test Kitchen. For those who have been cooking for two has never been easier with this collection of 75 recipes that have been selected to serve two. From French Onion Soup to Maple-Oatmeal Pancakes, these recipes include Leek and Potato Soup, Roasted Vegetables with Balsamic Vinegar, and Turkish Stuffed Peppers. 300 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

922001 THE SAUSAGE COOKBOOK BIBLE. By Ellen Brown. A comprehensive compendium of all things sausage, including some vegetarian options. A worldwide range of recipes from the traditional to the unusual, like Scalloped Ham and Smoked Pork with Eggplant and Spinach Noodles with Shrimp, anyone starting out and empty-nesters alike, will love these meals tailored just for them. Color photos. 182 pages. Amour Publishing $39.95 $6.95

6888471 100 RECIPES: The Absolute Best Ways to Make the True Essentials. By the editors of America's Test Kitchen. A provocative collection of relevant essential recipes for today's cook. Organized into three sections, each recipe is preceded by a thought provoking essay that positions the dish. You'll find useful weekday recipes like: genius techniques for producing amazing flavor and familiar favorites reinvigorated. Well illus. in color. 354 pages. America's Test Kitchen. $8.95 $4.95

687933 100 RECIPES: The Simple Best Ways to Make the True Essentials. By the editors of America's Test Kitchen. A collection of recipes that make eating at home easier. You'll find more than 100 recipes for everything from appetizers to dessert, to pair with your favorite red or white wine. Well illus. in color. 354 pages. America's Test Kitchen. $9.95 $4.95

5993506 FOUR SIMPLE COOKING: A Seasonal Recipe Collection from Georgia Chef Henry. More than 150 new recipes show you how to turn everyday ingredients into something special with the minimum of effort. Delicious main courses include Pacific Lime Chile Slow-Cooked Beef, Smoky Salsa, Zucchini with Ricotta, Mint, and Basil; and Grilled Apricots with Blackberries and Mascarpone. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Mitchell Beasly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

6878678 CUPCAKES. By Ruth Lively. Celebrates the seasons' best with more than 200 innovative, tasty recipes from the country's most beloved chefs, restaurants, and pâtissiers, including Leek and Potato Soup, Roasted Vegetables with Balsamic Vinegar, and Turkish Stuffed Peppers. 300 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

2989739 THE SPINETT POTATO COOKBOOK. By Heather Thomas. Sweet, savory, nutty, creamy, and packed with nutrients! The possibilities with sweet potatoes are endless. From Sweet Potato Gnocchi and Parmesan Muffins, to Spiralized Sweet Potato Pasta, Sweet Potato Enchiladas, and even Sweet Potato and Apple Pie, you won't be disappointed. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Ebury. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

2987943 CIDERHOUSE COOKBOOK. By Jonathan Carr et al. Sit down with a family of cidermakers as they dish up mouthwatering food and drinks for you to bring the rich and delicious flavors of cider into your own kitchen with recipes like Sweet and Sour Red Cabbage, Apple & Celery Root Salad; Cider Syrup Glazed Scallops; and Irish Best Brownie. Packed with Sunrise photos. 222 pages. Storey. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2987902 PINOT, PASTA, AND PARTIES. By Dee Uee & Paul Sorvino. Contains more than eighty mouthwatering recipes for traditional Italian dishes that include Osso Buco; Chicken Scarparillo; Shrimp Scampi; and desserts like Orange Polenta Cupcakes and Zabaglione with Berries. These easy recipes will make your go-to Italian cookbook. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2985053 COOKING IN A SMALL KITCHEN. By Arthur Schwartz. Don't let cramped quarters hold you back from cooking a Valentine dinner for two; or go out all with an Herts Stuffed Leg of lamb and Risotto with Wild Mushrooms. With space saving tips for getting more use out of utensils and appliances, this guide will have you falling in love with your small kitchen. 257 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6847242 THE AMISH FAMILY COOKBOOK. By Jerry & Tricia Hershberger. From the family dinner table to the largest potluck, you'll find comfort in such wholesome and hearty dishes as Dutch Potato Soup; Reed Beet Eggs; and even Sweet Potato and Apple Pie. Color photos. 272 pages. Harvest House. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2847841 AMISH COMMUNITY COOKBOOK: Simply Delicious Recipes From Amish and Mennonite Homes. By Carole Ruth Gagnacaro. Offers an endless array of traditional appetizers, soups, salads, main dishes, casseroles, breads, and desserts—stick to your ribs comfort food! Recipes include Apple Dumplings; Chicken Pot Pie, Dutch Potato Soup; Reed Beet Eggs; and "Wet-Bottom" Shoofly Pie. Color photos. 192 pages. Scarlet. $11.95 $4.95

5994111 TASTE OF HOME 5 INGREDIENT COOKBOOK. Ed. by Christine Rukaveva. Cook up whatever you please with the simple, sensational five-ingredient recipes you’ll find in these pages! Inside you’ll find 427 no-fuss dishes for all occasions, including 137 appetizers, 113 main dishes, 113 vegetables, 116 sides, 118 snappy sides, and snacks; and 77 scrumptious sweets; and more! Color photos. 256 pages. Reader Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2989841 THE CUPBOARD TO TABLE COOKBOOK. Ed. by Mary J. Thurlow. With easy recipes for every meal, this collection will give you inspiration to use what you already have in your cupboard, fridge, and freezer. Recipes include Apple Dumplings; including Bacon Bombs; Pork Chops with Lemon Thyme; Deluxe Skillet Taco Pie; and Apple Pie Cookies. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
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**Recipe Collections**

**2898167 ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES:** 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen Tricks for Freezing, Storing, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays. By Jen Karelnek. Trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of decorative shapes as well. Karelnek teaches you how to use these trays to create everything from infused ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even mini main dishes. Recipes include: Candied Bacon Twists; Oreo Crust Mini Cheesecakes; Roshieen Chicken Pol' Pie; and more. Well illus., in color. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**2938472 JOY THE BAKER OVER EASY: Sweet & Savory Recipes for Leisurely Days.** By Joy Wilson. Collects recipes for tackling any craving, including clever mashups like Praline Bacon, Onion, Guayave, and Grils Frittata Muffins; and Pastrami and Rye Graham Cheese with Egg--all destined to become weekend favorites too. Capture that laid back weekend feeling with these 25 awesome recipes. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $27.50

**2898046 SHORT ORDER DAD.** By Robert Rosenthal. Good cooking doesn’t have to be complicated and Rosenthal teaches basic techniques and presents a playbook of simple dishes that achieve the most taste with the fewest ingredients and the least effort. It’s a comprehensive guide to the most elegant and accessible branch of charcuterie. Ruhlman. Polcyn and Ruhlman provide a new effort to prove it. These include Crispy Dry Rubbed Chicken Thighs; Scallop Provençal; and Chorizo Beef Burger. Color photos. 252 pages. Flatiron Books. 8x10¾. Pub. at $37.50

**698570X ADVENTURES IN GOOD COOKING by DUNCAN HINES.** Ed. by Louis Hatchett. Duncan Hines published this cookbook in 1939 which features recipes from select restaurants across the country as well as crowd pleasing home style dishes that help to raise the standards for home cooking in America. Filled with succulent treats, from the Waldorf-Astoria’s Chicken Fricassee to Mrs. Hines’ own Christmas Turkey. UPky. Paperbound Pub. at $19.95. $12.95

**2817470 PIE SQUARED: Irresistibly Easy Sweet & Savory Slab Pies.** By Cathy Barrow. Slab pie is everyone’s favorite pie, but it can be intimidating to many. Scrumples include Roasted Mushroom and Kale Slab Pie with an All-Butter Crust; Nacho Slab Pie with a Comber Crust; and Brandy Mocha Cappuccino Slab Pie with a Shortbread Crust, Color photos. 322 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $16.95

**2909022 TASTE OF HOME 201 RECIPE’S YOU’LL MAKE FOREVER.** Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. Every recipe in this collection includes a unique guide to store and serve its best times and tried and true tips. A Glance icons for further help planning: the Slow-Cooker icon highlights dishes made using this cook’s best friend; the One-Dish icon groups together those deliciously diverse dishes that call for five items or fewer; and the Freeze it Icon notes freezer-friendly recipes so you can prepare dishes ahead and freeze until needed. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest/TODH. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**2817225 TAMALES.** By Daniel Hoyer. You will find a variety of masses, fillings, and sausages in these with more than 50 fresh recipes that have an endless combination of exciting flavor possibilities for this traditional Mexican dish. illus. in color. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $19.95

**6989980 MASTER THE ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER.** By Marci Butters. Not your grandma’s pressure cooker! With more than one hundred delicious recipes and tips—from perfect grains and homemade yogurt to nutritious veggies and tender meats. Each fall off the bone meals—you’ll soon have a new batch of family favorites. Includes a chapter on the basics of pressure cooking and tips. Well illus. in color. 258 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99

**6961967 AMERICA’S COMFORT FOODS.** Whether we’re at a community dinner, a family reunion or a simple supper with our family, food spells comfort to all of us. This collection of over 200 recipes includes Spicy Chicken Pie; Bacon-Cheddar Beef Meatloaf; Seasoned Greens & Bacon; Calico Cowboy Beans; Hot Wisconsin Cheese Pecan Barus. 220 pages, salads and side dishes. SIPyhor. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**282227X COOK’S ILLUSTRATED REVOLUTIONARY RECIPES.** By America’s Test Kitchen. This collection tells the story of Cook’s illustrated and of American home cooking over the past quarter century. Packed with innovative techniques, kitchen science, deep dives into culinary history, and entirely foolproof tested recipes, this cooking guide will be an indispensable resource. Well illus. in color. 564 pages. Cook’s Illustrated. 9x10½. Pub at $45.00 PRICE CUT to $27.95

**2897873 HOW TO BRAISE.** By America’s Test Kitchen. An authoritative guide from the experts at America’s Test Kitchen. Learn the tips and science, of braising over 230 unique kitchen-tested recipes that include Milk-Braised Pork Loin, Filipino Chicken Adobo, Swordfish with Broccoli; and Pepperoni Lasagna Roll-Ups. Fully illus. in color. 298 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperbound Pub. at $35.00

**5982093 THE COMPLETE COOK’S COUNTRY TV SHOW COOKBOOK, 11TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** By America’s Test Kitchen. Celebrate over a decade of recipes, road trips, and equipment and ingenuity that this collection features all of the recipes seen on the popular TV show, plus plenty of bonus variations and helpful tips and tricks. Recipes like Delta Stuffed Mississippi Mud Pie, Color. 768 pages. Workman. Pub. at $31.95

**2883538 AIR FRYER PERFECTION.** By America’s Test Kitchen. Discovery how to cook a whole meal in the air fryer with the people you trust from America’s Test Kitchen. Offering tips and tricks, they’ll show you how to cook Sweet and Smoky Pork with Brinjal and Pepper; and Roasted Butternut Squash, Southwestern Beef Hand Pies, and Top Sirloin Steak with Roasted Mushrooms and Blue Cheese Sauce. Well illus. in color. 182 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**2803356 THE FARM HOME COOKBOOK: Home, and Delicious Recipes from the Land.** By Elsie Kline. These irresistibly delicious recipes come from the kitchens of cooks who grow much of their own food. Their 250 delectable recipes include: Slow-Cooked Fogg Day Chili, Maple Almond Granola, Garlic Soup with Parsley Scape, and Tindered Ilion in color.
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**$4.95

8284344 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 400 HEART HEALTHY RECIPES & TIPS. Make every meal heart-healthy. Low in calories, saturated fat and sodium, these dishes are full of flavor. Dietary tips are included throughout, for recipes like Buttermilk Pancakes with Oatmeal & Peas and Crunchy Peanut Broccoli, to help you keep on course. Fully illus., in color. 480 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**$6.95

**8287291 NUTRI-BLENDE RECIPES BIBLE. By Robin Donovan. Use your nutri-blender to enjoy as many as 150 incredible meals that detoxify, replenish, and revitalize your body! From superfood smoothies and enriching soups to burgers and cakes, each of these meals is easy to prepare, easy to clean up, and retains the nutritional benefits of fresh fruits and vegetables. Color photos. 198 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**8297938 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO EATING PALEO. By N. Quinn & J. Glaspey. Our hunter-gatherer ancestors feasted on lean meats and fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts and seeds—and were healthier for it. Packed with easy-to-prepare and 100 mouthwatering recipes for a Paleo diet, this helpful guide will give you everything you need to know to reap the benefits of a back to nature diet. 318 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95


**8273128 COOKING WITH SEA VEGETABLES. By Peter & Monica Bradford. High in minerals and protein and low in calories, sea vegetables have always been valued for their purifying properties. The authors have created a wealth of original dishes and gathered techniques together in one volume. With these easy-to-prepare recipes you’ll always have something delicious and satisfying on hand. Try Egg and Avocado Bacon Cups, Coconut Almond Truffles, Mint Chocolate Chip Popsicles, or Bacon and Cucumber Swirls. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**8251761 THE EVERYTHING BIG BOOK OF FAT BOMBS: 200 Irresistible Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes for Weight Loss. The Ketogenic Way. By Vivica Menegaz. Fat bombs are high-fat, low carb treats and snacks, ideal for boosting fat intake when following the ketogenic diet. With these easy-to-prepare recipes you’ll always have something delicious and satisfying on hand. Try Egg and Avocado Bacon Cups, Coconut Almond Truffles, Mint Chocolate Chip Popsicles, or Bacon and Cucumber Swirls. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**8334418 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO THE MEDITERRANEAN DIET. By K.A. Tessmer & S. Green. Indulge in this healthful, low-calorie eating plan that focuses on olive oil and fresh produce. This guide will help you understand, implement, and thrive on this health-hearty diet and lifestyle, with over 75 recipes complete with nutritional analysis, plus a month’s worth of satisfying meal plans. 336 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6714621 THE GUT HEALTH DIET PLAN: Recipes to Restore Digestive Health and Boost Wellbeing. By Christine Bailey. This revolutionary five-week plan shows you how to tackle the root causes of your digestive problems with five simple steps: remove, replace, repopulate, repair, and rebalance. All recipes are grain and gluten free and low in sugar, and most are dairy free and Paleo-friendly. Color photos. 175 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

**8293295 GLUTEN-FREE ON A DASHDIET. QUICK & EASY. By Nicole Hurn. Shows you how eating gluten-free can be done! This gluten-free DASH diet plan offers over 100 original recipes and in every chapter shows you how to substitute gluten-free ingredients so that you won’t be able to tell the difference. Filled with over 100 gluten-free recipes, you’ll find all your favorites are safe, delicious, and nutritious. Color photos. 210 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $9.50


**829606X THE EVERYTHING KETO DIET COOKBOOK. By J.T. Allen & D. DiSpirito. DiSpirito identifies the top ten negative calorie foods you can eat all day long! Recipe lists include Prawn, Mango, Cucumber, Apple slices, Grilled Eggplant or Pineapple, and more. Enjoy healthy, keto-friendly recipes like these without the hassle of cooking every night. Color photos. 319 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**8269529 THE NEGATIVE CALORIE DIET: Lose Up to 10 Pounds in 10 Days with 10 All You Can Eat Foods. By Rocco DiSpirito. DiSpirito reveals how you can eat foods that actually help you lose weight, not gain it. All recipes are grain and gluten free and low in sugar, and most are dairy free and Paleo-friendly. Color photos. 276 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.79 $10.95

**8261463 DIABETES MEALS FOR GOOD HEALTH, SECOND EDITION. By Karen S. Stryer & R. H. Levine. Includes an out-of-planning guide to 300 nutritious meals. Includes a 32-page guide, Food Choices for Good Health, with life-size photos for every meal that makes it easy to identify nutritious food groups. Includes a guide to 600 nutritious snacks, and a guide to 700 nutritious desserts. Includes recipes like Baked Low-Fat Fries, Jellied Vegetable Salad, Custard Pumpkin Pie, and Tacos with Bean and Meat Filling. 320 pages. Robert Rose. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95
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KETO MADE EASY: 100+ Easy Keto Plant-Based Recipes Made in 30 Minutes or Less for Weight Loss. By L. Barot & M. Gaedke. In these pages you’ll find more than 100 keto recipes, including everything from breakfast to breads to desserts to main dishes. 352 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


THE SUPERFOOD ACAI RECIPES. By Melissa Petillo. Whether it’s a power packed omega-3 coconut smoothie or a dark chocolate and strawberry acai bowl, 40 delicious, healthy, and easy to make smoothie and smoothie bowl recipes featuring the superfood acai superberry, along with additional incredible superfoods like Sage Smoked Mushroom Stroganoff, Hibiscus Pumpkin Soup with Mango Salsa, and Turmeric Chocolate Hummus Truffles. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


THE HYPOTHYROIDISM DIET PLAN: 4 Weeks to Optimal Health and Energy. By Karin M. Hehenberger. Learn how to navigate key challenges of living with hypothyroidism and find satisfying, delicious recipes that will have you feeling better in 4 weeks. 336 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. Pub. at $23.95


587788 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY. By Simone McGrath. Learn how to incorporate this miracle ingredient into your daily life with 98 recipes and dozens of health benefits, including weight loss, clear skin, superior energy, and much more—the natural way. Illus. 242 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

269944 KITCHEN MATTERS: More Than 100 Recipes and Tips: Transform the Way You Cook and Eat. By Pamela Salzman. One of the most well-respected cooking teachers in Los Angeles, Pamela Salzman shares how to build and maintain a kitchen that works and is healthy and delightful. This collection features several modern, accessible recipes like Grilled Eggplant with Mushroom Ragout, and Plum Almond Galette. Color photos. 278 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

THE AUTOMMUNE SOLUTION COOKBOOK. By Amy Myers. Designed to fight and defeat the full spectrum of autoimmune diseases, this volume makes it easier than ever to prepare and serve a range of inflammatory-related solutions. It’s filled with easy to prepare recipes that include Zucchini Muffins, Peppermint Hot Chocolate, Root Vegetable Pancakes, Chicken Rollatini with Bacon and Pesto, Bison Chili, and more. 40 pages of color photos. 325 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $29.99

2972166 SUPERFOOD ACAI RECIPES. By Melissa Petillo. Whether it’s a power packed omega-3 coconut smoothie or a dark chocolate and strawberry acai bowl, 40 delicious, healthy, and easy to make smoothie and smoothie bowl recipes featuring the superfood acai superberry, along with additional incredible superfoods like Sage Smoked Mushroom Stroganoff, Hibiscus Pumpkin Soup with Mango Salsa, and Turmeric Chocolate Hummus Truffles. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Crestline. $8.95


1885243 COCONUT OIL FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY. By Simone McGrath. This comprehensive guide demystifies the mysteries of this magical oil. Discover how coconut oil improves brain function and energy, how to use coconut oil for weight loss; common misconceptions about coconut oil; and much more. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

283311 THE EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT DIABETES COOKBOOK. By Karin M. Polisi. Learn how to navigate key challenges associated with living with diabetes; find advice on the benefits of healthy eating and weight loss in managing your diabetes; find 70 delicious and healthy recipes, including vegan and vegetarian options, in this helpful guide. Color photos. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99


8540002 KETO INSTANT POT: 130+ Healthy Low-Carb Recipes For Your Electric Pressure Cooker or Slow Cooker. By Maria Emmerich. Shows you how to use your electric pressure cooker to great use in making delicious low-carb meals and treats. Packed with a wide variety of dishes to enjoy throughout the day, Emmerich also offers a handy tutorial for how to cook and reheat foods in an Instant Pot. Recipes include Mexican Beef Soup, Short Rib Rolls, and Chicken and Mushroom Lasagna. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


2141130 TIPS FOR USING YOUR SLOW COOKER. By Phyllis Pellman Good et al. This collection of more than 600 tips and stories comes from the experts–experienced cooks who use their slow cookers nearly every day. 176 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

278660X SOUPS, STEWS, AND CHILIS: Slow Cooker Favorites. With more than 150 slow cooker recipes for hearty, delicious soups and stews, there is something for everyone. With minimal prep work and easy clean up these one pot meals include Pumpkin Turkey Chili; Herb and Pesto Soup, and Marsala Beef Stew. 174 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

2937042 365 SLOW COOKER SUPPERS. By Stephanie O’Dea. Offers a recipe for every day of the year. Recipes range from everyday family meals to meal in a pot and everything in between. Easy Sunday Pot Roast to the unexpected Caribbean Jerk Chicken and many are as easy as adding the ingredients to the pot and letting the cooker do all the work. Color photos. 336 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

285211X MARTHA STEWART’S SLOW COOKER. By Martha Stewart. Living. Maximize the flavor and simplify the cooking with an assortment of recipes that play to the slow cooker’s capabilities. Packed with clever ideas for making most of the machine’s capabilities while at the same time uncovering its hidden potential, it is yet another invaluable kitchen tool by Stewart. Color photos. 272 pages. Pub. at $26.00

SOLD OUT
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QUICK & EASY COOKING

289287 THE NEW AIRFRYER COOKBOOK. Collects more than twenty innovative recipes for lighted-up favorites from breakfast to dessert that cook quickly and evenly in the Airfryer’s constant and rapidly moving heat. Delicious meals include Chicken Parmesan; Crispy Sesame Chicken; Sides with Spicy Mayo, Chicken & Broccoli; Grilled Cheese; and much more. Paperbound. $18.95

295945 AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION INSTANT & HEALTHY. Contains at least 100 recipes for your pressure cooker, multi-cooker, and Instant Pot, to help you make fast, hearty and healthy meals in an instant. Delicious meals include Fish with Broccoli Stew, Tomato and Spinach Soup, Chicken Enchilada, Crockpot Beef and Potato, Baked Chocolate Chip Cookies, and much more. Paperbound. $18.95

280192 COOKING FROM FROZEN IN YOUR INSTANT POT. By Kristy Bernard. No matter what cut of meat you have stored in your freezer, there’s a recipe here for you. Whether it’s a ribeye with Lemon and Caper, Beef and Blue Cheese Stuffed Potatoes, or Spicy Spiced Lamb and Potato bowls, these meals are hearty and healthy. Color photos. 176 pages. Paperbound. $19.95

280029 MILK STREET: Tuesday Nights. By Christopher Kimball. Every recipe in this collection delivers big weekend flavor, but the cooking is quick and easy, simple enough for the middle of the week. All of these meals, bold flavors are ready in an hour or less. Recipes include Spanish Pickled Olives Blood Orange Beef, Grilled Chicken with Red Wine and Bacon, and Garlicky Tuscan Red Beans. Color photos. 405 pages. Little, Brown. 8¾ x 11¾. $35.00

281815 THE ULTIMATE INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. By Coco Morante. Features 200 easy, well-tested recipes including Cream of Tomato Soup; One Pot Chicken, Mushroom, and Rice Casserole; Beef Pot, to help you make fast, hearty and healthy meals with your Instant Pot. Color photos. 208 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. $19.95

694273 QUICK FIX MEALS: 200 SUPER EASY, QUICK & HEALTHY RECIPES TO MAKE MEALTIME EASY. By Robin Miller. The author shares her three strategies that you can mix and match for a week’s worth of scrumptious meals. Through the prep time and cooking time, make any one of these dishes in less than 30 minutes. Color photos. 196 pages. Race Point. 8¾ x 11¼. $25.00

285217 ONE PAN & DONE. By Molly Gilbert. Discover how to use your oven to your advantage, letting it do most of the work to turn out juicy, crispy roasts, succulent vegetables, rich stews and more. Try Chicken Marsala, Weeknight Jambalaya; Cashew Chicken & Veggies and more. Color photos. 256 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. $17.99

279663X THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” PALEO RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. Follow the Paleo diet and want fast, healthy and delicious meals. The 175 recipes include Steamed Artichokes with Lemon-Herb Butter; Baked Salmon with Ginger-Peach Salsa; Cuban Picadillo with Riced Cauliflower; and Cafe Mocha Muffins. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $29.99

2994015 THE “I LOVE MY AIR FRYER” GLUTEN-FREE RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. A must-have for all air fryer owners who want more inspiring, fast, healthy and delicious recipes that you can enjoy guilt-free. Color photos. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $29.99

283576 THE EVERYTHING AIR FRYER COOKBOOK. By Michelle Fagone. With 300 quick and tasty recipes, including vegetarian and vegan options, as well as classic favorites like fried pickles and jalapeno poppers, there’s an air fried meal for every taste, diet, and mood. Whether you’re looking for a tasty snack, easy to make Instant Pot dishes from savory breakfasts to hearty stews, ora scrumptious dinner or a delicious meal for the whole family, you can find it all here. Color photos. 303 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $19.99

2786648 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. Featuring an introduction to the Instant Pot’s unique pressure-cooking and slow-cooking results, this book provides 120 recipes including Cream of Tomato Soup; One Pot Chicken, Mushroom, and Rice Casserole; Beef Pot; and Slow Cooked Beef Stew with Potatoes, all made quickly and easily with the Instant Pot. Color photos. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $19.99

691423 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO EASY FREEZER MEALS. By Cheri Sicard. At the end of a long day, the last thing you want to think about is spending an hour in the kitchen preparing dinner. With a little advance planning and help from your freezer, you can come home, pull out a frozen entree and a side or two, heat it up while you toss a fresh salad, and have a delicious meal on the table in a fraction of the time. Color photos. 224 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. $16.95

678582 INSTANT POT ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER RECIPE BOOK: Easy Recipes for Fast & Healthy Meals. By Laurel Randolph. Explore the surprising variety of over 100 healthy, easy to make Instant Pot dishes from savory breakfasts to hearty stews, including Laptop Lasagna; One Pot Chicken, Mushroom, and Rice Casserole; Beef Pot; and Slow Cooked Beef Stew with Potatoes, all made quickly and easily with the Instant Pot. Color photos. 192 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. $19.95

266000 THE INSTANT POT PRESSURE COOKER: Low-Carb, Gluten-Free Recipes. By Laurel Randolph. The author simply and expertly mixes traditional cooking methods with the convenience of electric pressure cooking, showing that mealtime doesn’t have to take up hours of your time. The fast and easy recipes include: Breakfast Deviled Eggs; Roasted Tomato and Feta Risotto; and Pineapple Rum Cake. Color photos. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $19.99

286357X INSTANT POT FAST & EASY. By Univichi Prite. Getting a delicious dinner on the table has never been easier. All of these delicious recipes are made using fresh, wholesome foods for the best flavor—and better health, too. Recipes include: Beef Satay; Almond Shortbread; Spicy Garlic Soba; and Posole Rojo with Chicken. Color photos. 237 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $21.99

2862044 EVERY DAY EASY AIR FRYER RECIPES BURSTING WITH FLAVOR. By Univichi Prite. Cut back on energy bills and avoid heating up your whole kitchen. Recipes include Yellow Yam Fritters with Lemon and Caper; Beef Satay; Almond Shortbread; Caramelized Onion & Brie Grilled Cheese; and more. Many more. Well illus. in color. 198 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $21.99


896783X THE COMPLETE MAKE-AHEAD COOKBOOK. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. Fullly illus. in color. 422 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 8¾ x 11. Paperbound. $29.95


OUTDOOR COOKING & GRILLING

2898607 ON A STICK COOKBOOK. By Julia Huland. Here are 50 simple fun recipes for the campfire with a variety of options, from desserts to appetizers to entrees, including Lemon Meringue S’mores; Sauces and Gravy Biscuit Cuts; Greek Chicken Kababs; and Pepperoni Pizza Rolls. 72 pages. Adventure Publications. $9.95

2840170 THE ROTISSERIE GRILLING COOKBOOK: Surefire Recipes & Foolproof Techniques. By D. Riches & S. Bash. Grilling experts Riches and Bash share recipes for grilled chicken, vegetables, seafood, and desserts. Whether you’re cooking for five or fifty, this cookbook contains the unique tips and secrets of the grilling in this definitive guide. They show how using your rotisserie lets you cook just about anything on a grill, regardless of size, in step by step recipes that range from Prime Rib Roast and Honey-Glazed Ham to whole Butter Herb Turkey. Color photos. 208 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. $24.99

2912066 FROM GARDEN TO GRILL: Outdoor Cooking & Grilling Recipes for Every Grill Master. By Elizabeth Orsini. Whether you are dedicated to a lifetime of healthy-living or just love bringing that freshly grilled char to your table, this collection of 250 mouthwatering vegetable-based recipes is for you. With tips on what makes dishes Paleo, and changes for making them gluten-free or vegan, recipes include Grilled Zucchini Salsa, Jerk Potato Wedges, Butternut Squash Kababs, and Quinoa Veggie Wraps. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Cider Mill. 8¾ x 11¼. $24.95

2984262 PROJECT FIRE. By Steven Raichlen. Cutting edge techniques meet time-tested flavor in 100 boldly flavored recipes that will turbocharge your game at the grill. Here’s how to blow torch a rosemary veal chop and grill mussels in butter, or roast potatoes and steps to Collins Nimana to recipes for grilled cocktails and desserts, this collection proves that fire was a rosemary veal chop and grill mussels in butter, or roast potatoes and steps to Collins Nimana to recipes for grilled cocktails and desserts, this collection proves that fire...
Outdoor Cooking & Grilling

291425 Korean BBQ: Master Your Grill in Seven Sauces. By Bill Kim with C. Ram. Starting with seven master sauces and three spice rubs, you’ll soon be able to whip up a whole array of knockout recipes, including Hoisin and Yuzu Edamame, Kimchi Pork Tacos, Ro-Ki-Scallion Alfredo, Seoul Buffalo Shrimp, and Honey Soy Frank Steak. Everything you need for a fun and relaxing time around the grill with your family and friends. Color photos. 232 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $20.00 $16.95

685792 MASTER OF THE GRILL. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. Fully illus. in color. 454 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95


PASTAS

299999 LASAGNE: Over 30 Delicious Pasta Dishes. By Sandra Morgan. The ultimate comfort food, lasagne is satisfying, flavorful and easy to make. Here are over 30 mouthwatering, quick to cook recipes that capture the heart and soul of your home cooking experience. Includes satisfying, balanced meals such as Indian Quinoa Salad, Consort Tacos, Tempeh and Potato Salad, Red Bean Chili with Butternut Squash and Okra, Coconut Cream Pie and more. Illustrated. Color photos. 232 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95


Vegetarian Cooking

297508 VEGAN FOOD GIFTS. By Joni Marie Newman. Impress your family, friends, neighbors, and guests with homemade vegan gifts that you can feel good about giving! These mouth-watering vegan baked goods, to DIY gift baskets and mixes, you’ll find that perfect something for everyone. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Workman. Pub. at $9.95

296593 THE 22-DAY RECOVERY COOKBOOK. By Marco Borges. From decadent classics such as Mac ‘n’ Cheese and juicy Black Bean & Quinoa Burgers to the innovative flavors of the Teriyaki Veggie Bowl with Meatless Balls and Walnut Chili, these 150 mouthwatering plant-based recipes out of the picture. Recipes include Arab Carrot-Rice Curry; and Nishio Sweet Potato. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. Clarkson Potter. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

298133 OUTDOOR OVENS: If You Can Read the Heat & Are In a Hurry. By Josh Sutton. Takes you through the history of the outdoor oven and along the way, Sutton teaches the reader how to construct their own simple outdoor cooking device or hot smoker and enjoy the taste of food cooked in the outdoors. Includes recipes. Drawings. 108 pages. Prospect Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

298654X PRAISE THE LARD. By Mike & Amy Mills. At the heart of this collection are almost 100 recipes from the authors’ family archives. Recipes include: Private Reserve Mustard Sauce; Ain’t No Thang but a Chicken Wing; Pork Belly Bites; Premium Ham; The Pit; Tangy Pit Beans; Blackberry Pie; and many more signature BBQ delights! Also includes a section on sauces and rubs. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

2977823 THE WILD WILDERNESS GUIDE TO DUTCH OVEN COOKING. By Kate Rownicki. Offers a collection of 75 recipes and photographs that are great for camping and home-cooking alike. Recipes include: Beef and Bean Cornbread Casserole; Grilled Pork Tenderloin, Wild Blueberry Dumplings; Perfect Roast Chicken with Onions and much more. Well illus. in color. 164 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95


2993260 FIELD ROAST: 101 Artisan Vegan Meat Recipes to Cook, Share & Savour. By Tommy McDonald. Brings to light for the very first time the tips and techniques used to make Field Roast brand vegetarian meat grills. Use these tricks to create dishes like our Roast, Oxacan Chili Spiced Sausage, Southwest Philly Cheesesteak or Chicken Fried Sausage and Waffles. Illus. in color. 228 pages. Da Capo Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


2982028 AQUAFABA: Vegan Cooking Without Eggs Using the Magic of Chickpea Water. By S. Kardinal & L. Veganpower. At last for vegans, lemon meringue pie, mousses, mayonnaise, and marmalades are on the menu! Learn the secrets of Aquafaba, the cooking liquid found in tinny beans and chickpeas, and how it can be whistled into fluffy white peaks, making it the perfect replacement for egg whites in many sweet and savory recipes. Color photos. 80 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

294202X COOK LIVELY! By Laura-Jane Kocpin. A collection of recipes for satisfying meals, crave-worthy snacks, and jaw-dropping desserts all prepared using the simplest cooking methods and made from ingredients that can be found all year round and are most likely already in your kitchen. Try Meaty Mushroom Burgers; Mediterranean Cauliflower Pizza; Yellow Curry Salad; Thai Coconut Soup; and more. Color photos. 250 pages. Da Capo Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $18.95

2938529 LUCKY PEACH PRESENTS POWER VEGETABLES! By Peter Meehan. These recipes, developed by the Lucky Peach test kitchen and chef friends, feature trusted strategies for adding oomph to your meals so that they will melt muscle and jump out of the picture. Recipes include Arab Carrot-Rice Curry; and Nishio Sweet Potato. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. Clarkson Potter. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

2975447 HOMEMADE VEGAN CHEESE, YOGURT AND MILK. By Yvonne Holst-Singh. The vegan cheese, yogurt, tofu, milk, cream and butter recipes included are surprisingly diverse and easy to prepare. All the information you need about the essential ingredients, kitchen utensils and the various fermentation starters you need are included in this intensive volume. Color photos. 143 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

2978068 VEGAN IN THE HOUSE: Flexible Plant-Based Family Meals to Please Everyone. Ed. by Laura Bethell et al. With more than 100 healthy, plant-based recipes, featuring expert nutritional analysis to ensure everyone is getting the nutrition they need. These delicious meat-less meals include Spinach Lasagne, Three-Bean Paella with Peas & Peppers; and Chickpea Flour Socca with Herb & Green Olive Salad. Color photos. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 $18.95

281774 THE ULTIMATE VEGAN BREAKFAST BOOK: 80 Mouthwatering Plant-Based Recipes You’ll Want to Wake Up For. By N. Horn & J. Mayer. Totally vegan, this book is offered without animal products, but with this collection of 80 diverse vegan breakfasts vegans will have a new reason to say “good morning!” Try an “Egg Salad” Sandwich; Amaranth Porridge; or Raw Carrot Cake Lasagne. Color photos. 224 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2833053 THE COMPLETE VEGAN AIR FRYER COOKBOOK: 150 Plant-Based Recipes for Your Air Fryer. By Laura-Jane Kocpin, L. Labonte & E. Hickman. Enjoy healthy, delicious versions of all your favorite plant-based foods made with this new and exciting kitchen appliance. Includes handy nutritional analysis, simple cooking instructions, 11 recipe categories, 3 comprehensive recipe tables, a detailed air fryer buying guide, and conversion charts. Recipes include Black Bean Burgers; Tofu in Hoisin Sauce; and Squash Casserole. Color photos. 182 pages. Sterling Epicure. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

3010428 EVERY WHICH WAY: FRESH, FAVORITABLE & VEGETARIAN. By Laura-Jane Kocpin. Takes you through many techniques for cooking with fire from searing directly on the coals to rotisseries, wood fired ovens, cast iron grilling and plein air cooking. Illustrated is a guide to dishes to cook outdoors and share in front of the fire with family and friends. Includes: Dirty Ribeye Roast; Barbecue Campfire Beans, Wood Fired Rainbow Trout and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Dog & Bone Pub. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95
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**5771781 SIMPLY SHRIMP**. With 80 Globally Inspired Recipes. By James Peterson. Comprehensive guide to identifying, purchasing, and preparing shrimp, with 80 globally inspired recipes organized by the many ways shrimp can be cooked. Classics like Thai Shrimp Curry and Shrimp Ravioli are joined by classics like Shrimp Cocktail and Shrimp and Bacon Hors d’Oeuvres. Color photos. 192 pages. [Storey]. Paper at $24.95. [OUT OF PRINT]

**6864252 THE GRAND CENTRAL OYSTER BAR & RESTAURANT COOKBOOK**. By Sandy Ingber with R. Finmore. A collection of more than 100 recipes for Seafood Stuffed Shells, Shrimp and Chinook Chowder, Chow Mein, and more. 240 pages. [Hamlyn]. Paperback at $7.95.

**3284246 THE GREAT SHELLFISH COOKBOOK**. By Dean Ornish. Mouthwatering food tour that focuses on shellfish! In this shellfish 101 collection, Petit shows how and where to buy fresh shellfish, and how to cook it. Recipes include Thai Curry Crab; Fried Squid Pinto Poppers; Spot Prawn Drippings; and more. A must-have for all seafood lovers. [Penguin]. Paperback at $29.45. [OUT OF PRINT]

**3638899 THE CONNOISSEUR’S GUIDE TO FISH & SEAFOOD**. By Wendy Sweeten. 200+ color photos. 256 pages. [Sterling]. Hardcover at $24.95. [PRICE CUT to $14.95]


**284222X FOR COD AND COUNTRY**. By Barton Seaver. Fully illus. in color. 294 pages. [Sterling]. Hardcover at $30.00. [PRICE CUT to $17.95]

**6919093 SEA ROBINS, TRIGGERFISH & OTHER OVERLOOKED SEAFOOD**. By M. Fratoni & J.O. Friarot. Color photos. 193 pages. [Skyhorse]. Hardcover at $24.95. [PRICE CUT to $8.95]


**6700279 THE VENISON COOKBOOK**. By Kate Fiduccia. Venison has found an eager audience as a healthy, low-fat alternative to beef. Running the gamut from down-home favorites to gourmet delights, this cookbook has recipes for every meal of the day. Try Venetian Venison Pizza Pie; Chicken-Fried Venison; Venison Meatball Stew; and 140+ other dishes. Color photos. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11½. $35.00.

**6847501 THE HUNTER’S COOKBOOK**. The Best Recipes to Savor the Experience. By Steve & Annie Chapman. Along with easy to follow instructions, these more than 200 recipes include all wild animal parts and desserts include Venison Sgroonato, Broiled Fish Parmesan; Pan-Fried Duck Breast; Alligator Etouffee; Country-Smoked Beef; Venison, and much more. 270 pages. [Bursting with over 100 sumptuous photos, this is your passport to a culinary adventure. 224 pages. The Experiment. Paperback at $18.95. [OUT OF PRINT]

**2854808 GYOZA: THE ULTIMATE DUMPLING COOKBOOK**. By R. Yang & J.O. Fraioli. A collection of more than 200 favorite recipes collected at the 50 all-time favorite recipes served at his exclusive Mangyoony (Vine Garden) dining club in Tokyo. With complete step by step photos, you’ll be making dumplings like a pro. Recipes include Gyoza Bolognese with Fresh Tomato, and Crispy Pot Gyoza in no time. 128 pages. Tuttle. Paperback at $16.99. [OUT OF PRINT]

Poultry & Game

**6700280 THE CHINESE COOKBOOK**. By Pauline Yamamoto. Tokyo’s irrepressible “Gyoza King” shares tips and anecdotes, and a wealth of expert knowledge. Covers some dating to the opening in 1926. Recipes include Thai Curry Crab; Fried Squid Pinto Poppers; Spot Prawn Drippings; and more. A must-have for all seafood lovers. [Penguin]. Paperback at $29.45. [OUT OF PRINT]

**5771781 SIMPLY SHRIMP**. With 80 Globally Inspired Recipes. By James Peterson. Comprehensive guide to identifying, purchasing, and preparing shrimp, with 80 globally inspired recipes organized by the many ways shrimp can be cooked. Classics like Thai Shrimp Curry and Shrimp Ravioli are joined by classics like Shrimp Cocktail and Shrimp and Bacon Hors d’Oeuvres. Color photos. 192 pages. [Storey]. Paper at $24.95. [OUT OF PRINT]

**3284246 THE GREAT SHELLFISH COOKBOOK**. By Dean Ornish. Mouthwatering food tour that focuses on shellfish! In this shellfish 101 collection, Petit shows how and where to buy fresh shellfish, and how to cook it. Recipes include Thai Curry Crab; Fried Squid Pinto Poppers; Spot Prawn Drippings; and more. A must-have for all seafood lovers. [Penguin]. Paperback at $29.45. [OUT OF PRINT]

**6919093 SEA ROBINS, TRIGGERFISH & OTHER OVERLOOKED SEAFOOD**. By M. Fratoni & J.O. Friarot. Color photos. 193 pages. [Skyhorse]. Hardcover at $24.95. [PRICE CUT to $8.95]

Fish & Seafood

**6753250 500 FISH & SHELLFISH DISHES**. By Judith Fertig. This collection has everything you need to know in order to choose, prepare, cook, and enjoy seafood. It provides the full scope of preparations: steaming; simmering; frying; baking; grilling; poaching; roasting, and smoking. A final chapter on sauces and sides finishes it catch. Color photos. 288 pages. [Sellers]. Paperback at $16.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

**2854725 EATING FROM THE CLARK GROUND UP**. By Alana Chernila. Color photos. 272 pages. [Clarkston Potter]. Paper at $28.00. [OUT OF PRINT]

**6821507 GOOD EAT: Exquisite Vegetables, Global Flavors- A Modern Vegetarian Cookbook**. By Alice Hart. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. [Harvard]. Hardcover at $29.95. [PRICE CUT to $21.95]

**2851752 EATING FROM THE CLARK GROUND UP**. By Alana Chernila. Color photos. 272 pages. [Clarkston Potter]. Paper at $28.00. [OUT OF PRINT]

### Regional & Exotic Cookies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Texas BBQ: Plateaus of Legendary Lone Star Flavor</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Meredith L. Butcher</td>
<td>Join the ranks of Texas grill masters who share their secret methods for Texas Smoked Brisket, Smokey Barbecue, Barbecued Baby Back Ribs, Grilled Redfish, Citlano-Serrano Chimichurri, and plenty more. Savor 115 authentic recipes from the Lone Star State.</td>
<td>Well illus. in color. 192 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday Dinner in the South</strong></td>
<td>Tammy Algood</td>
<td>Celebrate the tradition of Sunday dinner with Algood's Southern Sunday Dinners. Try dishes such as Bunny Sausage; Danish Winter Pea Soup; Fish and Chips; Meatloaf with Wild Mushrooms; and Apple Stack Cake. Illus.</td>
<td>192 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Southern Skillet Cookbook</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by M. Stras &amp; Blackberry Farm.</td>
<td>Tucked into the rolling hills of eastern Tennessee, is consistently heralded as one of the best luxury hotels in the country. This volume brings the inn's award-winning techniques and tested recipes to every home cook— and across the way, reveals the secrets passed down through the generations in this rich and storied region. Fully illus. in color. 268 pages.</td>
<td>Clarkson Potter.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appalachian Cooking: New &amp; Traditional</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by L. Scheintaub</td>
<td>Combines the life-giving benefits of the Appalachian region with the best of its food traditions. Try Traditional Ceviche, Anticuchos de Corazón (or barbecued beef) include step by step photographs. Chung also provides a culinary history of dishes across the region. 128 pages. Periplus.</td>
<td>9x10¼% Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dosa Kitchen: Recipes from India’s Favorite Street Food</strong></td>
<td>N. Patel &amp; L. Schentuba</td>
<td>Dosa are thin, rice and lentil pancakes that can be stuffed with a variety of flavorful fillings. This informative volume shows you how to make this favorite Indian comfort food at home with a master batter recipe, hints on selecting lentils and beans, and even cocktails to serve alongside. Color photos. 143 pages.</td>
<td>Clarkson Potter.</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooking in Alaska</strong></td>
<td>P. Bobbaci &amp; D. Shaw</td>
<td>The definitive cookbook of Alaskan foods with over 400 recipes that are offered along with native folklore, photos, and exquisite illustrations of the Alaskan people and their lands. Recipes include Bunnies with Biscuits, Grilled Smoked Steaks with Herbs; and German Poppy Seed Cake. 312 pages.</td>
<td>Chicken.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appalachian Appetite: Recipes from the Heart of America</strong></td>
<td>M. Escardo</td>
<td>Journey through the diverse gastronomy of the multicultural South American country, from its Andean peaks to its coastal towns and tropical jungles with this fabulous cookbook. Become intimately acquainted with Peru’s universe of flavors, techniques, and traditions. Try Traditional Ceviche, Anticuchos de Corazon (Grilled Heart Skewers) and more. Well illus. in color. 261 pages. Skyhorse.</td>
<td>Paper bound.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Big Peruvian Cookbook</strong></td>
<td>M. Castronuova &amp; M. Escardo</td>
<td>Combines the life-giving benefits of the Andean region with the best of its food traditions. Try Traditional Ceviche, Anticuchos de Corazon (Grilled Heart Skewers) and more. Well illus. in color. 261 pages.</td>
<td>Skyhorse.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spice in the Middle East</strong></td>
<td>M. Solomonov &amp; S. Cook</td>
<td>This book is a love letter to the Middle East, North Africa, the Mediterranean, and Eastern Europe. The delicious recipes feature traditional Eastern staples like Fluke Crudo with Olives, Grapefruit, and Fennel. Baked Mouskarezi “Kibbe” with Freekeh and Green Peas, and Lafta and Rta in the home oven. Fully illus. in color. 388 pages. HMH.</td>
<td>9½ x11¼% Paperbound.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lidia’s Mastering the Art of Italian Cuisine</strong></td>
<td>Lidia Bastianich</td>
<td>This comprehensive Italian cookbook includes all the techniques needed to create perfect meals: instructions on how to buy, store, cook, and clean every ingredient; a complete guide to kitchen tools; an indispensable glossary of Italian food-related words and phrases; and more than 400 recipes. Illus. 461 pages.</td>
<td>Knopf.</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sundays in the South: Recipes from the South’s Best Soul Food</strong></td>
<td>J. Yoskowitz &amp; L. Alpern</td>
<td>The authors reclaim this time-honored tradition of Sunday dinner with Algood’s Southern Sunday Dinners. Try dishes such as Bunny Sausage; Danish Winter Pea Soup; Fish and Chips; Meatloaf with Wild Mushrooms; and Apple Stack Cake. Illus.</td>
<td>192 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceviche: Bold Flavors from a Jewish Kitchen</strong></td>
<td>J. Yoskowitz &amp; L. Alpern</td>
<td>The authors reclaim this time-honored tradition of Sunday dinner with Algood’s Southern Sunday Dinners. Try dishes such as Bunny Sausage; Danish Winter Pea Soup; Fish and Chips; Meatloaf with Wild Mushrooms; and Apple Stack Cake. Illus.</td>
<td>192 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feast: Bold Flavors from a Jewish Kitchen</strong></td>
<td>J. Yoskowitz &amp; L. Alpern</td>
<td>The authors reclaim this time-honored tradition of Sunday dinner with Algood’s Southern Sunday Dinners. Try dishes such as Bunny Sausage; Danish Winter Pea Soup; Fish and Chips; Meatloaf with Wild Mushrooms; and Apple Stack Cake. Illus.</td>
<td>192 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traditional Cooking in Peru</strong></td>
<td>S. Bower</td>
<td>Combines the life-giving benefits of the Andean region with the best of its food traditions. Try Traditional Ceviche, Anticuchos de Corazon (Grilled Heart Skewers) and more. Well illus. in color. 261 pages.</td>
<td>Skyhorse.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooking in Alaska</strong></td>
<td>P. Bobbaci &amp; D. Shaw</td>
<td>The definitive cookbook of Alaskan foods with over 400 recipes that are offered along with native folklore, photos, and exquisite illustrations of the Alaskan people and their lands. Recipes include Bunnies with Biscuits, Grilled Smoked Steaks with Herbs; and German Poppy Seed Cake. 312 pages.</td>
<td>Chicken.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tandoori oven Cooking</strong></td>
<td>S. Gottseguret</td>
<td>From Mississippi to Hawaiian Shores, from Poke Bowls to Pacific Rim Fusion. This volume shows you how to make this favorite Indian comfort food at home with a master batter recipe, hints on selecting lentils and beans, and even cocktails to serve alongside. Color photos. 143 pages.</td>
<td>Clarkson Potter.</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Great Minnesota Hot Dish, Revised</strong></td>
<td>T. Millang &amp; K. Corbett</td>
<td>Best Cookbooks. This definitive cookbook tells the story of the culinary legend and author of nine award-winning cookbooks who was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 2013, and whose recipes are more than fifteen of her most iconic dishes, while exploring the relationship between food and memory. Recipes include Easy Oven Duck Confit; Mussels Saganaki; and Greek Butter-Almond Cookies. Well illus. in color. 330 pages.</td>
<td>Grand Central.</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Great Minnesota Hot Dish, Revised</strong></td>
<td>T. Millang &amp; K. Corbett</td>
<td>Best Cookbooks. This definitive cookbook tells the story of the culinary legend and author of nine award-winning cookbooks who was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 2013, and whose recipes are more than fifteen of her most iconic dishes, while exploring the relationship between food and memory. Recipes include Easy Oven Duck Confit; Mussels Saganaki; and Greek Butter-Almond Cookies. Well illus. in color. 330 pages.</td>
<td>Grand Central.</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/694**
Ivar's Crispy Fish Tacos; and more. Well illus., most in color.

Ivar's Famous Puget Sound White Clam Chowder; you know Ivar's, the seafood restaurant famous for serving local Guide to Cooking the Northwest Catch.

Desserts, such as a Pistachio Mochatini. Color photos. 240 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Favor ites from My Li fe in Food.

Robicelli. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Insight Edit ions.

THE POT ATOPIA COOKBOOK: 77 Recipes

JACQUES PEPIN F AST FOOD MY WA Y.

100 Steakhouse Recipe s for Eve ry

THE BERGHOFF FAMILY COOKBOOK: From Our

Recipes and Recollections from Her Savannah Table.

EPIC DISHES.

By Jacques Pepin.

By Todd English. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Ten Speed.

**287569** THE FLY CREEK CIDER MILL COOKBOOK: More than 100 Delicious Apple Recipes

By Bill Michaels. Experience the history of the celebrated Fly Creek Cider Mill and the flavors of Central New York through these more than 100 apple cider-based recipes which include Fly Creek Cider Mill Apple Cider Doughnuts;

Fly Creek Apple Salsa, and Cider Based Turkey. Color photos. 200 pages. Agate Surrey, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**395029** NUM PANG: Bold Recipes from New York City's Favorite Sandwich Shop.

By Ratha Chaupoly et al. While Ratha and Ben's sandwiches, which are a cut above the rest, are at the core of Num Pang, this volume includes recipes for so much more. There are the fan favorites, such as Seared Coconut Tiger Shrimp and Hoisin Meatballs, but there are also condiments and pickles; rice and noodle bowls, sides, stews and drinks. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00

**342951** MRS. WILKES’ BOARDINGHOUSE COOKBOOK: Recipes and Recollections from Savannah's Table.

By a young and determined Serena Wilkes took over a non-descript boarding house on a shaded brick street in historic downtown Savannah. Her goal was modest: to make a living by offering comfortable and homely Southern serving family style in the downstairs dining room. All others came to see, including a profile on Dr. Brinkley’s newsy event, Southern food lovers from all over the world flocked to her doorstep. Here Sema shares more than 250 of her legendary recipes. Well illus. 175 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $9.95

**285156X** CHEERS TO THE PUBLIC REAPTAND PRESENT. By Paul Kahan et al. This stunning and exhaustive volume tells how this restaurant came to be the place where food-obsessed, street-smart, adventurous food lovers want to eat whenever they are in Chicago. With more than 150 distinctive recipes for vegetables, fish, seafood, meat, charcuterie, and breads, this cookbook transcends the expected. Color photos. 324 pages. Lorena Jones, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

**283984X** THE BOOK OF LOST RECIPES: The Best Signature Dishes from Historic Restaurants Rediscovered.

By Jaya Saxena. Discover amazing signature recipes lost to time from the most fashionable hot spots of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries in this nostalgic collection. Experience the M & L Chopped Liver at New York’s Moskowitz & Lupowitz, or the Baked Cannelloni at Paoli’s in San Francisco. Color photos. 240 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6929885** AT BLANCHARD’S TABLE: A Trip to the Beach Cookbook.

By Melinda & Robert Blanchard. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub at $32.50

**2852637** HEARTLAND: Farm-Fresh Dishes from the Great Midwest.

By Lenny Russo. Color photos. 224 pages. Running Press, 8¼x11. Pub. at $35.00

**7662629** THE BERGHOFF FAMILY COOKBOOK: From Our Table to Yours, Celebrating a Century of Entertaining.


**285896X** CHILTERN FIREHOUSE: The Cookbook.


**2993465** LUNCHBOX SALADS: More than 100 Fresh, Fast, Filling Salads for Every Weekday.


**3593893** THE BERGHOFF CAPE Cookbook: Berghoff Family Recipes for Simple, Satisfying Meals.

By Caryn Berghoff with N.R. Ryan. Founded in 1898 by Herman Berghoff, Chicago’s Berghoff Café has come to symbolize the American dream and the joy that comes from sharing food with family and friends. Today, the tradition lives on with Herman’s great-granddaughter in her new collection of classic dishes, many with a modern twist. Color photos, 156 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $24.99

**2919756** KNOCK SOUP CLASSICS: Chowders, Gumbo, Bisques, Broths, Stews, and Other Delicious Soups

By Linda Johnson. Taking you through the process step by step, with 350 full color photos, this collection covers the most appealing and timeless soups, while also introducing ethnic and exotic new flavors. All the classics are here too, from chicken noodle soup and beef barley soup to shrimp bisque and clam chowder. 244 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**2875552** 101 EPIC DISHES. By Jeff & Ali Tra. Teaches you the most important cooking skills you need to kick your kitchen game up a few notches—while whipping up some delicious dishes. Southwestern BBQ Chile con Carne; Szechuan Beef; and many more. 120 pages. HMH. Pub. at $15.99

**2774569** JACQUES PEPIN FAST FOOD MY WAY. Color photos. 240 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00

**1823124** MAKE IT AHEAD: A Barefoot Contessa Cookbook. By Ina Garten. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00


**2852850** KENNETH LEIGHTON’S ARTIST’S KITCHEN. By Kevin Lyman. 339 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10x12¼. Pub. at $30.00

**694230X** ESSENTIAL PEPIN: More Than 700 All-Time Favorites from My Life in Food. By Jacques Pepin. 688 pages. HMH. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00


Desserts, such as a Poached Melon. Color photos. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x11. Pub. at $32.50

**12944818** POULETS & LEGUMES:

My Favorite Chicken and Vegetable Recipes.

By Jean-Marc Mendes & A. Balazs. Color photos. 320 pages. Ten Speed.

**7571641** MORTON’S THE COOKBOOK: 100 Steakhouse Recipes for Every Kitchen. By Klaus Fritsch et al. The renowned restaurant provides classic steakhouse fare and then some, introducing a world of bold flavors from around the globe. Color photos. 320 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x11. Pub. at $32.50

**5715296** IVAR’S SEASONAL SEAFOOD COOKBOOK: The Fish-Of-the-Day Guide to Cooking the Northwest Catch.

If you know Seattle, you know Ivar’s, the seafood restaurant famous for serving local seafood with a side of Down-Home comfort cooking. Ivar’s first cookbook, which has served up recipes that includes Ceasar Salad with Blackened Salmon; Ivar’s Famous Puget Sound White Clam Chowder; Ivar’s Crispy Fish Tacos, and more. Well illus.,most in color. 176 pages. Sasquatch. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95

**6946186** IVAR’S SEAFOOD COOKBOOK: The O-fish-al Guide to Cooking the Northwest Catch. If you know Seattle, you know Ivar’s, the seafood restaurant famous for serving local seafood with a side of Down-Home comfort cooking. Ivar’s first cookbook, which has served up recipes that includes Ceasar Salad with Blackened Salmon; Ivar’s Famous Puget Sound White Clam Chowder; Ivar’s Crispy Fish Tacos, and more. Well illus.,most in color. 176 pages. Sasquatch. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95

**3668393** THE FLY CREEK CIDER MILL COOKBOOK: Berghoff Family Recipes for Simple, Satisfying Meals.
### Wine & Spirits

#### 286312X CRAFT CIDER: How to Turn Apples into Alcohol. By Jeff Smith. The essential handbook for people interested in long overdue hard cider renaissance. This guide provides in-depth apple profiles, essential equipment lists, production tips, food pairing ideas, and tales of cider. Smith also offers recipes for making cider for every palate, from sweet and luscious to tart and dry. 148 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRAFT CIDER: How to Turn Apples into Alcohol</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3569151 THE JOY OF HOME DISTILLING. By Rick Morris. Presents a complete guide for beginner and intermediate distillers. Topics include: What distillation is and common misconceptions about the process, step by step instructions for the different processes, from bucket to bottle, flavoring and aging your spirits; and more. Illus. in color. 209 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

#### 2798458 THE JOY OF BREWING CIDER, MEAD, AND HERBAL WINE. By Nancy Kozl. Whether you want to try a simple honey mead, a crisp apple cider, or a savory wine with herbs foraged from your backyard, you’ll find the inspiration and instruction you need to follow through to the finished product with this thorough guide. Along the way you’ll pick up some fun facts about ethical consumption, sustainable farming, and the history of these ancient brews. Color photos. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

#### 2878712 WINE ISN’T ROCKET SCIENCE: A Quick & Easy Guide to Understanding, Tasting, & Pairing Every Type of Wine. By Ophelia Helmer. This highly illustrated guide presents a new way to understand and enjoy any type of wine. Chock full of expert information that even the most seasoned wine lover will find useful, it covers 50 varieties of white, red, and sweet wines, wine selections for every occasion, pairings for meals, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $24.95

#### 2960931 BEER FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the World’s Most Consumed Adult Beverage. By Jeff Ciotelli. A no-nonsense guide to the world of beer, answering many burning questions about the diverse array of styles, ingredients, and international brewing traditions. Every aspect of the beer world that drive the world’s most celebrated beverage. Illus., most in color. 389 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

#### 2841994 MOONSHINE NATION: The Art of Creating America’s Original Rebel Spirit. By Kevin Bego. This book tells the story of the moonshiners who became folk heroes for the ages and how their batches of XXX endur e as the favorite thirst-quencher of millions. Telling the rebel in each of us, this fun volume also includes over 100 recipes for infusions and cocktails using moonshine as a main ingredient. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

#### 2927283 VINO BUSINESS: The Cloudy World of French Wine. By Isabelle Saporta. This is a surprising and eye opening account about the dark side of French wine. While Bordeaux has been a bastion of winemaking tradition and excellence for centuries, in recent decades the industry had changed dramatically under the influence of large scale international investors. The author exposes the hidden secrets of Bordeaux. 228 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00


#### 8686588 TABLETOP DISTILLING: How to Make Spirits, Essences, and Essential Oils with Small Stills. By Kai Moller. With a small, 0.5 liter distiller, you can easily create fine brandies, whiskies, and even essential oils in your own kitchen. Learn the tools, techniques, and stages of distillation to distill raw natural materials for a variety of applications. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer.

#### 2978644 SIMPLE HOMEMAKERING: Great Beer, Less Work, More Fun. By D. Beechum & D. Conn. Simplifies the complicated steps for making beer and returns brewing to its fundamentals. Explore the four main ingredients of water, malted barley, hops, and yeast to become beer. This in-depth guide features expert advice for brewers of all levels. 235 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

#### 2915928 ABSINTHE: The Exquisite Elixir. By B.J. Wittels & T.A. Breau. A comprehensive guide that explains and illustrates the history, culture and mystique of the drink known as the “Green Fairy.” The authors explore this green colored spirit’s colorful past and the adventures of some of its famous connoisseurs. 143 pages. Fulcrum. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

#### 2985616 Sake: The History, Stories and Craft of Japan’s Artisanal Libations. By Hajime Izett. With 75 Japanese breweries including; 60 sake breweries, 10 shochu distilleries, and 5 awamori distilleries, from Okinawa all the way to Hokkaido for geographic and simply for tasting. Izett also takes the world of sake to novices, and beverage professionals will discover many brands that they may wish to consider importing for their menus. Well illus., many in color. 413 pages. Gatehouse. 9x11½”. Pub. at $104.95


#### 2891301 FINDING MEZCAL: A Journey into the Liquid Soul of Mexico. By Ron Cooper. Offers a personal story of Cooper’s love affair with the Mexican spirit, mezcal, and his quest to honor and protect its culture and ancient traditions—a journey that opens mountains and deep into the cloud forests of Oaxaca, mezcal’s spiritual home. Illus. in color. 271 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $30.00

#### 2857000 THE ART OF DISTILLING, REVISED. Ed. by Bill Owens et al. Your backyard goes into the world of small-scale distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brands, and other spirits. In this comprehensive guide, Owens will teach you how contemporary modern water and grain into the full range of exquisite, timeless spirits. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Quarry. 8x10¼”. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99


#### 6561932 DRINKING IN AMERICA: Our Secret History. By Susan Cheever. 258 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00


#### 2956132 DECANTED: A Winemaker’s Journey. Fullscreen. Pub. at $19.95

Desserts

2959151 GINGERBREAD HOUSES: A Complete Guide to Baking, Building & Dressing

6930034 SWEET! Our Best Cupcakes, Cookies, Candy and More
By the eds of Food Network Magazine. Food Network Magazine editors have picked their all-time favorite treats and put them into one deliciously irresistible cupcake, cake, cookie, or candy. Under 35 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

2966182 PARTY CUPCAKES
By Shereen van Balgooyen. When you serve these stunningly decorated cupcakes your gathering is bound to be a success. With 30 impressive designs to suit any party theme these unique and inspiring cake designs will amaze and impress your guests wherever their age. Includes step by step instructions and basic recipe. Over 35 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6904300 KEEP CALM AND BAKE CUPCAKES
By Barbara Dixon. When the oven gets tough–bake cupcakes! Here are over 30 irresistible cupcakes for every occasion. From classic treats to seasonal specials, Dixon offers clear instructions, cooking tips, and storage suggestions to make your time in the kitchen as short and as sweet as possible. Illus. 4 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2942188 SALLY’S BAKING ADDICTION: Irresistible Cookies, Cupcakes & Desserts for Your Sweet-Tooth Fix
By Sally Mckenney. Offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—including lightened up or vegan options—that will satisfy your cravings for every occasion. From classic treats to seasonal specials, Dixon offers clear instructions, cooking tips, and storage suggestions to make your time in the kitchen as short and as sweet as possible. Illus. 4 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2938758 THE SWEEP STOUT: Dalna Back Sump and Ating Up Flavor
By P. Kaminsky & B. Yosses. A collection of recipes that upends the notion of “healthy” desserts with an inspired collection of date-based treats that reinvent the magic that happens when you bake with less sugar. From Kabocha Persimmon Pie and Matcha Green Tea Roll with Blackberry Pastry Crust to lemon thyme cookies, Yosses shows that desserts don’t have to be a source of penance to be decadent. Color photos. 263 pages. Avery. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2802221 AMERICAN GIRL BAKING: Recipes for Cupcakes, Cookies & Muffins
By Nicole Hill Gerulat. Featuring forty charming and creative recipes for delicious desserts and pastries, from cupcakes and cookies to madelines and tartlets. Includes cooking instructions and tips to ensure that your baking is smooth and successful. Color photos. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

2765358 VEGETABLE CAKES: The Most Fun Way to Five a Day!
By Tsarine Sveckaw. A collection of recipes with a difference: Kale and Coconut Galette, Cauliflower and Strawberry Pie, and much much more. You’ll find out why the photo guides you through each stage of every recipe so you too can create stunning showstoppers! 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $15.95

6798780 PAISSE SISTERS: History, Shops, Recipes
By Christian Saramon. Features a selection of Patissiers who have their own specialty and demonstrate unparalleled craftsmanship. From time-honored classics like Chocolate Eclairs, Meringues, and Rum Babas, to innovative creations that mingle flavors and textures, this volume invites the reader to discover the patisserie capital of Paris today. Illus. 176 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

6841082 THE EUROPEAN CAKE COOKBOOK
By Tatyana Nesteruk. Allow your imagination to transport you to a bakery in France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Russia, Greece, and anywhere else your taste buds desire. A few of the 65 gorgeous creations inside are Raspberry Sacherorte, Amarettini Choux Pastry Sponge Cake, and a showstopping Chocolate Kivi Cake. Color photos. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2887576 LITTLE TREATS DONUTS: Recipes for Glazed, Sprinkled & Jelli-Filled Delights

6925327 S’MORES! Goey, Melty, Crunchy Riffs on the Campfire Classic
By Dan Whalen. Enjoy your s’mores all year long with the more than 50 playful, irresistible recipes that come together to create a mouthwatering medley of classic Salted Caramel S’mores and Lemon Merinique S’mores, to crazy, Avocado S’mores or the Elvis–Banana, and Peanut Butter Nirvana. Full color. 118 pages. Workman. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6921469 DELICIOUS POKE CAKES
By R. Wys & K. Moore. Poking holes into the top of a cake lets toppings seep inside, resulting in a decadent flavor-sealed dessert that is as effortless as it is delicious. Here you will find over 50 recipes to show you how to turn a simple “boring” cake recipe into a delicious work of art, featuring fresh fruit, rich chocolate, and even the occasional splash of alcohol. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6810953 SLOW COOKER DESSERTS: Oh So Easy, Oh So Delicious
By R. Wys & K. Moore. Yes, you can show-off your cooking skills with a simple and easy-to-follow recipes, featuring fresh fruit, rich chocolate, and even the occasional splash of alcohol. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6979931 150 BEST DONUT RECIPES: Fried or Baked
By George Geary. This collection of delectable recipes features a wide variety of choices for raised, baked, cake-style, holiday specials, and even one-bite donuts, as well as toppings, icings, sugary and fudgy fillings. Color photos. 136 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

6985681 PERFECT HOMEMADE ICE CREAM: The Artisanal Kitchen
By Jeni Britton Bauer. A foolproof technique allows your imagination to transport you to a bakery in France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Russia, Greece, and anywhere else your taste buds desire. A few of the 65 gorgeous creations inside are Raspberry Sacherorte, Amarettini Choux Pastry Sponge Cake, and a showstopping Chocolate Kivi Cake. Color photos. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2902559 FROZEN TREATS: Over 40 Delicious Recipes
By Dan Whalen. Enjoy your s’mores all year long with the more than 50 playful, irresistible recipes that come together to create a mouthwatering medley of classic Salted Caramel S’mores and Lemon Merinique S’mores, to crazy, Avocado S’mores or the Elvis–Banana, and Peanut Butter Nirvana. Full color. 112 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2952101 MARTHA STEWART’S CUPCAKES: 175 Inspired Ideas for Everyone’s Favorite Treat

2902586 BAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN: 50 Sweet Recipes for a Make a Day
By A. Gentry & K. Hall. In color. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

6994349 125 BEST CHOCOLATE CHIP RECIPES

295278X LOMELINO’S CAKES: 27 Pretty Cakes to Make Any Day Special
By Linda Lomelino. 146 pages, Roost. 8x10¼. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

2818337 BEAN TO BAR CHOCOLATE: America’s Craft Revolution

Beverages

2905876 THE COFFEE LOVER’S DIET: Change Your Coffee, Change Your Life
By Bob Arnot. In this revolutionary guide, Dr. Arnot shows you how to use the power of America’s favorite drink–coffee–to achieve optimum health, longevity, mental clarity, weight loss, and renewed vigor. He teaches you how to source the best beans from around the world, how to create the perfect brew, and includes tips to help you put coffee to work in your diet, 373 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.95 $14.95

6835457 TOTAL JUICING: Over 125 Healthy and Delicious Ways to Use Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Juices and Pulp
By Elaine LaLanne with R. Benyo. Today’s juice extractors have opened up an exciting new way to take control of your own health and well being. Now you can learn how to control weight and lower blood pressure, address such conditions as psoriasis, stomach ulcers, arthritis, anemia and gout, and all in your own kitchen. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

2815515 INFUSED WATER: 75 Simple and Delicious Recipes to Keep You and Your Family Healthy and Hydrated
By Elaine LaLanne with R. Benyo. Today’s juice extractors have opened up an exciting new way to take control of your own health and well being. Now you can learn how to control weight and lower blood pressure, address such conditions as psoriasis, stomach ulcers, arthritis, anemia and gout, and all in your own kitchen. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/694
enjoyable drinks to add to your daily health routine. Illus. in color.

2793003 TEA & TREATS: Perfect Pairings for Brews and Bakes. By Liz Franklin. What better way to make the best of your fine tea than to pair it with the perfect brew. Create your own tea and enhance the tea. Combinations and recipes include Passion Fruit and Orange Tea with Sticky Oat Breakfast Bars, Lemon Balm Tea served alongside light Clotted Cream and Raspberry Brulee Tartlets, and more. Color photos. 144 pages. Books4Less. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6914802 HOW TO MAKE TEA: The Science Behind the Leaf. By B.R. Keating & K. Long. Offers clear, illustrated, step by step instructions to learn a variety of tea-making skills. Learn about the chemistry of tea, how to choose the best leaf, the correct way to infuse to achieve the perfect flavor, and what essential oils and aromatics can do for you. Learn how to brew the most delicious cup at home.


 признаю, что на данный момент я не могу точно определить, что конкретно нужно сделать с этой постановкой. Она может быть содержать предложения, указания или задания, которые требуют специфического подхода для их выполнения. Если вы хотите, чтобы я помог вам с этим, пожалуйста, уточните свои потребности или условия.
**Seasonings & Condiments**

- **2831384 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS COMPLETE CANNING GUIDE.** By J. Kingry & L. Bauer. New methods and classic techniques for preserving the fresh flavors of the summer garden or farmer’s market all year round with this complete step by step guide to canning, freezing, and pickling. Features more than 330 recipes for jams, jellies, pickles, salsas, fruits, vegetables, soups, stews and more. Ringbinder. Illus. in color. 482 pages. HMH. Oct. 9. $19.95. Lysne.

- **2876388 I LOVE JAM.** By Rachel Saunders. Features more than 25 delectable recipes for making your own vibrantly flavoured jams and marmalades at home as well as simple suggestions for livening up dishes made with jam. Includes clear instructions, mouth-watering flavor variations, and tips. Well illus. in color. 94 pages. Andrews McMeel. Oct. 3. $12.95. Lysne.

**Canning & Preserving**

- **6935419 WISDOM FOR HOME PRESERVERS: 500 Tips for Pickling, Canning, Curing, Smoking, and More.** By Celeste Roger. Collects tips for preserving food at home. For easy reference, the tips are divided into eight chapters: Getting Started; Canning; Freezing; Fermenting; Drying; Smoking; Curing; and Storing Beyond. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Taunton. $21.95. SPECIAL PRICE CUT to $12.95.

- **2852577 500 PRESERVING DELIGHTS: Jams, Chutneys, Infusions, Relishes & Mustards, Bottling Fruits & Vegetables, Canning & Pickling.** By Valerie Alまn-Smith. The book is packed with some of the most simple jam and jelly recipes using a hot water bath canner, while others may be advanced enough to have mastered the pressure canner. Includes more than 30 delicious recipes for preserving the harvest. Illus. in color. 254 pages. Land & Sea. Oct. 9. $17.95. Lysne.

**Fruits & Cooking**

- **6875909 THE JOY OF PEACHES: Summer’s Succulent Fruit.** By Theresa Millang. Add the sweet, tangy, flavor of peaches to everything from salads and drinks to soups and desserts. Delicious recipes include Peach Ice Cream Punch; Peach-Glazed Ham; Peach and Cream Muffins; Rolisserie Chicken Peach Salad, and Fresh Peach Pie. Also, with suggestions for planting, selecting, and storing peaches. 240 pages. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. $12.95. Lysne.

- **6875871 THE JOY OF BLUEBERRIES: Nature’s Little Damsels.** By Theresa Millang. Presents a wide array of blueberry recipes—from bars to soups to ice cream—featuring this little fruit and other blueberry products like the Apple-Blueberry Bundt Cake; Blueberry-Peach Oven Pancakes; Blueberry-Apple-Spice, or Blueberry Lemonade. 224 pages. Adventure Publications. $18.95. Lysne.

**Additional Listings**

- **967268317 COMPLET DISHES: 400 Delicious & Creative Recipes For Today.** By J. Kingry & L. Devine. Along with user-friendly recipes that will appeal to novice and experienced cooks alike, this guide also includes a Home Canning Companion, which provides answers to virtually every question and problem. Covers Soft Spreads, Fabulous Fruits, Condiments, Pickles, and more. 48 pages of color photos. 448 pages. Roos. Oct. 9. $18.95. Lysne.

- **2840136 THE FRUIT FORAGER’S COMPANION: Ferments, Pickles, and Preserves Through the Beginning, Moderate, and Advanced Stages of Preserving. Newcomers can start with a simple jam and jelly recipe using a hot water bath canner, while others may be advanced enough to have mastered the pressure canner. Includes more than 30 delicious recipes for preserving the harvest. Illus. in color. 254 pages. Land & Sea. Oct. 9. $17.95. Lysne.

- **2851072 JEAN ANDERSON’S PRESERVING GUIDE.** Teaches you how to enjoy the bounty of your own garden, farmer’s markets, and roadside stands all year round. The guide provides easy-to-follow directions for preserving whatever you grow and dishes up more than 100 original recipes. 257 pages. UCNP. Paperbound. $14.95. Lysne.

**Other Listed Titles**

2897729 CAKE: A Slice of History. By Alyssa Levene. A fascinating look at cakes both ancient and modern, from today’s oft-maligned fruit cake to the pound cake, from the monkey cake to the Angel Food Cake, from Queen Victoria’s pedestrian cake of the day to competitive baking. Along the way Levene reflects on how the cake became the symbol of celebration. 303 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

2993510 LUCKY PEACH. An encyclopedic ovari an overview , a handbook, a guidebook. By Jenny 219 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $14.95

2980674 EIGHT FLAVORS: The Untold Story of American Cuisine. By Sarah Lohman. Introduces unsung culinary heroes: the explorers, merchants, botanists, farmers, whose dishes became what we define the American palatte. Peeling together original research, historical recipes, and Lohman’s own adventures, she takes us on a journey through the history of food to tell us something about our present and our future. Illus. 280 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

289444X SQUIRREL PIE (AND OTHER STORIES). By Elisabeth Luard. In this episode of her world tour, she divides it into four landscapes—rivers, islands, deserts and forests—Luard’s food stories are coupled with reflection of its unique place of origin, including forests–Luard’s food stories are coupled with forests. 327 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95

2990542 CHEFS, DRUGS AND ROCK & ROLL: How Food Lovers, Free Spirits, M ythics And American Pioneers Created A Culinary Counter-culture. By Friendly Fried. Told largely in the words of the people who lived it, Friedman treats readers to an unparalleled Culture, social, and geopolitical events. 283 pages. Gotham. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 2953202 THE COURSE OF HISTORY: Ten Meals That Changed The World. By Dana Fox. Founded in February 2015, this online magazine that explores people’s lives through the food they cook and eat is based in London, but the editorial team travels widely looking for food cadging adventures. By Terry Breverton. 16 pages of illus., some color. 352 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

★ 2871831 AMERICAN ADVERTISING COOKBOOKS: How Corporations Taught Us to Love Spam, Bananas, and Jell-O. By Christina Ward. A deeply researched and entertaining survey of America’s food culture and how, without quite realizing it, people changed the course of culinary history to reshape the city itself. 261 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.99

★ 2875874 ITALIAN FOOD. By Elizabeth David. Published in 1954 the importance of this work can only be appreciated when you realize that David was working in a post-racial English world which regarded food from the colonies and the empire as inferior cuisine. This book not only means more than an analysis on pasta and veal. What she discovered was an enormous wealth of regional diversity in ingredients, methods, and even language. 376 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 2897655 CUL TURED: How Ancient Foods Can Feed Our Microbiome. By Katherine Harmon Courage. A science journalist takes us from mountain villages in Greece and cheese caves in Switzerland to state of the art biotech labs to understand precisely what’s going on in the gut when we eat foods like fermented foods, including kimchi, sauerkraut, Gruyere and Emanuel cheeses, de-salted olives, soy-based natto and tempeh, kumbucha and yogurt. 271 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

286018X RHAPSODY IN SCHMALTZ: Yiddish Food and Why We Can’t Stop Eating It. By Michael Wex. 297 pages. University of Toronto Press. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

2909458 OYSTER: A Gastronomic History (with Recipes). By Terry Breverton. 16 pages of illus., some color. 352 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


★ 2896554 GUMBO LIFE: Tales from the Roux Bayou. By Ken Wells. What is about gumbo that continues to delight and nourish so many? And what explains its spread around the world? Wells sleuths out gumbo’s culinary history, where he makes clear that gumbo is more than simply a delicious dish: it’s an attitude. Includes several gumbo recipes. 295 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

★ THE OXFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FOOD AND DRINK IN AMERICA, SECOND EDITION. Ed. by Andrew F. Smith. In over 1,400 entries, this new edition reflects the many changes in American food consciousness during the 21st century. Entries from The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink have also been added, as have substantial number of biographies of culinary personalities. 2,508 pages. 192 pages. Oxford. 8½x11. Pub. at $99.00 $79.95


290493 FEAST YOUR EYES. By Brittney Wright. 128 pages. Little, Brown. 8¼x8½. Pub. at $20.00 $10.95


2838273 DR. BURNORIUM’S HOTTEST EVER SPICY RECIPES. By Dana Viterbo. 270 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

2910272 NEVER OUT OF SEASON: How Having the Food We Want When We Want It Threatens Our Food Supply and Our Future. By Rob Dunn. Authoritative, urgent, and filled with fascinating heroes and villains from around the world, Dunn tells us the story of the fascinating collection of biologists, nutritionists, and scientists racing to preserve the diversity of life, in order to save our food supply, and us. Brown. Pub at $27.00 $9.45


2892286 100 FOOD & DRINK STYLE IDEAS: Mouthwatering Food Presentation from Chefs, Photographers & Bloggers from Around the Globe. By Ari Bendesky. 320 pages. Rockport. 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

2963042 6709435 REAL FOOD/FAKE FOOD: Why You Don’t Know What You’re Eating & What You Can Do About It. By Barry OImsted. From lobster rolls with no lobster to Parmesan made from wood pulp, OImsted takes us into the unregulated food industry to reveal the deceptive-and-switch in which counterfeiting is rampant and consumers pay the price. He also highlights authentic food, enabling us to recognize and savor it even more. 318 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $11.95
You can print out extra order forms at EdwardRHHamilton.com/6947

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

Edward R. Hamilton Bookseller Company
PO Box 15 • Falls Village, CT 06031-0015

2815729 TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT, PLAIN AND SIMPLE. By Clifford Brooks. With his frank humor, Brooks' step by step guide is as fun to read as its end results are rewarding. Includes helpful tips from an experienced cat owner for when things go wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share the throne with Queen Mittens.


6584911 THE CAT WHO CAME BACK FOR CHRISTMAS. By Julia Rothman. Quaint and withdrawn, the author's autistic son found a new hope when he met a stray cat in the garden. For three years, George and Ben were inseparable, until Ben suddenly went missing. But just days before Christmas, a call from more than 50 miles away could change everything. 274 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

5749344 WOMAN-POWERED FARM. By Audrey Levatis. If you're a woman searching for a more self-sufficient life, whether your goal is to ride a tractor or simply grow some of your own food, this comprehensive guide is for you. Written by a woman farmer, it offers practical advice for everything from chopping wood to fixing a flat tire. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $1.95

2841789 FRONTIER FARE. By Sherry Monninger. Celebrate the cradle to The Donald to the Oval Office. In President Trump on his historic journey from President Trump promises to re-make America. The tipping point was the financial crash of 2008, when the nation's banking system was nearly brought to its knees. Amid the crisis, Trump rose to prominence as a real-estate developer, and his outspoken stance that the urban and financial centers were in decay attracted notice. Then came the 2010 midterm elections, which were a referendum on the Obama administration and President Obama's policies. In his own image. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99 $1.95

2945908 WOOD PALLET WORKSHOP: 20 DIY Projects That Turn Forgotten Wood into Stylish Home Furnishings. By Danny Darke. Turn simple wood shipping pallets into stunning crafts for your home. Easy to follow designs include: Coffee table, wine rack, bench, chest, flower box, headboard and much more. Fully illus. in color. 149 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2965585 1001 DOT-TO-DOT Classic Pinups by Gil Elvgren. The 42 intricate dot-to-dot puzzles in this collection provide hours of enjoyment for fans of Gil Elvgren, the finest pin-up artist in the history of American illustration. Each puzzle is accompanied by informative text, and when you've completed the puzzles, you can color them! Thunder Bay. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6824280 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STATS. By K. Heavy & R. Spander. Tells unique baseball stories, showcasing stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2015 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new insights to create a perfect resource for baseball fans from coast to coast. Illus. 279 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

6955400 WISDOM FOR HOME BREWERS. 500 Tips & Recipes for Making Great Beer. By T. Bruning & N. Sadler. Presents a collection of 500 tips for making your own beer, written by two experienced brewers. The tips are grouped logically so that novices can build their knowledge gradually, while old hands may prefer to dip in at random or use the index to find specific topics. Illus. 288 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

282548X HOW TO WINDOW BOX: Small-Space Plants to Grow Indoors or Out. By C.A. Gordon & R. Benoit. Whether your window faces south where the sun floods in or north with nothing but shade, these indoor and outdoor projects show you how to easily grow succulents, herbs, cacti, and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2981865 THE LEGO INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STATS. Two Ton: One Fight, One Night-Tony Galento v. Joe Louis. By Joseph Monninger. Recalls the June night in 1939, when "Two Ton" Tony Galento stepped in the ring against the Brown Bomber, Joe Louis, the finest heavyweight of his generation. Most gave Galento, the Fastball of boxing, little chance until he connected with a single left hook and put Louis down. Illus. 206 pages. Steerforth. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

* 2922318 THE LEGO CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS BOOK, VOLUME 2. By Chris McVeigh. FaLaLa La LEGO! Build last-minute with this all new collection of original LEGO ornament designs. Gather around the tree, grab that box of LEGO, and start making your next family keepsake. Step by step instructions for 16 models include Santa; Reindeer; Mr. Snow, Gingerbread House; and more. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. No Starch. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

282549X THE SODA FOUNTAIN. By Gia Giasullo et al. A quintessentially American institution, the soda fountain speaks of a bygone era of innocence and ease. Brooklyn Farmacy & Soda Fountain, opened in 2010, revives this forgotten pastime in these pages, offering up delicious recipes for creating classic floats, sundaes, egg creams, and more. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.